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Naturally available nanomaterials or those synthesized from natural resources 
become “new favorite” of material world due to their advantages of low cost, safety 
and environmental friendliness. They are honored as future “green materials” and 
widely used in fabricating various functional materials. Naturally available materials 
have been playing an increasingly important role in many fields such as environmental 
remediation, separation, catalysis, and polymer composites. This book collects latest 
research results on the new composites for environmental application, focusing on 
the study of fabricating functional composites using natural clay minerals. Naturally 
available materials or solid waste or minerals are good precursors for producing 
adsorbents. Composites based on sub-bituminous coal, lignite, and a blend of coal 
and Irvingia gabonensis seed shells, the Cl-type Mg-Al hydrotalcite (Cl-LDH), the 
hydroxyapatite decorated with carbon nanotube and Zirconium (Zr)-containing 
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silica residue purification (ZSR-P) were proved to have good adsorption capability 
to Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions, antibiotic molecules, Cd(II), and fluoride, respectively. 
The nano-Mg(OH)

2
 loaded carbon cloth showed good separation effect for 

Eu(III), and the sodium-modified clinoptilolite showed good separation effect for  
CH

4
/N

2
 from coal bed gas. Also, natural nanoclay is an effective precursor for the 

preparation of inorganic-inorganic or organic-inorganic nano-hybrid materials. Using  
nano-kaolinite as a carrier, the inorganic-inorganic hybrid cobalt blue pigment with 
excellent color and stability can be obtained by surface co-precipitation and in-situ 
calcination crystallization process. The intercalation of 7-amino-4-methylcoumarin 
(AMC) molecules into the interlayer space of montmorillonite (MMT) can effectively 
inhibit fluorescence quenching and improve the detection effectiveness of Cr(VI) 
in water. The interlayer space of kaolinite can accommodate organic molecules 
to form an organic-inorganic hybrid composite. Natural clay minerals are also 
effective carriers for catalysts. Er3+:CeO

2
/palygorskite nanocomposites prepared 

by a facile precipitation method showed excellent desulfurization rate under 
visible light irradiation. The zero-valent iron-loaded nanoclays composite catalysts 
can degrade efficiently Rhodamine 6G (Rh 6G) under microwave irradiation. In 
addition, the polymer composites have been developed using natural palygorskite, 
montmorillonite nanosheets or silica nanoparticles as inorganic components, which 
are potential to be used in many fields such as packing, biomedicine, or rubber. With 
the increasing attention to clay minerals, research methods for the microstructure 
of clay minerals continue to receive attention. It is no doubt that natural materials 
have got a booming attention from researchers in mineralogy, materials science, 
chemistry, energy, biomedicine and other fields due to their advantages. However, 
there is still a long way to go to substitute traditional synthetic nanomaterials with 
natural ones, and there are still theoretical and technological limitation in the design 
and synthesis of new materials from natural materials. Related theoretical research 
and technological development require continuous exploration by researchers. This 
book has collected some recent advances in related research, and hopes to play a 
role in attracting more attention to the construction of functional materials from 
natural raw materials. It is also believed that through the unremitting efforts of all 
researchers, the dream of green materials and green preparation processes can be 
realized.

Citation: Wang, A., Wang, W., Cheng, H., Zhou, C., eds. (2019). Novel Approaches to 
Design Eco-friendly Materials Based on Natural Nanomaterials. Lausanne: Frontiers 
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Preparation and Evaluation of
Adsorbents from Coal and Irvingia
gabonensis Seed Shell for the
Removal of Cd(II) and Pb(II) Ions from
Aqueous Solutions

Mercy A. Ezeokonkwo, Okechukwu F. Ofor and Julius U. Ani*

Department of Pure and Industrial Chemistry, University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Nigeria

Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions removal using adsorbents prepared from sub-bituminous coal,

lignite, and a blend of coal and Irvingia gabonensis seed shells was investigated. Fourier

transform infrared, scanning electron microscope and X-ray fluorescence analyses

implicated hydroxyl, carbonyl, Al2O3, and SiO2 as being responsible for attaching the

metal ions on the porous adsorbents. The optimum adsorption of carbonized lignite

for the uptake of Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions from aqueous media were 80.93 and 87.85%,

respectively. Batch adsorption was done by effect of adsorbent dosage, pH, contact

time, temperature, particle size, and initial concentration. Equilibrium for the removal

of Pb(II) and Cd(II) was established within 100 and 120min respectively. Blending

the lignite-derived adsorbent with I. gabonensis seed shell improved the performance

significantly. More improvement was observed on modification of the blend using NaOH

and H3PO4. Pb(II) was preferentially adsorbed than Cd(II) in all cases. Adsorption of Cd(II)

and Pb(II) ions followed Langmuir isotherm. The adsorption kinetics was best described

by pseudo-second order model. The potential for using a blend of coal and agricultural

byproduct (I. gabonensis seed shell) was found a viable alternative for removal of toxic

heavy metals from aqueous solutions.

Keywords: lignite, adsorption, Irvingia gabonensis, isotherm, kinetics

INTRODUCTION

The accumulation of toxic heavy metals in industrial wastewater effluents has become a great
challenge in less developed countries such as Nigeria, as these effluents are indiscriminately
discharged into water bodies or on land (Weber et al., 1991). Wastewater effluents generated in
some chemical process industries contain cadmium, lead, copper, zinc, nickel, and chromium
(Argun and Dursun, 2008), which if contained above a given concentration are hazardous and
has the propensity of leading to fatal health challenges. In addition, these elements, unlike most
pollutants are not ecologically degradable rather they undergo a universal ecological cycle in which
soil and water are the main pathways (Nwokonkwo, 2008). High levels of heavy metals in soils
could result in uptake by local and agronomic plants and leaching to ground and surface waters.

Sewage sludge application causes related problems like rise in injurious level of the heavy
metal concentration in edible crops (Nwajei, 2005). Cadmium (II) can enter the food chain
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via plant uptake (Nwajei, 2005). Natural waters are contaminated
by lead through several activities in industries, which include
battery, paint, metal plating, smelting, textiles, and plastics,
amongst others (Opeolu et al., 2008). All foods contain varying
amounts of lead and cadmium. Concentrations of lead and
selenium in plants may produce subsequent toxic effects (Nwajei,
2005).Cadmium and lead are among the most highly toxic metals
commonly found in most industrial wastewater. Lead has been
implicated as one of the three highly harmful heavy metals,
which exhibit latent prolonged negative effect on human health;
thereby resulting in a number of diseases such as hepatitis,
anaemia, nephritic syndrome, and encephalopathy (Deng et al.,
2006). It can also lead to brain and bone damage (Mishra, 2014).
Cadmium on the other hand endangers human health as it
can cause so many health disorder including kidney damage,
diarrhea, itai—itai disease, mucous membrane destruction, bone
damage, and vomiting. It also influences the formation of
progesterone and testosterone (Johannes et al., 2006). These and
many other health problems associated with lead and cadmium
prompted the choice of lead and cadmium in this study. There is
need for the concentration of heavy metals in industrial effluents
to be controlled within tolerable levels (Meena et al., 2008) before
being discharged into sewage systems, water ways, or on land to
avoid ecological pollution.

Several technologies are available in literature for the removal
of heavy metals from industrial wastewater (Anand et al., 1985;
Kim et al., 1985; Murphy and Erkey, 1997; Monser and Adhoum,
2002; Erdem et al., 2004; Golder et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2008; Yuan
et al., 2008), which include coagulation/flocculation, adsorption,
reverse osmosis, and biological treatment. Of all these techniques,
adsorption is the most efficient and versatile for removal of
heavy metal. (Agarwal et al., 2006). Most of the other methods
are non-selective and not very effective in the face of low
metal concentration in the effluent (Mishra, 2014). According
to Kurniawan et al. (2006), adsorption can be defined as “a
mass transfer process by which a substance is transferred from
the liquid phase to the surface of a solid, and becomes bound
by physical and/or chemical interaction.” Adsorption occurs by
transport of adsorbates from the bulk fluid to the adjoining fluid-
adsorbent interface by film diffusion of adsorbates through the
laminar boundary layer surrounding the adsorbent particle. This
is followed by surface reaction of the adsorbate reactants to
the internal surface of the porous adsorbent to form adsorbed
products (Nabi et al., 2015). Several works on the adsorption of
heavy metals using activated carbon prepared from various low-
cost precursors have been reported (Kumar, 2006). In addition,
the potential of coal and coal fly ash as adsorbents has been
investigated (Gangoli et al., 1975; Grover and Narayanaswamy,
1982; Yadera et al., 1987; Moreno-Castilla et al., 1994; Martyniuk
and Wieckowska, 1997; Menkiti and Onukwuli, 2011). Various
research works have similarly been conducted on the use of
blended adsorbents for wastewater effluent treatment (Panday
et al., 1984; Nordiana and Siti, 2013). Nordiana and Siti
(2013) reported that a blend of activated charcoal and peanut
shell was more efficient in adsorbing lead ions from aqueous
solution than the individual adsorbents. Wang and Xing (2002)
also reported that phosphate-modified goethite improved both

cadmium adsorption and adsorption process. Earlier studies
have shown that adsorption efficiency increases with increase
in carbonization temperature as well as the modification of the
adsorbent with activating agents such as nitric acid (Kareem
and Adisa, 2002), potassium permanganate (Muhammad et al.,
2011), hydrochloric acid (Bada and Potgieter-Vermaak, 2008;
Muhammad et al., 2011), hydrogen peroxide (Muhammad et al.,
2011), and potassium hydroxide (Evbuomwan et al., 2013).

Despite the fact, that much work has been done on adsorption
of heavy metals, there is still need for further exploitation of this
area (Mishra, 2014). The use of cost effective, readily available,
and ecologically friendly materials should be encouraged. There
is need for low cost adsorbents with improved adsorption
capacity and having little or no harmful effect to the ecosystem
or environment. To this end, the focus of heavy metal adsorption
studies, as demonstrated in this work, has shifted to the sourcing
of adsorbents from natural products that are readily available
such as coal, and some environmentally friendly agricultural
byproducts namely ogbono (Irvingia gabonensis) seed shell,
coconut shell, palm kernel shell, walnut shell, and almond
shell (Golder et al., 2007). Coal is formed after long time of
degradation of plant material in the ground. Coal is classified as
lignite, sub-bituminous, bituminous, and anthracite depending
(in that order) on the age of degradation of the plant matter that
formed the coal, and the carbon content. According to statistical
survey, there are proven coal reserves in the following parts
of Nigeria: Anambra coal basin, covering 1.5 million hectares;
Benue district (Omkpa-Ezimo), 175,000 hectares; Kogi district,
225,000 hectares; Enugu district, 270,000 hectares; Inyi deposit,
south of Enugu city; the Afikpo deposit, Lafia Obi deposit, the
Gombe deposit, and the Asaba lignite deposit (Odesola et al.,
2013). Coal has many industrial applications which include
electricity generation, metallurgical extraction of metals, and
chemicals production. Little has been reported on the use of
Nigerian coal for the preparation of adsorbent (Ani et al., 2012).

This study aims at evaluating the adsorption potential of
different types of coal namely lignite and sub-bituminous coal,
and Irvingia gabonensis seed shell (IGSS), for cadmium and lead
removal. The objectives include finding a simpler and more
versatile method for surface modification of coal to improve its
morphology and surface area for increased adsorption rate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents and Instruments
Analytical grade of all the chemicals and reagents were used.

The instruments used include Mettler Toledo Seven compact
pH meter, atomic absorption spectrometer (Buck Scientific,
Model 210 VGP), Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometer
(Model IRTracer-100 Shimadzu, Japan), electron scanning
microscope (PHENOM PROX TESCAN, The Netherlands), and
X-Ray fluorescence (Oxford Instruments, England). Others are
heat treatment furnace (Kohaszati Gyarepito Vallat Budapest,
type KCO−120), air-drying oven (BTOV 1423), Cisa cedaceria
industrial electromagnetic Shaker (Model BA200N), digital water
bath (Model DK600), Ohaus weighing balance (Model PA213),
and a multifunctional oscillator.
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Sampling/Sample Preparation
Lignite was obtained from Garinmaiganga mine in Gombe State,
sub-bituminous coal from Okaba mine in Kogi State; Irvingia
gabonensis seed shells were obtained from Obe in Nkanu-west
local government area of Enugu State, all in Nigeria. The samples
were thoroughly washed, to remove extraneous materials such
as dirt, sand and other impurities, and subsequently dried, and
milled to fine particle sizes. They were then carbonized separately
in a muffle furnace (Kohaszati Gyarepito Vallat Budapest, type
KCO-120) at different temperatures.

Preparation of Adsorbate Solution
The stock solutions of Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions of concentrations
1000 mg/L each were obtained by dissolving 2.03 g cadmium
chloride, (CdCl2.2

1/2H2O) and 1.6 g lead nitrate, [Pb(NO3)2],
respectively with distilled water in a 1000mL standard flask and
made up to mark. The solutions were then diluted to desired
working concentrations with distilled water.

Preparation of Adsorbents
The adsorbents were prepared by carbonization of the raw
materials. For the first stage of the experiments, lignite, and
sub-bituminous coal were carbonized at 800◦C. This was done
by measuring 700 g each of the coals into separate clay pots.
The pots were covered, with the edges between the pots and
their lids sealed with clay to prevent penetration of air. The
samples were put in a muffle furnace and carbonized at 800◦C for
2 h, following the method of Scientific Equipment Development
Institute (SEDI), Enugu, Nigeria. Lignite, being the sample that
had better adsorption efficiency was used in the determination
of the effect of batch adsorption parameters, and was carbonized
at different temperatures (400–1100◦C) for the determination of
the effects of carbonization temperature.

Modification Using Irvingia gabonensis

Seed Shell
Lignite carbonized at 400◦C, which gave the optimum percent
yield of 75%, was blended with IGSS biomass in equal proportion.
The mixing of the seed shell with lignite was made to find
out if blending coal with agricultural byproduct would improve
adsorption performance.

Chemical Modification of Adsorbents
The adsorbents from lignite and its IGSS blend were chemically
modified with 0.1M of both NaOH and H3PO4 following the
method of Argun and Dursun (2006). Twenty five grams of
adsorbent was measured, washed severally with distilled water
to remove particles sticking to the surface and any particle that
could be soluble in water. The adsorbent was oven-dried at
85◦C for 2 h. The sample was placed in a 500mL conical flask
containing 250mL of the modifying reagent. It was then agitated
at 200 rpm in a multifunctional oscillator for 4 h, left overnight
and filtered to separate the adsorbent. The adsorbent was washed
severally with distilled water to attain neutral pH. Finally, it was
oven-dried at 85◦C for 2 h and stored for use.

Characterization of Adsorbent
X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis
The X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) characterization was performed
to determine the chemical compositions of the raw materials.

Fourier Transform Infrared Analysis
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic analysis was
performed to give the vibration frequencies of the adsorbents
lattice, which result from stretching of bending modes of the
functional groups present in the activated carbon. The samples
were examined in the range 400–4000 cm−1.The analysis was
done using KBr as background material.

Scanning Electron Microscopy
The morphology of the prepared adsorbents was studied by
use of scanning electron microscope (SEM). Little amounts of
the prepared adsorbent samples were first put on a circular
disc-like structure in the scanning electron microscope. Specific
tapes were used to attach the samples to the surface of the
disc. The disc was then positioned in the electron chamber,
and the electron gun releases a beam of electrons used for the
scanning. As the electrons interact with the atoms, images of
the surface topography is produced, and viewed on a monitor.
In order to obtain a more quality image and appropriate
clarity, the magnification of the scan was adjusted. The specific
magnifications images were later saved.

Adsorption Experiments
Four grams of the adsorbents prepared separately from lignite,
sub-bituminous coal, and IGSS-coal blend were introduced
separately to 100mL of 300 mg/L metal ion solution in a
conical flask and agitated on the multifunctional oscillator set
at 200 rpm for 2 h at room temperature. After adsorption was
completed, the solution was filtered using Whatman No. 1 filter
paper. The residual metal ion concentrations of the solution
were determined by atomic absorption spectrophotometer.
The adsorption capacity and efficiency were calculated using
Equations (1, 2), respectively:

qe =
(Ci − Ce)V

m
(1)

%Adsorption =
Ci − Ct

Ci
x100 (2)

Where qe is the amount of metal adsorbed at equilibrium (mg/g),
m is the mass of adsorbent (g),
Ci and Ce are the initial and equilibrium concentrations of

the metal ions (mg/L), while Ct is the concentration at time t
(minutes).

Comparative adsorption experiment was carried out using
adsorbents from lignite and sub-bituminous coal. Dosage of
adsorbent from lignite was varied in the range 5–40 g/L to
determine its effect on adsorption of the metal ions. The effect
of pH on the adsorption was carried out by adjusting the metal
solution pH from 4 to 10, using 0.1M HCl and 0.1M H3PO4.

The effect of contact time on adsorption was determined by
varying time of the process in the range 20–120min. To study
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the effect of temperature the flask was agitated at a temperature
that is within the range of 30–65◦C.

Carbonized unmodified lignite was used for adsorption at
different particle sizes (250, 355, 500, 710, 850, and 1400μm)
to determine effect of particle size. The effect of initial metal
ion concentration was determined by varying the adsorbate
concentration from 100 to 350 mg/L.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

XRF, SEM, and FTIR Techniques
X-Ray Fluorescence Characterization
The XRF characterization was performed to obtain the chemical
compositions of the raw materials (lignite, sub-bituminous coal,
and Irvingia gabonensis seed shell). These are as given in Table 1.
It could be observed that Al2O3 and SiO2 are the key constituents
of these materials. Fe2O3 is present in considerable amount,
while Na2O, MgO, P2O5, K2O, CaO, and TiO2 are present in
trace quantities. Hence Al2O3, SiO2, and Fe2O3 might have
contributed in the removal of Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions from the
simulated waste water.

Scanning Electron Microscopy
The SEM images of the experimental adsorbents are shown
in Figure 1. The adsorbents have irregular and porous surface
structure, which is a characteristic of a potential adsorbent. The
porous structure is an indication that physical adsorption has
serious effect on the removal of the lead and cadmium ions from
aqueous solution (Vafakhah et al., 2014). It is evident that the
carbon particles have wide range of pore sizes. There appears
to be accumulated deposits in the pores of the spent adsorbents
probably due to adsorption of the metal ions onto the pores on
the surface of the adsorbents.

Analyses of the FTIR Spectra
FTIR spectrum of carbonized unmodified lignite (CUL) is shown
in Figure 2A. The figure indicates the presence of majorly
carbonyl and hydroxyl groups, which constitute important
adsorption centres. By comparing the FTIR spectrum of CUL
and spent CUL (Figures 2A,B), changes in peaks were observed.

TABLE 1 | XRF Results of lignite, sub-bituminous coal, and Irvingia gabonensis

seed shell.

Chemical constituent Raw material composition (Wt %)

Lignite SBC IGSS

Na2O 1.979 2.835 2.842

MgO 2.235 1.164 1.726

Al2O3 19.475 19.686 20.374

SiO2 17.408 17.467 11.520

P2O5 1.100 1.105 1.681

K2O 0.266 0.285 3.000

CaO 4.704 0.665 2.356

TiO2 0.773 0.852 0.596

Fe2O3 6.278 5.986 6.503

These changes may be due to interaction between the functional
groups and metal ions because of adsorption or chemical
reaction. The sharp peaks at 3567, 3676, 3690, 3751, 3649, 3821,
3712, 3736, 3858, and 3904 cm−1 were due to O-H stretching
vibrations in alcohols and phenols. Whereas, the peaks at 3587,
3619, and 3629 cm−1 are assigned to oximes O-H stretching
vibrations. There is absorption band at 2923 cm−1 present in
the CUL, which can be attributed to the presence of aliphatic
CH3. This band was observed in the spent CUL at 2950 cm−1

(Figure 2B). A peak is also observed at 2860 cm−1 in the CUL.
The corresponding peak is observed at 2858 cm−1 in the spent
CUL. These peaks are assigned to the aliphatic CH2 group. The
peaks 1734 and 1772 cm−1 are assigned to C=O stretching
vibrations of aldehydes and ketones. The peak at 1697 is assigned
to C=O stretching vibrations in α-amino acids whereas the
peak at 1684 is due to the C=O stretching vibrations in α,
β-unsaturated acids.

Most of these peaks are not seen in the FTIR spectra of the
spent carbonized lignite used to remove cadmium (Figure 2B)
and lead (Figure 2C). The reason for this could be the interaction
between the functional groups and metal ions as a result of
adsorption. This is an indication that binding of metal ions on
the adsorbent took place.

The infrared spectrum of Irvingia gabonensis seed shell lignite
blend (IGSSLB) is shown in Figure 2D. Analyses of FTIR
spectra of IGSSLB revealed a sharp and high intensity at 2923
cm−1 ascribed to C-H stretching vibration of alkanes in the
compound. The peak range that centres around 2362–1376
cm−1 characterize: O-H, N-H, and C-H stretching vibrations.
Absorption signal at 722 cm−1 reveal the presence of aromatic
C-H out of plane blend, skeletal C-C vibrations. The frequencies
and the proposed assignments of vibrations are based on previous
assignments.

Effect of Process Parameters on Batch

Adsorption
Effect of Carbonization Temperature
Figure 3A shows the effect of the carbonization temperature
of unmodified lignite on Cd(II) and Pb(II) adsorption from
aqueous solutions. The adsorption of both Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions
by CUL increased with increase in carbonization temperature
until the adsorption reached 100%. This can be as a result of
the increased adsorption properties of the adsorbents at higher
temperatures as more volatile matter is released at the higher
temperatures allowing for the creation of more pores unto
which more metal ions are adsorbed. The Cd(II) adsorption
was more gradual before peaking at 100%. Ozer et al. (1998)
has reported a similar trend for the adsorption of cadmium on
activated carbon from sugar beet pulp. Also, Figure 3A shows
that Pb(II) ions adsorption was faster to reach the peak of 100%
and remained constant. Thus, it was shown that Pb(II) was
more preferentially adsorbed than Cd(II). Similar result has been
reported by Kongsuwan et al. (2006).

Effect of Adsorbent Dosage and Contact Time
The dependence of Cd(II) and Pb(II) adsorption on adsorbent
dosage was determined by varying the amount of adsorbents
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FIGURE 1 | SEM images of (A) carbonized unmodified sub-bituminous coal (B) carbonized unmodified lignite (C) spent carbonized unmodified lignite after Cd(II)

adsorption (D) spent carbonized unmodified lignite after Pb(II) adsorption (E) Irvingia gabonensis seed shell lignite blend.

from 5 to 40 g/L, while keeping other parameters constant.
Figure 3B shows the adsorption of Cd(II) and Pb(II) efficiencies
for the different dosages used. It can be observed that in general,
adsorption efficiencies of the adsorbent increased with increase in
dosage. The percentage removal of Pb(II) increased from 99.87%
at adsorbent dosage of 5 g/L to 100% at adsorbent dosage of
20 g/L, and remained constant till 40 g/L adsorbent dosage.
For Cd(II), percentage adsorption increased from 74.17% at
5 g/L to 99.70% at 40 g/L. The increased adsorption pattern
for both metal ions could be attributed to higher number of
available adsorption sites as dosage increases. This agrees with

the observations by Kumar et al. (2012) and Gala and Sanak-
Rydlewska (2011).

In order to determine the time required for equilibrium
adsorption of metal ions, the effect of contact time on the
adsorption of Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions from aqueous solution
on the surface of CUL was investigated over a period of
time. In all the cases, increased adsorption of metals with
increasing contact time was observed until equilibrium, after
which there was slight decrease in efficiency, as shown in
Figure 3C. For Cd(II) ion, equilibrium was reached at 120min
at 98.31%. Afterwards the adsorption efficiencies decreased to
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FIGURE 2 | FTIR spectrum of (A) carbonized unmodified lignite (B) spent carbonized unmodified lignite after Cd(II) adsorption (C) spent carbonized unmodified lignite

after Pb(II) adsorption (D) Irvingia gabonensis seed shell lignite blend.

97.63 and 97.33% at 140 and 160min respectively. However,
for the Pb(II) ion, adsorption increased from 99.30 to 99.97%
at the early stage, remained constant until peaking at 100min

at 100% before dropping to 99.93% at 120min and then
remaining constant. This phenomenon can be due to the
fact that, initially, all the active sites on the CUL were
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FIGURE 3 | Effect of carbonization temperature (A), adsorbent dosage (B), contact time (C), adsorption temperature (D), adsorbent particle size (E), pH (F), and

initial metal ion concentration (G) on the adsorption of Cd(II) and Pb(II) on carbonized unmodified lignite adsorbent samples.

vacant and were used for initial adsorption; subsequently,
as time increased, the adsorption rate of metal ions became
constant at equilibrium due to saturation of active sites in
agreement with a work reported elsewhere (Meitei and Prasad,
2013).

Effect of Adsorption Temperature
Figure 3D shows the effect of solution temperature on the
adsorption of Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions on carbonized unmodified
lignite. As shown in Figure 3D, efficiency of Cd(II) increased
from 88.45% at 30◦C to 96.67% at 50◦C. Beyond 50◦C, it
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decreased. The same trend was observed in the adsorption of
Pb(II) on CUL. Similar results have been reported elsewhere
(García-Rosales andColín-Cruz, 2010; Park et al., 2010; Giri et al.,
2012). The increase in adsorption of Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions on
carbonized unmodified lignite with the increase in temperature
showed that the adsorption process is endothermic, which may
be due to the higher rate of diffusion of the cations onto the
adsorbent’s particle surface at moderately higher temperatures.
The high surface diffusion is due to the higher randommotion of
the adsorbates, resulting from the rise in thermal energy. As the
temperatures were increased beyond the optimum values [50◦C
for Cd(II) and 40◦C for Pb(II)], the adsorbent surface might
decompose leading to reduced adsorption capacity as explained
by Nabi et al. (2015). Table 2 gives the thermodynamic data
(plot not shown) of the adsorption of Cd(II) by carbonized
unmodified lignite. The Gibbs free energy change (�G) increased
with increase in temperature. The positive values of the enthalpy
change (�H) and (�G) indicate that the process is endothermic
and thermodynamically non-spontaneous. The value of �H
(Table 2) is +1027.78 J/mol indicating chemical adsorption. The
reason that the adsorption process involves a decrease in entropy
might be because a molecule in solution has more freedom of
motion than one that is attached to a surface which implies
decreased disorderliness on the adsorbent surface.

Effect of Adsorbent Particle Size
The influence of particle size of CUL on the adsorption of Cd(II)
and Pb(II) ions from aqueous solution is shown in Figure 3E.
For Cd, adsorption efficiency was highest (96.43%) at 250μm,
being the least particle size, while the lowest efficiency (66.43%)
was recorded at 1400μm, being the largest particle size. Also for
Pb, at 250μm adsorption efficiency was 100%, while at 1400μm,
it became 72.92%. A close observation of the results shows that
efficiency is inversely related to particle size. As the particle size
decreased, both surface area and adsorption efficiency of the
adsorbent increased. Therefore, a decrease in adsorption with
increasing particle size is due to a decrease in the surface area of
the adsorbent, consistent with results reported by other authors
(Badmus et al., 2007; Ozer et al., 2007; Kannan and Veemaraj,
2010; Banerjee et al., 2012; Kelly-Vargas et al., 2012; Barka et al.,
2013).

TABLE 2 | Thermodynamic data for adsorption of Cd(II) by carbonized unmodified

lignite.

Temperature (K) �G (J/mol)

303 4,318.36

308 4,372.66

313 4,426.96

318 4,481.26

323 4,535.56

328 4,589.86

333 4,644.16

338 4,698.46

�H (J/mol) –�S (J/mol K)

1027.78 10.86

Effect of Adsorption Solution pH
The pH of the solution has a considerable effect on the removal of
heavy metals from aqueous solutions, because the surface charge
of the adsorbent and the degree of ionization and speciation of
the adsorbate are controlled by pH (Park et al., 2010). Figure 3F
shows the effect of pH on the adsorption of Cd(II) and Pb(II)
ions. The adsorption of Cd(II) was from under 90% while that
of Pb(II) ions was from above 99%. The optimum adsorption
for Cd(II) was at pH 10 while that of Pb(II) was at pH 6.5.
However, percentage adsorption increased as pH increased. This
could be attributed to the fact that as the pH of solution
increases, the adsorptive removal of cationic metals increases,
whereas that of anions decreases. At lower pH, the overall surface
charge of the adsorbent may be positive. The H+ ions competed
effectively with the Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions, causing a decrease in
adsorption capacity. When pH values were increased, the CUL
surface became increasingly negatively charged, which favoured
the removal of metal ions as a result of electrostatic interaction.
This is similar to the observations made by Njoku et al. (2011)
and Taha et al. (2011).

The differential removal of the two ions may be attributed to
the difference in their ionic radius. It has been shown that the
smaller the ionic radius or area, the greater is its tendency to be
hydrolyzed leading to reduced sorption (Horsfall and Spiff, 2005).

Effect of Initial Metal Ion Concentration and

Adsorbent Modification
Figure 3G shows that increase in the initial metal concentration
led to a decrease in removal efficiency. There was 100% removal
of Pb(II) ions at concentrations 100–250 mg/L, whereas at
concentrations 300 and 350mg/L adsorption of 99.83 and 99.76%
were respectively obtained. However, in the adsorption of Cd(II),
there was a proportionate decrease in removal efficiency as the
initial metal concentrations were increased. This observation
could be due to the saturation of adsorption sites on CUL
surface. This is in agreement with the results reported by
previous workers (Boota et al., 2009; Kannan andVeemaraj, 2010;
Sahmoune et al., 2011; Taha et al., 2011; Kumar et al., 2012).
By applying 300 mg/L initial concentration (Ci) of the metal
ions (Cd and Pb) adsorption, 100% removal was recorded for
each. However, when the concentrations were increased to 400
mg/L for ions (Cd and Pb), 80.93 and 87.85% removal were
respectively obtained. Thus, carbonized unmodified lignite is a
potentially good adsorbent for the removal of Cd and Pb ions
from aqueous solution. Adsorption of Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions on
adsorbent from lignite and sub-bituminous coal were compared
at initial metals [Cd(II) and Pb(II)] concentration of 1000 mg/L.
The adsorption for Pb(II) was 192mg/L (19.2%) and 294.90mg/L
(29.49%) on sub-bituminous coal and lignite respectively. On
the other hand, amount adsorbed for Cd(II) was 142.85 mg/L
(14.29%) and 268.00 (26.80%) on sub-bituminous coal and lignite
respectively. it could be observed that the amount adsorbed for
all was not up to 300 mg/L. As a result, 300 mg/L was chosen
as the working concentration for subsequent experiments, lignite
on the other handwas used havingmore adsorption capacity than
sub-bituminous coal.
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Blends of coal were prepared by mixing lignite carbonized at
400◦C with Irvingia gabonensis seed shell, NaOH and H3PO4

in order to achieve improved adsorption efficiency. Table 2

presents how various modifications of the carbonized lignite
affected the adsorption efficiencies of the adsorbent. Upon
modification of the CUL, the performance was significantly
improved. For example, in Cd(II) adsorption, the sodium
hydroxide and phosphoric acid modified lignite (SHML and
PAML) increased adsorption efficiencies from 48.8 to 64.17%
and 63.70% respectively. The Pb(II) adsorption was similarly
enhanced due to the chemical modification (using NaOH and
H3PO4) of the adsorbents.

In a work, Argun and Dursun (2006) made similar
observations. There was also a similar trend of increased
adsorption efficiencies with the blended derivatives namely
Irvingia gabonensis seed shell lignite blend (IGSSLB), phosphoric
acid modified Irvingia gabonensis seed shell lignite blend
(PAMIGSSLB) and sodium hydroxide modified Irvingia
gabonensis seed shell lignite blend (SHMIGSSLB) as given in
Table 3. However, adsorbents modified with NaOH had better
efficiencies than those modified with H3PO4. Highest efficiency
was obtained with sodium hydroxide modified SHMIGSSLB.

Adsorption Isotherm Studies
Some routinely used adsorption isotherm models were applied
to describe the adsorption mechanism involving carbonized
unmodified lignite. The experimental data at 25◦C were
fitted into the following linear adsorption isotherm equations
representing the selected isotherm models:

(
Ce

qe

)
=

(
1

KLqm

)
+

(
Ce

qm

)
(3)

ln qe = lnKf +
1�n lnCe (4)

qe = BT lnAT + BT lnCe (5)

where Equations (3–5) represent Langmuir, Freundlich, and
Temkin adsorption isotherms. Symbols contained in the
adsorption isotherm equations are: the maximum monolayer
adsorption capacity (qm), and adsorption constants (KL, Kf , BT ,
AT , and 1/n).

The equilibrium isotherm parameters for this study were
obtained from the slopes and intercepts of Equations (3–5)
generated from their respective plots (Figure 4) and given in
Table 4. The values of the maximum monolayer adsorption
capacity of the adsorbent (qm) and the Langmuir adsorption
equilibrium constant (KL) can be determined from the intercept

and slope respectively of the linear plot of
(
Ce
qe

)
vs. Ce. The

Linearized Langmuir adsorption isotherm was developed with
slope, intercept and regression coefficients equal 0.268, 1.660,
and 0.984 respectively for Cd(II), and 1.696, −0.018, and 1.000
respectively for Pb(II). The Langmuir constants were calculated
from intercept and slope [qm = 3.731 (mg/g) (Cd), 0.590 (mg/g)
(Pb) and KL = 0.162 L/mg (Cd),−94.162 L/mg (Pb)].

The values of Kf [Freundlich constant related to adsorption
(mg/g)] and 1�n (Freundlich constant related to the intensity of
adsorption) can be determined from the intercept and slope,
respectively, of linear plot of ln qe vs. lnCe. The linearized
Freundlich adsorption isotherm was developed with slope,
intercept and regression coefficients equal to 0.074, 0.884,
and 0.613 respectively for Cd(II), and 0.917, 1.509, and 0.300
respectively for Pb(II). The Freundlich constants were calculated
from intercept and slope [Kf = 7.656 L/g (Cd), 32.285 L/g (Pb),
and 1/n = 0.074 (Cd), 0.197 (Pb)]. Freundlich constant 1/n was
< 1 in both Cd and Pb adsorption, indicating that the adsorbent
surface is heterogeneous.

The values of BT [constant related to the heat of adsorption
(mg/g)] and AT [Temkin isotherm constant (L/g)] can be
determined from the intercept and slope, respectively, of linear
plot of qe vs. lnCe. The linearized Temkin adsorption isotherm
was developed with slope, intercept, and regression coefficients
equal 0.225, 2.396, and 0.559 respectively for Cd(II), and 4.855,
4.908, and 0.334 respectively for Pb(II). The Temkin constants
were calculated from intercept and slope [BT = 0.225 mg/g
(Cd), 4.885 mg/g (Pb), and AT = 4.46 × 1010 L/g (Cd), 10.255
L/g (Pb)].

Because the regression coefficients (R2) for the Langmuir,
Freundlich, and Temkin isotherms are (Cd): 0.984, 0.613, and
0.559, and (Pb): 0.992, 0.300, and 0.334 respectively, it appears
that the Langmuir isotherm correlates the adsorption data better
than the other isotherms. This phenomenon suggests that the
adsorption process may be attributed to a monolayer adsorption.
The RL (Langmuir isotherm separation factor) values obtained
for Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions respectively, are 1.7 × 10−2 and 3.03

TABLE 3 | Effect of adsorbent modification on Cd(II) and Pb(II) Adsorption [Ci of Cd(II) and Pb(II) = 300 mg/L].

Sample Ce (mg/L) qe (mg/g) % Adsorption Surface area (m2/g)

Cd Pb Cd Pb Cd Pb Cd Pb

CUL (400◦C) 153.60 111.0 3.66 4.73 48.80 63.00 805.80 865.80

PAML 108.90 47.0 4.78 6.33 63.79 84.30 857.30 887.30

SHML 107.50 46.2 4.81 6.35 64.17 84.60 888.90 888.90

IG SSLB 106.30 45.5 4.84 6.36 64.57 84.83 889.40 888.10

PAMIGSSLB 82.90 10.3 5.43 7.24 72.37 96.57 893.90 890.50

SHMIGSSLB 80.00 10.0 5.50 7.25 73.33 96.67 895.70 891.90
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FIGURE 4 | Langmuir (A,B); Freundlich (C,D); and Temkin (E,F) isotherms for the adsorption of Cd(II) and Pb(II) respectively, on carbonized unmodified lignite at 25◦C.

× 10−5 suggesting that the adsorption of the metals unto the
adsorbent surface was favourable (0 < RL < 1). (Jumina et al.,
2007) defined RL as:

RL = 1/(1+ KCo) (6)

where K is the adsorption constant and Co is the initial
concentration of adsorbate (g/L). Further, the lower the value of
RL is indicative of a more favourable adsorption.

Adsorption Kinetics
Adsorption kinetics study was performed by varying time

of the process for Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions removal using
carbonized unmodified lignite, in the range 20–120min.
In all the cases, increased adsorption of metals with
increasing contact time was observed until equilibrium,
after which there was slight decrease in efficiency, as shown
in Figure 3C. The adsorption got to equilibrium because at
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TABLE 4 | Adsorption isotherm data for carbonized unmodified lignite at 25◦C.

Isotherm Model Cd(II) Pb(II)

LANGMUIR

qm (mg/g) 3.731 0.590

KL (L/mg) 0.162 −94.162

R2 0.984 0.992

RL 0.017 0.0000303

FREUNDLICH

Kf (L/g) 7.656 32.285

1/n 0.074 0.197

R2 0.613 0.300

TEMKIN

AT (L/g) 4.46 x 1010 10.255

BT (mg/g) 0.225 4.855

R2 0.559 0.334

that point the metals could not be removed anymore by the
adsorbent.

The kinetic data obtained for the adsorption of Cd(II) and
Pb(II) ions are fitted by pseudo first-order kinetic model, pseudo
second-order kinetic model, and intra-particle diffusion model
represented by Equations (6–8), respectively.

ln(qe − qt) = ln qe − k1t (7)

t

qt
=

1

k2q2e
+

t

qe
(8)

qt = kit
0.5 + I (9)

The adsorption kinetic parameters for the present study were
obtained from the slopes and intercepts of Equations (6–8)

FIGURE 5 | Pseudo first order (A,B); Pseudo second order (C,D); and Intra particle diffusion (E,F) for the adsorption of Cd(II) and Pb(II) respectively, on carbonized

unmodified lignite at 25◦C.
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TABLE 5 | Chemical kinetic data of carbonized unmodified lignite at 25◦C.

Model/Parameters Cd(II) Pb(II)

PFO

qecal. (mg/g) 6.5 × 10−4 2.94 × 10−5

k1(/min) 2.303 × 10−2 −2.3 × 10−3

R2 0.090 0.001

qeexp.(mg/g) 7.37 7.50

PSO

qecal. (mg/g) 7.46 7.52

k2 (g/mg min) 6.33 × 10−2 4.42

R2 0.999 1

qeexp. (mg/g) 7.37 7.50

IPD

Kd(mg/g min½ ) 0.058 0.003

C 6.642 7.456

R2 0.869 0.374

generated from their respective plots (Figure 5) and given in
Table 5. The values of the calculated equilibrium adsorption
capacity (qe) and the rate constant for pseudo first-order model
(k1) can be determined from the intercept and slope respectively
of the linear plot of ln (qe − qt) vs. t(min). The pseudo first-order
kinetic model was developed with slope, intercept and regression
coefficients equal 0.010,−3.187, and 0.090 respectively for Cd(II),
and −0.001, −4.531, and 0.001 respectively for Pb(II). The
pseudo first- order parameters were calculated from intercept and
slope [qe = 6.5× 10−4 (mg/g) (Cd), 2.94× 10−4 (mg/g) (Pb) and
k1 = 2.303× 10−2 /min (Cd),−2.300× 10−3 /min (Pb)].

The values of the calculated equilibrium adsorption capacity
(qe) and the rate constant for pseudo second-order model (k2)
can be determined from the intercept and slope respectively
of the linear plot of t

qt
vs. t(min). The pseudo second-order

kinetic model was developed with slope, intercept and regression
coefficients equal 0.134, 0.284, and 0.999 respectively for Cd(II),
and 0.133, 0.004, and 1.000 respectively for Pb(II). The pseudo
second-order parameters were calculated from intercept and
slope [qe = 7.46 (mg/g) (Cd), 7.52 (mg/g) (Pb), and k2 = 6.33
× 10−2 g/mg min (Cd), 4.42 g/mg min (Pb)].

The regression coefficient (R2) values of the adsorption
process (Table 4) indicated better agreement with the pseudo-
second order (PSO) model [0.999 (Cd) and 1.000 (Pb)] than
the pseudo-first order (PFO) model [0.090 (Cd), 0.001 (Pb)], for
the metal ions removal. In addition, the calculated equilibrium
adsorption capacity (qecal.) values for both metals [7.46 (mg/g)
(Cd) and 7.52 (mg/g) (Pb)] are quite close to the experimental
equilibrium adsorption capacity (qeexp.) values (7.37 (mg/g)
(Cd) and 7.50 (mg/g) (Pb) in the pseudo-second order model,
suggesting that adsorption followed the pseudo-second order
model. The calculated qe [6.5 × 10−4 (mg/g) (Cd) and 2.94 ×

10−5 (mg/g) (Pb)] and the experimental qe values are wide apart
in the pseudo-first order model. The rate constant (k2) values
for PSO are significantly higher than those (k1 values) for PFO
which further supports that the adsorption favours the pseudo
second-order kinetic model.

The kinetic data was further analyzed with the intra-particle
diffusion (IPD) model. A linear plot of qt vs. t1/2 was used

to obtain the constants Kd and C. Intra-particle diffusion is
the sole rate-controlling step if the plot is linear and passes
through the origin (C=0). The R2 value obtained for the two
metal ions indicates the existence of an intra-particle diffusion
mechanism, more in Cd(II) ion (0.869) removal than in Pb(II)
ion (0.374) adsorption, although it is not the sole rate-controlling
step (C�= 0). Occurrence of the intercept C shows the existence of
a boundary layer effect, indicating a surface phenomenon such as
mass transfer or liquid film diffusion in the adsorption process.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, lignite and sub-bituminous coal with blends and
modifications were explored as precursors for the removal of
toxic pollutants from wastewater effluents. Lignite was found to
be more efficient than sub-bituminous coal in the adsorption
of Cd(II) and Pb(II) from aqueous media. The carbonized
unmodified lignite was found to perform optimally at pH 10,
contact time 120min, adsorption temperature 50◦C, adsorbent
particle size of 250μm and dosage of 40 g/L. FTIR showed
that hydroxyl and carbonyl groups may be the major functional
groups responsible for the binding of the metal ions on the
prepared absorbents. X-ray refractive fluorescence showed that
Al2O3 and SiO2 were the major constituents of the prepared
adsorbents. Lignite and Irvingia gabonensis seed shell performed
better when modified with NaOH and H3PO4. For Cd(II)
adsorption efficiency, the sodium hydroxide and phosphoric acid
modified lignite (SHML and PAML) improved efficiencies were
from 48.8% (lignite) to 64.17% and 63.70% respectively. Similar
improvements were observed with Pb(II) ions from 63% (lignite)
to 84.30% and 84.60% respectively. The analysis of the adsorption
isotherms for Cd(II) and Pb(II) show the R2 to be 0.984 and
0.992 favouring the Langmuir isotherm and thus a monolayer
adsorption for both metals. The kinetics of adsorption was
better described by pseudo-second order than pseudo-first order
model.
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With a layered structure, layered double hydroxide (LDH) has potential applications in

remediation of anionic contaminants, which has been a hot topic for recent years. In

this study, a Cl type Mg-Al hydrotalcite (Cl-LDH) was prepared by a co-precipitation

method. The adsorption process of three pharmaceuticals and personal care products

(PPCPs) [tetracycline (TC), diclofenac sodium (DF), chloramphenicol (CAP)] by Cl-LDH

was investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Zeta potential, dynamic light scattering

(DLS), BET, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and molecular dynamics

simulation. The results showed that the adsorption equilibrium of TC and DF could

be reached in 120min, and the maximum adsorption capacity of the TC and DF

were 1.85 and 0.95 mmol/g, respectively. The isothermal adsorption model of TC

was fitted with the Freundlich adsorption model, and the isothermal adsorption model

of DF was fitted with the Langmuir adsorption model. The adsorption dynamics of

TC and DF followed the pseudo-second-order model. The adsorption mechanisms of

the three PPCPs into Cl-LDH were different based on the experimental results and

molecular dynamics simulation. The TC adsorption on Cl-LDH was accompanied by the

electrostatic interactions between the negative charge of TC and the positive charge of

Cl-LDH. The uptake of DF was attributed to anion exchange and electrostatic interaction.

Cl-LDH does not adsorb CAP due to no electrostatic interaction. The molecular dynamic

simulation further confirmed different configurations of three selected PPCPs, which were

ultimately responsible for the uptake of PPCPs on Cl-LDH.

Keywords: Cl-LDH, PPCPs, adsorption, electrostatic interaction, anion exchange

INTRODUCTION

For the past decades, a wide range of pharmaceutical and personal care products (PPCPs) have
been repeatedly observed in natural waters all over the world (Richardson et al., 2005; Nakada et al.,
2007; Sui et al., 2015). Owing to their bioaccumulation and biological activity, possible impacts of
PPCPs on the human health and ecological safety have received a lot of concerns (Suárez et al.,
2008; Sun et al., 2016). Due to the high demands of PPCPs in curing diseases and sustaining
economic development in agriculture and livestock farming, the global production of PPCPs was
over 1 × 106 tons in 1993, and the production keep increasing. Among PPCPs, Tetracycline
(TC) was reported as the most widely used in animal feed. However, the majority of used TC
was hard to be metabolized by animals or human beings, resulting in a considerable amounts
as high as 80–90% of initial value or its metabolites being released to the external environment
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(Ahmadi et al., 2017). The environmental concentrations of TC
was about 1.12 μg/L (Jie and Shuhe, 2015). Another widely used
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug was Diclofenac sodium
(DF), which had potential threats in municipal wastewaters
and surface waters (Huang et al., 2017). The environmental
concentrations of DF could reach 28.4 μg/L (Qi et al., 2015). As
a broad-spectrum antibiotic, chloramphenicol (CAP) was widely
used in both animal and humanmedicine. Nevertheless, CAP had
severe side-effects on humans, such as bone marrow suppression,
aplastic anemia acute leukemia, “gray baby syndrome” etc. (Sai
et al., in press). Therefore, environmental pollution caused by
abuse of PPCPs is becoming more and more serious. In order
to eliminate the potential risk of the PPCPs, it is necessary to get
rid of the PPCPs in natural waters. Accordingly, many methods
have been developed to remove the PPCPs, such as physical (Kim
and Tanaka, 2009), chemical (Huber et al., 2005), and biological
treatments (Suarez et al., 2010).

Adsorption is an old, simple yet effective method. Eco-
friendly adsorbents that adsorption process could remove
hazardous chemicals efficiently without special facilities and
unknown byproducts has been successfully utilized for the
removal of antibiotics from aqueous solutions. Adsorbents
for antibiotics removal, such as silicate (Sun et al., 2017), clay
minerals (Lv et al., 2017), mesoporous materials (Zhang et al.,
2015; Li et al., 2017), and layered double hydroxides (LDHs)
(Monash and Pugazhenthi, 2014) have been extensively
studied. LDHs constitute an important class of layered
materials, which have potential applications in remediation
of anionic contaminants (Prasanna and Vishnu Kamath,
2008). The chemical formula can be typically expressed as
“[M(II)1−xM(III)x(OH)2]

x+(An−)x/n•mH2O,” in which the
M(II) and M(III) are divalent and trivalent cations, represented
by Mg2+ and Al3+ or many other transition metal cations
(Jobbágy and Regazzoni, 2011; Peng et al., 2015). An− stands for
an interlayer anion with a negative charge n, and m represents
the number of interlayer water molecules. The value of x has
a range of 0.17 and 0.33. Many anions or anionic complexes
(both organic and inorganic) can be incorporated into the
crystal structure of LDHs. The LDHs can be abbreviated as
[MII-MIII-A], where MII can be occupied by Zn2+, Mg2+, Cu2+,
Mn2+, and Ca2+ ions; MIII stands for Al3+, Cr3+, Fe3+, and
Ga3+; An− refers to Cl−, NO−

3 , CO
2−
3 , and SO2−

4 (Liao et al.,
2012). Due to their high anionic exchange capacities, especially,
the anions are mainly extracted through ionic exchange with
anions in the interlayer of LDHs. On the other hand, adsorption
performance of the LDHs is affected by the surface properties of
the LDHs (surface area, micropore surface area, and pore size
distribution). LDHs have been considered as one of the most
promising adsorbents for removing antibiotics. Thus, Cl-LDH
could be a useful adsorbent to remove PPCPs.

In this study, we synthesized Cl-LDH by co-precipitated
method and applied them as adsorbents for the removal
of the three PPCPs (TC, DF, and CAP) from aqueous
solution; to investigate the effect of pH, adsorbents time and
PPCPs concentration; to discuss the adsorbent mechanism of
PPCPs on Cl-LDH by theoretical calculations. In addition, the
molecular dynamics simulation was also carried out to reveal

the configuration of PPCPs in the interlayer space and the
interactions between PPCPs and the layer structure of Cl-LDH,
which helped to understand the adsorption mechanism of Cl-
LDH. The purpose of this paper was to explore the possibility
of using Cl-LDH for the removal of TC and DF and develop
eco-friendly adsorbents.

METHODS AND EXPERIMENT

Preparation of Mg-Al-Cl LDH
All reagents used in this study were of analytical grade and
used without further purification. The Cl-LDH was synthesized
through a co-precipitated method based on a previous study
(Vreysen and Maes, 2008; Yue et al., 2017). Stoichiometric ratio
of MgCl2•6H2O (24.396 g, 0.12mol) (Beijing Chemical Works,
AR) and AlCl3•9H2O (7.2429 g, 0.03mol) (Beijing Chemical
Works, AR) were dissolved in 150mL deionized water, marked
as solution A. NaOH (12.0 g, 0.3mol) (Beijing Chemical Works,
AR) andNaCl (1.7532 g, 0.03mol) (Beijing ChemicalWorks, AR)
were dissolved in 150mL boiled deionized water to form solution
B. Solution A and solution B were added dropwise using a burette
at a rate of two drops per second into a three-necked flask
simultaneously, and the mixture was stirred to be homogeneous
and the pH-value was kept around 10. The slurry was aged
for 12 h at 70◦C. After being centrifuged, the precipitate was
collected and washed with deionized water for several times, and
then LDHs sample was obtained after drying at 110◦C for 24 h.
During the entire process of the experiment, an inert atmosphere
of N2 was used to prevent the influence of carbonate ions.

Adsorption Experiments
0.015 g Cl-LDH and 25mL PPCPs (pH= 7) solution were mixed
in a 50mL centrifuge tube for all batch studies. For the isotherm
study, the initial concentrations of TC (Shanghai Yiji Industrial
Co., AR), DF (Chizhou Kelon Import and Export Co., AR), and
CAP (Shenzhen Shijin Valley Technology Co., AR) solutions
varied from 0.03 to 3.0 mmol/L. The kinetic study of PPCPs (pH
= 7) was conducted at initial concentrations of 2.4 mmol/L for all
the three PPCPs. For the pH study, same initial concentrations
of PPCPs solutions with different pH-values (3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11)
were prepared to investigate the effect of pH on the adsorption
characteristics of PPCPs. The mixtures were shaken in a water
bath (CHA-S) with a speed of 150 rpm at room temperature for
24 h except for the kinetic study in which mixtures were shaken
from 1 to 1,440min. After that, the mixtures were centrifuged
by high speed centrifuge (TG18K-1, DongWang instrument)
at 4,500 rpm for 5min. Then, the supernatant solutions
were analyzed using the UV/VIS spectrophotometer (T6 New
Century) to determine the equilibrium PPCPs concentration.
PPCPs removal was identified by the difference between the
initial and final solution concentrations. All batch experiment
was run in duplicates.

Methods of Analyses
The structures of the samples were analyzed using a Rigaku
D/Max-IIIa X-ray diffraction analyses diffractometer (XRD) with
Ni-filtered CuKα radiation at 30 kV and 20mA. Samples were
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FIGURE 1 | X-ray diffraction pattern of Cl-LDH.

FIGURE 2 | Effect of pH on adsorption amount.

scanned from 3 to 70◦ (2θ) at 8◦/min with a scanning step
of 0.01◦/step. A 1◦ divergent slit and scatter slit and 0.3mm
receiving slit were used.

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were collected on
a Nicolet-560 spectrometer (Thermal Nicolet Co., USA) from
400 to 4,000 cm−1 with a nominal resolution of 4 cm−1.
For each spectrum 16 runs were collected and averaged. The
hydrotalcite samples for FTIR measurement were prepared by
adding approximately 1 wt% of the sample powder to dry KBr
powder, and the mixture was pressed into tablet.

The equilibrium PPCPs concentrations were analyzed by a
UV/VIS spectrophotometer (T6 New Century). The optimum
wavelength of TC, DF, and CAP were 357, 276, and 278 nm,
respectively.

Analyzer dynamic light scattering (DLS) and Zeta-potential
of the material were studied on zeta-potential (ELSZ-1000,

FIGURE 3 | Chemical structure of tetracycline (A), diclofenac sodium (C),

chloramphenicol (D), and scheme of TC protonation/deprotonation (B).

Otsuka Electronics Co., Ltd., Japan). The BET specific surface
area was determined by surface area analyzer (ASAP 2020HD,
Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, USA).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of Cl-LDH
Figure 1 showed the XRD pattern of the as-prepared Cl-LDH
sample. It was apparently that a series of symmetric (00l) peaks at
lower 2θ-values of Cl-LDH could be well-indexed to clayminerals
containing layered structure LDHs. The main strong peak neared
2θ = 11.3◦, corresponding to d= 0.7852 nm, and the other sharp
peak neared 2θ = 22.7◦, corresponding to d = 0.3920 nm, were
attributed to basal reflections. The sharpness and intensity of the
peaks indicated a highly crystalline structure of Cl-LDH. The
typical d (003)-value of Cl-LDH was 0.7852 nm, which agreed
well with the values reported by other researchers in the literature
(Özgümüş et al., 2013; Peng et al., 2015).

The zeta potential of Cl-LDH was 36.2mV, indicating that Cl-
LDH had a good dispersity in water (Liu et al., 2017; Li et al.,
2018). The DLS method resembled the size distribution of Cl-
LDH in the range of 200–620 nm. The SEM image (Figure S1)
of as prepared Cl-LDH reproved the size distribution of LDH as
well. The BET surface of Cl-LDH was 34.85 m2/g, indicating that
Cl-LDH had a strong adsorption ability.
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FIGURE 4 | Adsorption of DF, TC, and CAP by Cl-LDH at room temperature (A), the Langmuir and Freundlich fitting of the uptake of TC and DF on Cl-LDH (B–E).

TABLE 1 | Langmuir and Freundlich parameters for the TC and DF onto Cl-LDH.

Adsorbent Langmuir equation Freundlich equation

qm

(mmol/g)

KL
(L/mmol)

R2 KF
(mol1-1/nL1/n

g−1)

n R2

TC 1.85 1.19 0.993 1.05 1.38 0.999

DF 0.95 1.14 0.996 1.53 0.69 0.983

Effect of pH
The pH of the solution should be considered to be an important
factor affecting the adsorbate process due to its impact on the
degree of ionization of pollutant species and the surface charge
of the adsorbent (Figure 2). When pH < pHPZC, the surface of
Cl-LDH (pH < 9.6) was positively charged due to isomorphic
substitution of Mg2+ ions by Al3+ ions. The zeta potential
value of Cl-LDH was 36.2mV which was measured at pH
around 7, suggesting positively charged surfaces. TC was a yellow
crystalline substance with a molecular weight of 480.9 g/mol,
and the structure of TC was given in Figure 3A. In aqueous
solutions three different groups of the molecule could undergo
protonation–deprotonation reactions according to varying pH of
solution. As shown in Figure 3B, three values of the dissociation
constants (pKa1 ≈ 3.4; pKa2 ≈ 7.5; pKa3 ≈ 9.3) had been
determined experimentally that corresponds to existence of the
protonated (TCH+

3 ), neutral zwitterionic (TCH
±
2 ), monoanionic

(TCH−), and dianionic (TC−2) forms of TC (Sassman and Lee,
2005; Soori et al., 2016). It could be easily seen that the bigger the
pH-value was, themore amount of anionic species was.When the
pH-value of equilibrium solution was<9, the adsorption amount
of TC increased quickly with increasing pH. The maximum
adsorption amount of TC was 2.16 mmol/L when pH = 9,
which was attributed to the electrostatic interactions between

the negative charge of TC and the positive charge of Cl-LDH.
Whereas when pH > pHpzc, namely, pH > 9.6 for Cl-LDH,
the surface charge of Cl-LDH became negative and repulsive
to the negatively charged TC species, which caused the result
that the adsorption amount decreased with the increasing of
pH.

The adsorption capacity at pH-values lower than the pKa
(4.2) of DF was smaller than that at pH of 5.0, because DF
was in the form of neutral molecules (–COOH) (Liu et al.,
2017; Sun et al., 2017) and the structure of DF was given in
Figure 3C. On increasing the pH from 5.0 to 9.0, the adsorption
capacity reached maximum and kept constant due to DF in
the form of anions (–COO−) at pH > pKa, finally decreased
at pH > 9.0. The zeta potential of the Cl-LDH indicated that
there was a positive surface charge on Cl-LDH at pH < 9.6, but
surface positive charge decreased at pH > 9.6. This increases
the electrostatic attraction between the negatively charged DF
and Cl-LDH, which results in increased adsorption at pH <

9.6. Correspondingly the electrostatic attraction decreases due
to the decrease of surface positive charge of Cl-LDH from
9.6 to 11 resulting in the decreased adsorption. The results
suggested that the electrostatic interactions between anionic
DF and cationic Cl-LDH could be the main driving forces for
adsorption.

For CAP that the structure of CAP was given in Figure 3D,
no uptake was observed on Cl-LDH. In the water solution, CAP
molecule existed as a cation and was positively, so Cl-LDH had
no electrostatic interaction with CAP.

Cl-LDH Sorption Isotherm
The adsorption isotherms of Cl-LDH on different initial
concentrations of TC, DF, and CAP were shown in Figure 4A.
With increasing concentrations, the adsorption amount of
TC increased rapidly. When the initial concentration was
2.4 mmol/L (the equilibrium concentration of 1.3 mmol/L),
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FIGURE 5 | Adsorption amount of DF, TC, and CAP onto Cl-LDH as a function of time (A), and the linear plot of pseudo-second-order model fit of DF and TC

adsorption on Cl-LDH (B).

TABLE 2 | Pseudo-second-order model constants for the TC and DF adsorption

on Cl-LDH.

Adsorbent TC DF

K2

(g·mmol−1

·min−1)

qe

(mmol/g)

R2 K2

(g·mmol−1

·min−1)

qe

(mmol/g)

R2

Cl-LDH 0.03 1.75 0.991 0.13 0.93 0.998

the adsorption amount reached 1.82 mmol/g. And when
the equilibrium concentration was 1.85 mmol/L (the initial
concentration of 2.4 mmol/L), the maximum adsorption amount
of DF reached saturation about 0.95 mmol/g. The adsorption
amount of CAP on Cl-LDH had no obvious change with the
increase of initial concentration, and when the equilibrium
concentration was 2.39 mmol/L (the initial concentration 2.4
mmol/L), the maximum adsorption amount was only 0.02
mmol/g.

The uptake of TC and DF on Cl-LDH were fitted using both
Langmuir and Freundlich sorption models. The Langmuir model
assumed that the uptake of specific homogeneous surface by
monolayer sorption without interaction between adsorbed ions,
which could be written by the following equation (Huang et al.,
2016):

1

qe
=

1

qmaxklCe
+

1

qmax

in which qe (mmol/g) and qmax (mmol/g) were the amount of
adsorbed TC and DF at equilibrium time and the maximum
theoretical adsorption capacity, respectively. Ce (mmol/L)
stood for the equilibrium solution concentration, and Kl

(L/mmol) referred to the adsorption equilibrium parameter. The

parameters qmax and Kl could be obtained from the intercept and
the slope of a plot of 1/qe against Ce.

The Freundlich equation was developed empirically, with no
theoretical basis. It was useful for describing the sorption of ions
by chemical adsorption and surface precipitation reactions. This
model, which was appropriate for heterogeneous systems, could
be expressed by the following equation:

qe = KFC
1�n
e

where KF and 1/n were characteristic parameters related to
the sorption capacity and sorption intensity of the system,
respectively. The values of KF and 1/n were calculated from a
linear plot of lnqe against lnCe.

Figures 4B–E illustrated the Langmuir and Freundlich fitting
of the uptake of TC and DF on Cl-LDH, and the adsorption
isotherm parameters for TC andDFwere summarized inTable 1.
It was obvious that the Langmuir fitting had a bigger R2-
value than Freundlich fitting, indicating the DF adsorption onto
the surface of the Cl-LDH was monolayer, in contrast to TC
adsorption onto the surface of the Cl-LDH was multilayer.
The fitted TC and DF maximum sorption capacities were
1.85 and 0.95 mmol/g, respectively. Gao et al. (2012) reported
the maximum adsorption capacity that the removal of TC
by graphene oxide is 0.65 mmol/g, and Li et al. (2010)
reported the maximum adsorption capacity for TC by smectite
is 0.40 mmol/g. Meanwhile, the complete different behavior
between TC and DF uptake may reflected totally different
mechanisms of their uptake on Cl-LDH the same experimental
condition.

Cl-LDH Sorption Kinetics
The effect of contact time on the adsorption amount of Cl-
LDH at room temperature was investigated, and the adsorption
capacity of DF, TC, and CAP onto Cl-LDH as a function of
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FIGURE 6 | X-ray diffraction pattern of Cl-LDH before and after adsorption of TC, DF, and CAP. (A–C) Patterns of Cl-LDH after TC, DF, and CAP adsorption with

different initial concentrations, respectively. (D–F) XRD patterns of Cl-LDH after TC, DF, and CAP adsorption at different reaction time, respectively.

time was depicted in Figure 5. With the increasing reaction
time, the adsorption amount of TC and DF increased gradually
then reaches saturation, while adsorption amount of CAP was
small and showed no obvious change. The rate of TC and
DF uptake was rapid in the first 60min, where adsorption
amount were 1.24 and 0.74 mmol/g for TC and DF, respectively.
After that, the adsorption saturation was reached in 120min,
with the maximum adsorption amount of 1.72 and 0.91
mmol/g for TC and DF, respectively. At the initial stage, the
high adsorption rate might be attributed to abundant vacant
active sites on Cl-LDH surfaces available for adsorption. With
a gradual reducing quantity of active sites, the electrostatic
repulsive force played the leading role in the TC and DF
loading on Cl-LDH. Thus, the adsorption of TC and DF
slowed down, and finally the adsorption equilibrium was
established.

In order to understand the mechanism of adsorption
and evaluate the TC and DF adsorption performance
of Cl-LDH adsorbent, the pseudo-first-order kinetic, and
pseudo-second-order kinetic models were applied to analyze
the dynamics adsorption experimental data. The kinetic models
were expressed as follows (Ho and Mckay, 1998; Fu et al., 2015):

The pseudo-first-order kinetic model:

log(qe − qt) = log qe −
k1

2.303
t

The pseudo-second-order kinetic model:

t

qt
=

t

qe
+

1

k2q2e
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FIGURE 7 | Zeta potential of Cl-LDH after TC, DF, and CAP adsorption.

where k1 (1·min−1) and k2 (g·mol−1·min−1) were the pseudo-
first-order equilibrium rate constant and the pseudo-second-
order equilibrium rate constant, respectively; q1 and q2
(mmol·g−1) were the TC and DF adsorption amount at
equilibrium; qt (mmol·g−1) was the amount of the TC and DF
adsorbed at time t.

The experimental data could be well fitted with the pseudo-
second-order model. The values of qe and k2 could be calculated
from the interception and slope of the linear equation of t/qt
against t (Figure 5). The parameters of pseudo-second-order
kinetic for TC and DF were summarized in Table 2.

The adsorption capacities of TC and DF in the kinetic study
were 1.75 and 0.93 mmol/g, respectively. The result was in good
accordance with the results obtained from the experiment data
(1.72 and 0.91 mmol/g for TC and DF). The effect of the contact
time on the desorption of extent of TC and DF was also discussed
in Supplementary Information.

XRD Analyses
The XRD patterns of Cl-LDH samples before and after
adsorption of TC, DF, and CAP were shown in Figure 6. Spacing
values of (003) remained approximately the same, indicating that
anion exchange, especially exchanged with interlayer anion did
not account for the high loading efficiency of TC. So the sorption
of TC on Cl-LDH were all on the external surfaces. The d003
peak of Cl-LDH shifted toward smaller angle after the adsorption
of DF, of different initial concentrations and different reaction
time, as revealed by Figures 6B,E, suggesting the adsorption of
DF was based on intercalation of Cl-LDH. Besides, no newly-
appeared or no shift in peak was observed in CAP experiment,
(Figures 6C,F) which meant the adsorption of CAP was mainly
on the external surfaces of Cl-LDH or Cl-LDH tended not to
adsorb CAP. The results of molecular simulation (Figure S2) was
in good agreement with the XRD results.

Zeta Potential Determination
Zeta potential was an indicator for the surface charge as well as
the surface hydrophobicity, and the zeta potential of Cl-LDH

before and after adsorption was illustrated by Figure 7. The
Cl-LDH had a zeta potential of 36.2mV (pH = 7), indicating
positively charged surfaces. As the initial concentrations went
up, there was a significant decrease of zeta potential during
the adsorption of TC onto Cl-LDH, which was caused by
the electrostatic attraction between TC and Cl-LDH. It agreed
well with the results from XRD analysis of TC/Cl-LDH. The
adsorption of TC onto Cl-LDH was a process of charge
neutralization on the external faces. The zeta potential of DF/Cl-
LDH showed a smaller decrease compared with TC/LDH.
Combined with the result from XRD analysis, the adsorption
of DF might probably be consisted of two parts: electrostatic
attraction on the surface and intercalation into Cl-LDH layers.
Nevertheless, the zeta potential of CAP/Cl-LDH remained almost
the same after adsorption despite the increase of the initial
concentrations, which reproved that the adsorption of CAP onto
Cl-LDH tended to be poor.

FTIR Analyses
The FTIR spectra of Cl-LDH samples before and after adsorption
of TC, DF, and CAP were shown in Figure 8. In the spectra
of Cl-LDH adsorbed TC, the broad peak located in the region
of 3,100–3,400 cm−1 related to O–H stretching vibrations. The
fingerprint peaks of TC range from 1,600 to 750 cm−1 emerge
on the FTIR spectra of Cl-LDH after adsorption, which indicated
that the TC had been effectively adsorbed on Cl-LDH. The band
at 1,581.45 cm−1, which could be attributed (C=C) vibration in
aromatic rings. The band at 1,328.21 cm−1 was due to the C–
O stretching vibration of phenol group, as shown in Figure 8A.
The DF phases primarily appeared in four characteristic bands:
the peak at 1,669 cm−1 was due to the C=O stretching vibration,
the peak of 1,448 cm−1 referred to the flexural vibration of the
CH2, the peak of 1,301 cm

−1 was attributed to the C–N extension,
and the peak of 478 cm−1 corresponded to the C–Cl stretching
vibration, as shown in Figure 8B. For CAP-adsorbed Cl-LDH,
there showed no obvious characteristic vibration peak of CAP.
It suggested CAP could not be adsorbed by Cl-LDH, as shown in
Figure 8C.

CONCLUSIONS

An Cl-LDH was synthesized, characterized, and examined for
removal of the three chosen PPCPs (TC, DF, and CAP) from
aqueous solution. According to XRD pattern, the prepared
adsorbent had a typical LDH nanostructure. TC sorption
on Cl-LDH followed the Freundlich type isotherm, and DF
sorption on Cl-LDH followed the Langmuir type isotherm.
The TC and DF sorption by Cl-LDH fitted the pseudo-
second-order model well. The novel adsorbent shown a high
adsorption capacity of TC and DF (1.82 and 0.95 mmol/g).
The adsorption mechanism of PPCPs into Cl-LDH were
proved to be different. The TC adsorption on Cl-LDH was
accompanied by the electrostatic interactions between the
negative charge of TC and the positive charge of Cl-LDH.
The uptake of DF was attributed to negative exchange and
electrostatic interaction. Cl-LDH did not adsorb CAP due to
no electrostatic interaction. The molecular dynamic simulation
further confirmed different configurations of three selected
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FIGURE 8 | FTIR spectra of CL-LDH after adsorption of TC (A), DF (B), and CAP (C).

PPCPs were ultimately responsible for the uptake of PPCPs on
Cl-LDH. The overall results of the present study suggested the
efficient use of Cl-LDH for the removal of TC and DF from the
aqueous solution.
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In this work, the potential of a novel hydroxyapatite decorated with carbon

nanotube composite (CNT-HAP) for fluoride removal was investigated. The synthesized

CNT-HAP composite was systematically characterized by X-ray diffraction(XRD),

Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy(FTIR), scanning electron microscope (SEM)

and Brunauer–Emmett–Teller(BET). Batch adsorption experiments were conducted to

investigate the defluorination capacity of CNT-HAP. The CNT-HAP composite has

a maximum adsorption capacity of 11.05 mg·g−1 for fluoride, and the isothermal

adsorption data were fitted by the Freundlich model to calculate the thermodynamic

parameters. Thermodynamic analysis implies that the adsorption of fluoride on

CNT-HAP is a spontaneous process. Furthermore, the adsorption of fluoride follows

pseudo-second-order model. The effects of solution pH, co-existing anions and reaction

temperature on defluorination efficiency were examined to optimize the operation

conditions for fluoride adsorption. It is found that the optimized pH-value for fluoride

removal by CNT-HAP composite is 6. In addition, among five common anions studied in

this work, the presence of HCO−
3
and PO3−

4
could considerably affect the fluoride removal

by CNT-HPA in aqueous media. Finally, the underlying mechanism for the fluoride removal

by CNT-HAP is analyzed, and an anion exchange process is proposed.

Keywords: fluoride removal, hydroxyapatite decorated with carbon nanotube (CNT-HAP), ion-exchanged, hydroxyl

anions, removal mechanism

INTRODUCTION

Fluoride is an essential element for both human and animals. However, it may be useful or harmful
to human bodies, depending on its concentration in drinking water and total ingested amount
(Chen et al., 2012; Sharma et al., 2017). It is recommended by World Health Organization (WHO)
that the most appropriate concentration of fluoride in drinking water is 0.5–1.5 mg·L−1, exceeding
which people could have dental and / or skeletal fluorosis such as softening of bones, mottling
of teeth and neurological damage (Liu et al., 2015; Zhang L. E. et al., 2017). Unfortunately, the
Unfortunately, the concentration of fluoride has been found to be as high as 30 mg·L−1 in the
drinking water of about 25 countries across the world, including India, Mexico and China (Amini
et al., 2008). And the fluoride pollution in drinking water is even worse and worse. (Jagtap et al.,
2012; Roy and Dass, 2013). Therefore, it is necessary to remove the excess fluoride from drinking
water.
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Currently, there are several methods available for
defluorination, such as chemical precipitation (Xin et al.,
2016; Huang et al., 2017), membrane filtration (Zhang J.
et al., 2017), electrolysis (Schaefer et al., 2017), ion exchange
(Popat et al., 1994; Jamhour, 2005), and adsorption (Rehman
et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016). Among the above-mentioned
methods, adsorption is a most attractive option owning to its
low cost, high efficiency, and good flexibility (Mohan et al.,
2017). Hydroxyapatite [Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, HAP] is a natural
mineral with abundance in bone and skeletal tissues. It has
been demonstrated to be a promising candidate adsorbent for
fluoride removal because of its easy synthesis, high recyclability,
and good biocompatibility (Beladi et al., 2017; Lei et al., 2017).
Jiménez-Reyes. et al. reported that the defluorination capacity of
HAP was 4.7mg of fluoride/g of adsorbent in the pH range of
5.0–7.3 (Jiménez-Reyes and Solache-Ríos, 2010). Sundaram et al.
prepared the HAP / chitosan nanocomposite for fluoride removal
with a defluorination capacity of 1.56 mg·g−1 (Gao et al., 2009).
There are two factors contributing to the removal of fluoride by
HAP: ion exchange and electrostatic interaction (He et al., 2015).
In this process, fluorapatite [Ca5(PO4)3F] or mixed fluorinated
HAP [Ca5(PO4)3(OH-F)] which are thermodynamically more
stable are formed.

However, the practical application of HAP in fluoride removal
from drinking water is still limited by its low defluorination
capacity. It has been well established that adsorbents with
high surface areas and active sites density can be fabricated
by tailoring the morphology and pore size (Chen et al.,
2016). Moreover, adsorbents with hierarchically meso- and
/or macroporous networks enable the fast diffusion of guest
molecules in the channels, thus facilitating their access to active
sites. Among various kinds of materials, carbon nanotubes
(CNT) are particularly attractive because they not only have the
characteristics mentioned above, but also can act as adsorbents
for fluoride removal. For example, Li et al. (2003) reported use of
aligned CNT to remove fluoride, and an adsorption capacity of
4.5mg·g−1 was achieved in the aqueous solution with the fluoride
concentration of 15 mg·L−1.

In a very recently study, Neelgund et al. (Neelgund and Oki,
2016) found that CNT could improve the photothermal efficiency
(PTE) of HAP, and HAP could also overcome the poor dispersion
of CNT. In this work, we proposed the combination of HAP
with CNT for fluoride removal from aqueous media. To the
best of our knowledge, there are few study on such a subject.
The major objectives of our work are: (1) to characterize CNT-
HAP composite by XRD, FTIR, SEM, and TGA; (2) to compare
the defluorination performance between HAP and CNT-HAP
composite;(3) to optimize the operation conditions for fluoride
removal; (4) to disclose the underlying mechanism of fluoride
removal.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials
All the chemicals were purchased fromTianjin DamaoChemicals
Co. Ltd., (China), and used directly without further purification.
The water used in this work was in ultrapure grade.

Preparation of CNT-HAP Composite
CNT-HAP composite was synthesized by co-precipitation. The
pH of aqueous solutions of Ca(NO3)2 (0.25 mol·L−1) and
(NH4)2HPO4 (0.3·mol L−1) (Ca/P = 1.67) were adjusted to 10.0
by NH3·H2O. The CNT (5 wt‰) was functionalized by HNO3,
and then added into the aqueous solution of Ca(NO3)2. The
solution was ultrasonicated until a homogeneous solution was
formed (A). The aqueous solution of (NH4)2HPO4 was dripped
slowly into the solution A under vigorous stirring for 1 h at
45◦C to generate precipitates. Afterwards, the pH of solution
was adjusted to 10.0 by NH3·H2O. The mixture was aged for
24 h at room temperature to form colloids. The colloids were
centrifuged, washed with ultrapure water for several times, milled
with ethanol, dried at 80◦C, and finally calcined at 200◦C for 2 h
to give CNT-HAP composite.

Materials Characterizations
The phase composition and crystal structure of CNT-HAP
composite were characterized by an X-ray powder diffractometer
(XRD, D8 ADVANCE X), using Cu Kα (40 kV, 40mA) radiation
in the scanning range of 10–80◦. The chemical structure was
characterized by a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer
(FTIR, Nicolet 5700,) in the wavenumber range of 400–4,000
cm−1. The elemental composition was examined by an X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Axis Ultra DLD), using Al Kα

radiation. The morphology was examined by a scanning electron
microscope (SEM, JSM 6701F) at the accelerating voltage of 5 kV.
The specific surface area was calculated by Brunauer-Emmett-
Teller (BET) equation from the N2 adsorption-desorption
isotherms determined by a porosity analyser (JW-BK132F). The
pH-values were determined by a pH electrode (pH SJ-4A). The
concentrations of fluoride in aqueous solutions were determined
by ion chromatography (IC, ICS-1100).

Adsorption Experiments
The adsorption experiments were performed by the batch
method to investigate the effects of different parameters (e.g.,
temperature, reaction time, pH and co-existing ions) on fluoride
removal by CNT-HAP. In a typical run, 0.01 g of CNT-HAP was
mixed with 20mL of aqueous solution containing fluoride, and
the mixture was stirred at the rate of 180 rpm and temperature of
25◦C for 24 h to achieve the adsorption equilibrium.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

X-Ray Diffraction
The XRD patterns of HAP, CNT and CNT-HAP composite are
presented in Figure 1. The diffraction peaks of HAP could be
indexed to hexagon-phased HAP with considerable intensities
at 26, 33, 34, 35, and 40◦ (JCPDS file 09-0432). In comparison
with the diffraction patterns of HAP, those of CNT-HAP are very
similar, indicating the successful incorporation of HAP into the
matrices of CNT. However, it is worth noting that the diffraction
patterns of CNT could hardly be observed in those of CNT-
HAP composite, which should be attributed to the overlap of
the major diffraction peaks of CNT and HAP at 26◦. On the
other hand, if CNT was directly wrapped by as-synthesized
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HAP, the characteristic peaks of CNT can also not be observed
in the diffraction patterns of CNT-HAP composite. This could
also elucidate successful synthesis of CNT-HAP. In addition, the
sharp and symmetric diffraction peaks confirm good crystallinity
of synthesized CNT-HAP composite.

Infrared Spectroscopy
The FT-IR spectra of HAP, CNT and CNT-HAP are shown in
Figure 2. The broad peaks at 3,150–3,550 cm−1 are assigned to
the O-H vibration (Xu et al., 2013). The bands at 1,030–1,040,
600–610, and 550–570 cm−1 are associated with the stretching
vibration of phosphate, confirming the presence of HAP in CNT-
HAP composite. Besides those peaks associated with HAP, the
C-H stretching vibration appears at 2,800–3,000 cm−1 while the
C-H bending vibration is observed at 1,370–1,400 cm−1 (Zhang
et al., 2012). The peaks at 1,630–1,640 cm−1 are attributed to
the C= O stretching vibration. All these characteristic peaks can
also be found in the acidified CNT, confirming the pliable phase
composition of CNT-HAP composite, which is in accordance
with the results concluded from XRD patterns.

Scanning Electron Microscopy
The SEM images of CNT, HAP and CNT-HAP are presented in
Figure 3. HAP displays faint lamellar morphology and compact
internal structure, while CNT-HAP displays legible lamellar
morphology because the introduction of CNT is beneficial for
the nucleation and crystallization of HAP. The vertical growth
of HAP along CNT implies that CNT-HAP has higher specific
surface area than HAP. In Figure 3c, the characteristic tubular
structure cannot be observed in CNT-HAP, suggesting that CNT
is wrapped by HAP on the surface, which is consistent with the
results concluded from XRD patterns. The SEM images proves
the successful synthesis of CNT-HAP and the assembly of HAP
on the surface of CNT.

Adsorption Isotherms
The adsorption isotherms of fluoride on HAP and CNT-
HAP at 25, 35, and 45◦C were determined, as shown in
Figure 4. The adsorbed amounts of fluoride by HAP and CNT-
HAP both increase rapidly at low fluoride concentrations,
and the increasing trend gradually fades out at high fluoride
concentrations. With the increase of temperature, the adsorbed
amounts of fluoride increase continuously. The maximum
adsorption capacity (qm) of fluoride on CNT-HAP at 25◦C is
11.05 mg·g−1, being higher than pristine HAP and other HAP-
based materials reported in the literature (Table 1; Gao et al.,
2009; Sairam Sundaram et al., 2009; Jiménez-Reyes and Solache-
Ríos, 2010; Liu et al., 2010; Kanno et al., 2014; Prabhu and
Meenakshi, 2014; He et al., 2017; Nigri et al., 2017; Zúñiga-Muro
et al., 2017).

To better understand the adsorption behavior of fluoride, the
Langmuir and Freundlich models were used to correlate the
adsorption data. The Langmuirmodel (Equation 1) applicable for
monolayer adsorption process (Li et al., 2012; Reynel-Avila et al.,
2016).

qe =
qmkLce

1+ kLce
(1)

FIGURE 1 | XRD patterns of CNT-HAP (a), HAP (b), and CNT (c).

TABLE 1 | Comparison of fluoride adsorption capacities of pristine HAP and

various HAP-based materials.

Adsorbents Adsorption

capacities

(mg·g−1)

Cinitial

(mg·L−1)

pH References

HAP powder 4.7 20 7.0 Jiménez-Reyes and

Solache-Ríos, 2010

Nano-HAP/Chitin 3.0 10 7.0 Sairam Sundaram

et al., 2009

Al-HAP adsorption

membrane

7.15 10 7.0 He et al., 2017

HAP-coated-limestone 9.3 50 7.0 Kanno et al., 2014

Synthetic nano-HAP 4.8 80 5.0–6.0 Gao et al., 2009

DTAB-HAP powder 3.436 10 7.0 Prabhu and

Meenakshi, 2014

Nano-HAP/Chitosan 1.56 10 7.0 Sairam Sundarama,

2008

Synthetic siderite 1.775 3–20 4.0–9.0 Liu et al., 2010

bone char 4.81 10 7.2–7.7 Nigri et al., 2017

cerium-containing bone

char

13.6 10 7.0 Zúñiga-Muro et al.,

2017

Where qe (mg·g−1) is the adsorbed amount of fluoride at
equilibrium; Ce (mg·L−1) (mg·L−1) is the concentration of
fluoride in supernatant solution at equilibrium; qm (mg·g−1)
represents the maximum adsorption capacity; and kL (L·mg−1)
represents the adsorption equilibrium constant. The Freundlich
model (Equation 2) is applicable for the description of
adsorption data on heterogeneous surfaces at low to intermediate
concentrations (Mahmoud et al., 2016).

qe = kFCe
1
n (2)

Where kF (mg1−n·Ln·g−1) i the adsorption capacity when
the equilibrium concentration of ion equals to 1; and n is
the dependent degree of adsorption capacity on equilibrium
concentration, with the value of 1∼10. The fitted parameters for
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two adsorption models as well as the correlation coefficients (R2)
are shown in Table 2. According to the values of R2 and fitted
curves shown in Figure 4, it is obvious that the Langmuir model
is better for describing the adsorption behavior of fluoride on
HAP, implying that the adsorption energy is constant and the
adsorption capacity is limited by the amounts of active sites.
In contrast, the Freundlich model is better for describing the
adsorption behavior of fluoride on CNT-HAP, implying that the
adsorption of fluoride is subjected to multi-layer and physical-
chemical adsorption.

Adsorption Thermodynamic Analysis
The thermodynamic parameters such as Gibbs free energy
change (�G◦), adsorption enthalpy (�H◦) and adsorption
entropy (�S◦) could be calculated from the adsorption data
according to eqs. 3∼6 (Luo et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015; Singh
and Anil Kumar, 2016).

�G
◦ = −RTlnKd (3)

ΔS◦ = −

(
∂ΔG◦

∂T

)
P

(4)

ΔH◦ = ΔG◦ + TΔS◦ (5)

InK = �S◦/R− �H◦/RT (6)

Where R is the gas constant (8.314 J·mol−1·K−1); T is the
absolute temperature (K); and Kd is the adsorption equilibrium
constant. As shown in Table 3, the negative values of �G◦

indicate that the adsorption process of fluoride is spontaneous.
The much lower values of �G◦For fluoride adsorption on CNT-
HAP than on HAP at the same temperature suggests the easier
adsorption of fluoride on CNT-HAP than on HAP. The positive
value of �S◦ elucidate that the organization of fluoride ions on
the surface of adsorbents is more random than in the aqueous
solutions. The positive values of �H◦ suggest that the adsorption
of fluoride on HAP and CNT-HAP is endothermic.

Adsorption Kinetics
The adsorbed amounts of fluoride were plotted vs. adsorption
time to examine the adsorption kinetics, as shown in Figure 2.
The amounts of fluoride adsorbed byHAP andCNT-HAP rapidly
increase in the first 2 h. Then the adsorption rate slows down

TABLE 2 | Fitted Langmuir and Freundlich model parameters for fluoride

adsorption on HAP and CNT-HAP composite at different temperatures.

Samples Temperatures

(◦C)

Langmuir model Freundlich model

qm /

(mg·g−1)

KL /

(L·mg−1)

R2 kF n R2

HAP 25 5.01 0.55 0.9772 2.63 6.56 0.8932

HAP 35 6.25 0.50 0.9493 3.07 5.88 0.9136

HAP 45 6.81 1.08 0.9479 4.07 7.77 0.8933

CNT-HAP 25 11.05 0.18 0.9142 3.57 3.96 0.9735

CNT-HAP 35 13.57 0.17 0.9075 4.26 3.88 0.9695

CNT-HAP 45 16.78 0.17 0.8835 5.08 3.74 0.9831

and reaches equilibrium at 240 and 300min, respectively. The
adsorption kinetic data were fitted by pseudo-first-order model
(Equation 7), and pseudo-second-order model (Equation 8),
respectively (Naowanat et al., 2016; Subbaiah and Kim, 2016; Sun
et al., 2017).

qt = qe

(
1− e−k1 t

)
(7)

qr =
q2ek2t

1+ qek2t
(8)

Where k1 (min−1); k2 (g·mg−1·h−1) are the pseudo-first-order
and the pseudo-second-order rate constant, respectively; qt
(mg·g−1) is the adsorbed amount of fluoride on adsorbents at
time t (min); qe (mg·g−1) is the equilibrium adsorption capacity.
The nonlinear fitting for qt vs. t is presented in Figure 5. All
the fitted kinetic kinetic parameters as well as the correlation
coefficients (R2) are listed in Table 4. Obviously, the kinetic data
of fluoride adsorption on HAP and CNT-HAP are well fitted
to the pseudo-second-order model, indicating that the fluoride
removal processes are subjected to chemical reaction (Tadjarodi
et al., 2016), which determines the overall adsorption rate.

TABLE 3 | The thermodynamic parameters of fluoride adsorption on HAP and

CNT-HAP composite.

Adsorbents T(◦C) �G0

(kJ·mol−1)

�H0

(kJ·mol−1)

�S0

(J·mol−1
·K−1)

lnKd

CNT-HAP 25 −16.53 6.67

CNT-HAP 35 −17.78 20.68 124.38 6.94

CNT-HAP 45 −19.03 7.19

HAP 25 −15.54 19.80 118.72 6.27

HAP 35 −16.81 6.56

HAP 45 −17.90 6.77

FIGURE 2 | FT-IR spectra of CNT, HAP, and CNT-HAP.
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TABLE 4 | Fitted kinetic parameters for fluoride adsorption on HAP and CNT-HAP

composite.

Samples Pseudo first-order Pseudo second-order

k1 / qe / R2 k2 / qe / R2

(min−1) (mg·g−1) (g·mg−1
·min−1) (mg·g−1)

HAP 0.22 4.73 0.9204 0.09 4.85 0.9827

CNT-HAP 0.20 5.70 0.3956 0.05 5.97 0.8277

Effects of Solution pH and Co-existing

Anions
The adsorption of fluoride on HAP and CNT-HAP from aqueous

solutions with different pH values ranging from 3.0 to 10.0 was

investigated (Figure 6A). Obviously, the CNT-HAP composite

exhibits considerably higher adsorption capacities for fluoride

than HAP, thereby displaying great potential application in
defluorination from aqueous media. As for the effect of solution

FIGURE 3 | SEM images of CNT (a), HAP (b), and CNT-HAP (c).

FIGURE 4 | Adsorption isotherms of fluoride on HAP (A) and CNT-HAP (B) at three different temperatures (adsorbents dosage: 0.5 g·L−1, pH: 7.0).
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pH, the fluoride adsorption capacities first increase in the pH
range of 3.0–6.0, but then decrease in the pH range of 6.0–
10.0. Therefore, the optimal pH-value for fluoride removal is
6.0. Under such a weakly acidic condition, the surface of CNT-
HAP and HAP would be protonated, thus increase the density
of active sites on the surface (Jiménez-Reyes and Solache-Ríos,
2010; Nie et al., 2012). In contrast, the surface of CNT-HAP and
HAP would be saturated with negative charges under alkaline
condition, which restrains the diffusion of fluoride ions on the
surface, thus resulting in lower adsorption capacities. Our results
are consistent with some other works, which reported the high
fluoride removal efficiency in acidicmedia owing to the attraction
of fluoride anion to the positively charged adsorbents surface, and

FIGURE 5 | Nonlinear fitting for kinetic data of fluoride adsorption on HAP and

CNT-HAP.

FIGURE 7 | XPS spectra of the HAP (A) and CNT-HAP (B) before and after

fluoride adsorption.

FIGURE 6 | Effects of pH (3.0–11.0) (A) and coexisting anions (B) on the removal of fluoride by HAP and CNT-HAP (adsorbents dosage: 0.5 g·L−1, C0 = 10 mg·L−1,

reaction time = 24 h, temperature = 25◦C).
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FIGURE 8 | Illustration of the underlying mechanism for fluoride removal by CNT-HAP.

the low fluoride removal efficiency in alkaline media due to the
repulsion of fluoride anion from the negatively charge adsorbents
surface.

In addition, the removal of fluoride in the presence of five
co-existing anions (Cl−, NO−

3 , HCO−
3 , SO

2−
4 , and PO3−

4 ) were
investigated, and results are shown in Figure 6B. As can be seen,
the introduction of Cl−, NO−

3 , and SO2−
4 have slightly negative

effect on the fluoride removal efficiency, while the introduction
of HCO−

3 and PO3−
4 has significantly negative impact. This

phenomenon can be explained by the charge/radius (Z/r, Å) of
these anions. In our case, the order of Z/r values of some common
anions is PO3−

4 (3/2.38) > SO2−
4 (2/2.30) > F− (1/1.33) > OH−

(1/1.37) > HCO−
3 (1/1.56) > NO3 (1/1.79) > Cl (1/1.81) (Yang

et al., 2014). Clearly, the Z/r value of PO3−
4 is the largest among

these anions, suggesting that PO3−
4 could easily form bond with

Ca2+ in competition with F−, and reduce the fluoride adsorption
capacities (Nie et al., 2012). The Z/r value of HCO−

3 (1/1.56)
is similar to that of OH− (1/1.37), as a result, it could replace
the OH− in HAP, which subsequently influence the fluoride
adsorption capacities. SO2−

4 , though with high Z/r value as well,
has only slight effect on the fluoride adsorption capacities because
of its large ionic radii (2.30 Å). Cl− and NO−

3 also have only slight
influence on the fluoride adsorption capacities because of they
have lower ability for binding with the active sites on adsorbents
than F− (Mohanty et al., 2005).

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller Analysis
The BET surface area of CNT-HAP composite was determined to
be 70.94 m2·g−1, being much larger than CNT and HAP (32.60
and 20.78m2·g−1), which is consistent with the results concluded
from SEM images. The enhancement of specific surface area in
CNT-HAP composite can be explained by the vertical growth of
HAP on the surface of CNT, although they are not assembled
compactly. Consequently, the CNT-HAP composite exhibits
improved internal density.

Generally, the fluoride removal by HAP is subjected to ion
exchange, during which the original hydroxyl anions attached
to HAP are replaced by fluoride anions (Chen et al., 2016).
To examine the reaction mechanism for fluoride adsorption on
CNT-HAP, the XPS spectra of HAP and CNT-HAP before and
after fluoride adsorption were collected and shown in Figure 7.
As shown in Figure 7A, the F 1s signal locating at 680 eV can
be observed in the XPS spectra of HAP after fluoride adsorption,
indicating that fluoride is binding to the surface of HAP. In the
XPS spectra shown in Figure 7B, the F 1s signal locating at 680 eV

also appears after fluoride adsorption on CNT-HAP, which is
similar to the case of fluoride adsorption on HAP. Therefore, we
confirm that the fluoride removal by CNT-HAP is also subjected
to anion exchange mechanism.

Based on the results obtained, the underlying mechanism
for fluoride removal by CNT-HAP is proposed and depicted in
Figure 8. First, the HAP is doped with CNT via co-precipitation
method to produce CNT-HAP composite. The HAP is mainly
loaded on the surface of CNT, and the CNT-HAP composite is
of large surface area. Then the hydroxyl anions in HAP adsorb
fluoride via ion exchange. The hydroxyl ion in solution will
increases the pH of the bath solution during the experiments,
thus the reaction was suitable to occur in a weakly acidic
condition, which was consistent with the result showed above. In
summary, it is suggested that the significantly enhance fluoride
removal efficiency of CNT-HAP is attributed to the cooperative
effect of surface hydroxyl anions in HAP and large surface area of
CNT.

CONCLUSION

The hydroxyapatite decorated with carbon nanotube was
prepared and used as an effective adsorbent for fluoride removal.
The adsorption of fluoride on CNT-HAP could be well described
by the Freundlich model. The nature of the adsorption process
is spontaneous and endothermic. The kinetics of adsorption
follows pseudo-second-order. The defluorination capacity can be
significantly affected by the solution pHand co-existing anions.
Combining the results from XRD, FTIR, SEM, BET, and XPS
analysis, it is demonstrated that the adsorption mechanism
follows an anion exchange process. The efficiency of fluoride
removal by CNT-HAP is greatly enhanced in relative to the
pristine HAP, because the introduction of CNT can enlarge the
specific surface area of HAP, thereby affording more surface
hydroxyl anions to be replaced by fluoride.
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Zirconium (Zr)-containing silica residue purification (ZSR-P) discharged from industrial

production of ZrOCl2 was used as an adsorbent, and CdCl2 solution was used as the

simulated wastewater containing cadmium ions (Cd2+). The properties and mechanisms

of ZSR-P absorbing Cd2+ were studied. The results showed that ZSR-P had a good

effect on the adsorption and removal of Cd2+ in water. The adsorption time, initial

concentration of Cd2+, and pH of the solution had a significant effect on the adsorption

behavior, whilst the pH value had the greatest effect amongst them. Under optimal

conditions, the amount of Cd2+ adsorbed by ZSR-P was 43.1 mg/g. The isothermal

adsorption conformed to the Langmuir adsorption model, and the adsorption kinetics

conformed to the secondary adsorption rate model. In ZSR-P-Cd, Cd2+ was uniformly

distributed on the surface of SiO2 particles and in the pores formed by the accumulation

of particles. Adsorption of Cd2+ by ZSR-P was achieved through the reaction between

Si-OH on the surface of SiO2 and Cd2+ hydroxyl compounds.

Keywords: Zr-containing silica residue purification, adsorption, Cd2+, kinetic model, isothermal models

INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, especially in some developing countries, the world economy has been growing
rapidly. The process of industrialization, agricultural economy, and urbanization have been
speeding up, which results in heavy metal pollution in water due to mining, metal smelting process,
electroplating, and pesticide and fertilizer abuse. The excess emissions of sewage have becomemore
critical than ever (Sekhar et al., 2004; Srivastava and Majumder, 2008; Fu and Wang, 2011; Huang
et al., 2014). Heavy metal ions are the main water pollutants. They are easy, biologically enriched
and hard to degrade and have high toxicity and stable chemical property, so their damage is
extremely serious (Sha et al., 2010). Cadmium ion (Cd2+) is one of the most hazardous ions among
these heavy metal ions. It has a strong chemical activity in the environment and can easily migrate
into the food chain and endanger human health (Solenkova et al., 2014; Venza et al., 2014). Chronic
exposure to Cd could cause great damage to cardiovascular system, nervous system, and livers of
mammals and humans and may lead to renal failure and ultimately death (Romero-Gonzalez et al.,
2001). For this reason, international regulatory agencies have issued wastewater standards for the
discharge of various heavy metal ions, including Cd, to limit their entry into surface water and
municipal sewers. However, due to the high cost of compliance with pollution control legislation,
some small businesses cannot afford it. Therefore, some efficient, convenient, and cost effective
processes need to be found for removing heavy metal ions from wastewater.
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Currently, there are many available methods to remove heavy
metals from the environment (Basci et al., 2004; Dabrowski et al.,
2004; Ho and Ofomaja, 2006; Janin et al., 2009; Soylak et al.,
2010), including oxidation reduction, chemical precipitation, ion
exchange, membrane separation and adsorption, etc. Amongst
these methods, oxidation reduction and chemical precipitation
are traditional methods which cause some issues such as
the large amount of chemical reagents, a secondary source
of pollution to the environment, and poor treatment of
low-concentration wastewater. Although the methods of ion
exchange and membrane separation are effective, the processing
scale is small and both the investment cost and operation cost
are high. In contrast, the adsorption method, which is highly
efficient and simple, suitable for renewable use and is applicable
for low-concentration wastewater, requires low investment.
Therefore, it is an attractive method with a vital potential
for further development. At present, in addition to some
nonmetallic minerals, the adsorbents used to treat the wastewater
containing heavy metal ions also include activated carbon, humic
acid adsorbents, macromolecule materials, biomaterials, and
industrial solid wastes (Wong et al., 2003; Sprynskyy et al., 2006;
Fan et al., 2007; Veli and Alyüz, 2007; Mohammad-Khah and
Ansari, 2009). Bhattacharyya and Gupta (2008), Zhu et al. (2009),
and Hong-Ping et al. (2001) studied the adsorption behavior of
Cd2+ by usingmontmorillonite and kaolinite with the adsorption
method and found that the adsorption capacity of different
minerals for Cd2+ was different. However, since the surface area
of the mineral material is not high, the amount of adsorption is
reduced; therefore, a large amount of the adsorbent is required
for the operation, which may cause a certain proportion of
resources to be wasted. Bayat (2002) used fly ash as an adsorbent
to adsorb Zn2+ and Cd2+ in wastewater. Because of its porous
honeycomb structure and large surface area in the internal
structure, it has a good adsorption capacity for various metal ions
in wastewater. The unmodified fly ash needs to be chemically
modified in order to improve its adsorption performance as the
small number of functional groups contained on the surface
invisibly increases the processing cost of the adsorption process,
thus complicating it. The adsorption capacity of the modified fly
ash can be compared with that of activated carbon, and the cost
is only one third of the activated carbon.

Recently, more attention has been paid to low-cost adsorbents
that can be used to replace carbonaceous and mineral materials.
Industrial solid waste has become a hot adsorbent material
because of its dual advantages in cost and technology. Zirconium
(Zr)-containing silica residue is the solid gelatinous waste
during industrial acid reaction process in the production of
zirconium oxychloride (ZrOCl2) from zirconite as the raw
material. It is a loose-type gel. The main solid components of
the gel are amorphous SiO2 and a small amount of unreacted
zirconite, crystalline NaCl, and other impurities. The main
liquid components are water, some dissolved substances such
as hydrochloric acid (HCl), ZrOCl2, Na

+, Cl−, and Fe3+, Zr4+,
etc. In addition, the Zr-containing silica residue is purified to
obtain Zr-containing silica residue purification (ZSR-P), which
is mainly composed of amorphous SiO2. It is expected to be
an excellent adsorbent for the treatment of heavy metal ions in

the water by means of the surface charge properties of SiO2,
the characteristics of functional groups, and the pore channels
formed by the accumulation of particles. This work undoubtedly
has a positive significance for recycling solid waste and reducing
the cost of wastewater treatment. However, very few reports have
been made on the adsorption behavior and the thermodynamics
of heavy metal ions by ZSR-P.

In this work, the adsorption behavior of Cd2+ from an
aqueous solution using ZSR-P was studied by a set of experiments
at various conditions, including temperature, adsorption time,
initial concentration of Cd2+, and initial pH value. In order
to identify the possible mechanisms involved in Cd2+ binding
by ZSR-P, some characterization methods such as Fourier
transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) were performed along with the analysis.

EXPERIMENTS

Raw Materials, Reagents, and Instruments
Zirconium-containing silica residue purification was obtained by
purifying Zr-containing silica residue using a physical method.
The Zr-containing silica residue raw material was produced
by Henan Baililian Chemical Co. Ltd., Henan, China. The
purification process involved the following steps. (1) The Zr-
containing silica residue and water were added to a dispersing
machine at a solid-liquid ratio of 7% to be crushed and mixed
to form a uniform slurry. (2) The mixed slurry was pre-ground
by an ultrafine grinder at 1,200 r/min. After 10min, the alumina
grinding balls were added to the mixed slurry at a ball ratio
of 15:1. The grinding time was 35min. (3) The mixed slurry
containing the grinding balls was sieved to obtain the slurry.
(4) The mixed slurry was separated by centrifugation, and each
group of samples was centrifuged three times in order to obtain
a gel of high purity containing amorphous silica. (5) The gel
obtained after centrifugation was dried to finally obtain ZSR-P
(Zhang et al., 2011). Additionally, ZSR-P had a specific surface
area of 680.08 m2/g, and the pore diameter was 3.83 nm. The
main chemical components before and after purification are
shown in Table 1. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of ZSR-
P is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that a broad characteristic
peak appears at a diffraction angle (2θ) of 20–25◦, indicating that
ZSR-P contains a large amount of amorphous phase components.
In addition, there are no characteristic peaks of other impurities
in the XRD pattern. So, combining with chemical analysis results
(SiO2 content of 94.63%), it suggests that the main component of
ZSR-P should be amorphous SiO2. Obviously, the properties of
amorphous SiO2 determine the performance of ZSR-P.

The CdCl2 solution was used as the simulated wastewater
containing Cd2+. A certain amount of solid CdCl2 was weighed
and added into distilled water, followed by stirring and dissolving
to prepare the CdCl2 solution with different Cd2+ contents. An
NaOH solution of 0.1 mol/L or HCl of 0.1 mol/L was used for pH
adjustment. All chemicals used were of analytical reagent grade
and were obtained from Beijing Chemical Works, China.

The main test equipments used are described as follows.
The adsorption reaction of ZSR-P on heavy metal simulated
wastewater under different conditions was carried out by
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using a SHZ-82 Thermostatic Bath Oscillator (Beijing Guohua
Technology Group Ltd., Beijing, China). In addition, pHS-3C
(Inesa Analytical Instrument Co., Ltd, Shanghai, China) was used
to adjust the pH of the reaction solution. Prodigy Inductively
Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometry (Leeman Labs
INC., USA) was used to test the residual heavy metal ion content
after the adsorption reaction. The potential of the surface before
and after the adsorption of heavy metals by the adsorbent was
tested by using a Zetasizer Nano ZS Potentiometer (Malvern
Panalytical, UK). The structural characteristics of mesoporous
materials were characterized by a specific surface area and
porosity analyzer (BET, Quadrasorb Si-MP, Quantachrome,
USA). The characterization was mainly at liquid nitrogen
temperature (77K), and the relative pressure was P/Po= 0∼0.35.
The particle size, surface morphology, and elemental content
distribution of ZSR-P were determined by using a scanning

TABLE 1 | Comparison XRF of ZSR-P before and after purification.

ZSR ZSR-P

Analyte Result (%) Analyte Result (%)

SiO2 81.8407 SiO2 92.7501

ZrO2 10.0438 ZrO2 4.7031

Cl 4.5786 Cl 1.2328

Na2O 1.2677 Al2O3 0.6939

CaO 0.4332 HfO2 0.2300

HfO2 0.3437 Na2O 0.0951

Fe2O3 0.3437 TiO2 0.0879

TiO2 0.3208 Fe2O3 0.0733

Al2O3 0.2688 Cr2O3 0.0545

SO3 0.2032 K2O 0.0411

MgO 0.1429 ThO2 0.0288

Y2O3 0.0809 NbO 0.0094

Cr2O3 0.0650

ThO2 0.0396

K2O 0.0272

FIGURE 1 | XRD of ZSR-P.

electronic microscope combined with an energy dispersive X-ray
detector (SEM-EDX, Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan). The particle size of the sample material and the
comparative sample was observed using a FEI Tecnai G2F30 Field
transmission electron microscope (TEM; acceleration voltage of
300 kV). The XRD analyses were conducted on a Rigaku D/max-
rA (12 KW) X-ray powder diffractometer (XRD, D/MAX-2000,
Rigaku Corporation,Tokyo, Japan) to determine the mineral
composition operated with Cu Kαradiation at 40 kV and 100mA
and with a scanning speed of 0.5◦ (2θ)/min. A Fourier transform
infrared spectroscope (FTIR, Perkin Elmer, Shanghai, China) was
used to evaluate the distribution of functional groups on the
surface between different materials. The XPS (Kratos Axis Ultra,
UK) was used to characterize the surface composition and the
combination state of the elements of ZSR-P before and after
adsorption. Binding energies were referenced to the C1s peak at
284.8 eV. The oxide content and the elemental composition of the
samples were analyzed by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectroscopy
(S4-Explorer, Brukeraxs, Germany).

Adsorption Experiments
The 100ml Cd2+ solution with a known concentration was
weighed and transferred into a 250mL Erlenmeyer flask,
regulating the pH value and adding a certain amount of ZSR-
P into the suspension. The suspension was shaken for a certain
period of time and then centrifuged to obtain a precipitate and
a supernatant liquid, which were the ZSR-P products adsorbing
Cd2+ (ZSR-P-Cd) and the Cd2+ removed from the solution,
respectively. The Cd2+ content in the supernatant can be
measured to evaluate the adsorption effect.

Characterization and Evaluation Method
(1) Calculation of adsorption amount

Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission
spectrometry (ICP-AES) was used to determine the
Cd2+ concentration of the supernatant after adsorption. The
adsorption amount of Cd2+ by ZSR-P was calculated by the
following formula:

q =
(C0 − C)V

m
, (1)

where C0 and C are the initial concentration and residual
concentration of Cd2+ in the solution, respectively, which
are also called the concentrations before and after adsorption
by ZSR-P (mg/L); q is the adsorption capacity of Cd2+

adsorbed by ZSR-P (mg/g); V is the solution volume (L); and
m is the quality of ZSR-P added (g).

(2) Surface hydroxyl test
An amount of 2 g of the sample to be tested was weighed

and placed in a 200mL beaker, adding 75mL of NaCl
solution, which had a quality score of 0.2; 25mL of absolute
ethanol was added to the mixture, and then the mixture was
stirred evenly with a magnetic stirrer. After adjusting the pH
of the solution to 4 by using 0.1 mol/L NaOH or 0.1 mol/L
HCl, 0.1 mol/L NaOH was added to raise the pH of the
solution to 9 slowly and the pH value was kept unchanged
for 20 s. The volume of NaOH used was recorded, and the
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number of hydroxyl groups N per square nanometer of the
sample was calculated according to the following formula:

N =
CVNA × 10−3

Sm
, (2)

where C is the concentration of the NaOH solution (mol/L);
V is the volume (L) of the NaOH solution; NA is Avogadro’s
constant; S is the specific surface area of the sample (m2/g);
and m is the mass of the sample (g).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Study on Adsorption Properties
Effect of Temperature
The Cd2+ solution with a concentration of 100 mg/L (actual
measured value was 94.97 mg/L by ICP-AES) was adjusted to
an initial pH of 8. Later, 3 g/L of ZSR-P was added and heated
to a certain temperature; the thermal insulation oscillation time
was 10min. Figure 2 shows the effect of solution temperature
on the adsorption of Cd2+ by ZSR-P. It can be seen that as
the temperature rose from 25◦C (room temperature) to 45◦C,
the amount of Cd2+ adsorbed by ZSR-P remained unchanged.
When the temperature rose to 65◦C, the adsorption amount
increased slightly, indicating that temperature had little effect
on the adsorption of Cd2+ by ZSR-P. According to the test
results, considering the cost and operation conveniences for the
treatment of the actual wastewater, the adsorption of the Cd2+

solution should be carried out at a temperature of 25◦C, which is
the normal temperature.

Adsorption Kinetics
The effect of the adsorption time on the adsorption of Cd2+

by ZSR-P is shown in Figure 3. The concentration of the Cd2+

solution used was 100 mg/L (actual measured value was 106.87
mg/L by ICP-AES), initial pH was 8, temperature was 25◦C, and

FIGURE 2 | Effect of solution temperature on adsorption of Cd2+ by ZSR-P.

ZSR-P dosage was 3 g/L. It can be seen from Figure 3 that ZSR-
P showed a fast adsorption behavior when the adsorption time
was between 0 and 3min. The adsorption time exceeded 3min,
and the adsorption capacity increased slowly and reached an
equilibrium value at 7min; the value was 22 mg/g. It showed that
ZSR-P had a good effect on Cd2+ adsorption, and the effect of
Cd2+ removal from the water was obvious.

According to the adsorption data of Cd2+ by ZSR-P in
Figure 3, fitting was performed according to Lagergren quasi-
first-order kinetic model and quasi-second-order kinetic model.
The equations of the two models are as follows:

Quasi− first− order kinetic model : log(Qe − Qt) = logQe

−
K1

2.303
• t (3)

Quasi− second− order kinetic model :
t

Qt
=

1

2K2 • Qe
2

+
t

Qe
(4)

In the formula, Qe is the quality (mg/g) of Cd2+ adsorbed
by ZSR-P in solution during adsorption equilibrium; Qt is
the quality (mg/g) of Cd2+ adsorbed by ZSR-P in solution at
adsorption time t; and K1 and K2 are empirical factors.

Table 2 shows the parameters of the fitted kinetic equations.
Figure 4 compares the fitting curves and the distribution of
the experimental data points. According to the quasi-first-
order kinetic model, the correlation coefficient R2 was only
0.035, indicating a low level of fitting degree. According to
the quasi-second-order kinetic model, R2 was as high as 0.999,
indicating a high fitting degree. Obviously, the adsorption
of Cd2+ by ZSR-P conformed to the pseudo-second-order
kinetic model, and it also indicated that this adsorption was
the surface adsorption reaction control process (Ho et al.,
2000).

FIGURE 3 | Effect of solution time on adsorption of Cd2+ by ZSR-P.
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Equilibrium Isotherms
Figure 5 shows the relationship between Cd2+ residual
concentration (equilibrium concentration) in the solution and
Cd2+ adsorption amount under the conditions of solution
temperature 25◦C, pH 8, ZSR-P dosage 3g/L, and adsorption
time 15min (In order to ensure that the adsorption reaction
of Cd2+ by ZSR-P was fully balanced, the adsorption time was
increased to 15min), which is called the adsorption isotherm.
It can be seen that with the increase in the concentration of
Cd2+, the adsorption amount of Cd2+ by ZSR-P continued
to increase until the concentration of Cd2+ was more than
80 mg/L; the stable value of the adsorption amount was 28
mg/g. According to the data in Figure 5, the isotherm of Cd2+

adsorbed by ZSR-P can be model-regressed. The Langmuir and
Freundlich adsorption isothermal models commonly used are as
follows.

Langmuir equation:

Ce

Qe
=

1

KLQm
+

Ce

Qm
(5)

Freundlich equation:

lnQe = lnKf +
1

n
lnCe (6)

In the formula, Ce is the equilibrium concentration (mg/L)
of Cd2+ adsorbed by ZSR-P in solution, Qe is the adsorption
amount (mg/g), Qm is the saturated adsorption amount (mg/g),
and KL, Kf, and n are all empirical coefficients.

The data in Figure 5 were processed and model-fitted to
obtain the adsorption isotherm equations described by the

TABLE 2 | ZSR-P adsorption kinetic parameters of Cd2+.

Quasi-first-order kinetic model Quasi-second-order kinetic model

Qe (mg/g) K1 R2 Qe (mg/g) K2 R2

28.89 0.015 0.035 21.88 0.607 0.999

Langmuir and Freundlich models, as shown in Table 3 and
Figure 6. It can be seen that the correlation constants R2 of
the fitted Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption models were
0.994 and 0.85, respectively, indicating that the Langmuir
model can better describe the adsorption isothermal behavior
on Cd2+ by ZSR-P. The above results indicated that the
adsorption of Cd2+ by ZSR-P was a monolayer adsorption,
which indicated that the adsorption site was a single layer
arrangement. The adsorption constant KL was 0.058 (the value
was small), indicating that the adsorption sites have a strong
affinity (Langmuir, 2015).

Effect of pH
A 3 g/L solution of ZSR-P was added to the Cd2+ solution
with different pH values under the conditions of solution Cd2+

concentration of 100 mg/L (actual measured value was 108.39
mg/L by ICP-AES) and temperature of 25◦C, and then it was
oscillated for 10min to perform adsorption. Figure 7 shows the
effect of solution pH on adsorption. From Figure 7, it can be seen
that the solution pH had a great influence on the adsorption of
Cd2+ by ZSR-P. When pH value was less than 6, the adsorption

FIGURE 5 | Adsorption isotherm equations of Cd2+.

FIGURE 4 | ZSR-P adsorption of Cd2+ kinetic equation fitting results. (A) Quasi-first-order kinetic model; (B) quasi-second-order kinetic model.
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amount of Cd2+ was less than 10 mg/g, indicating that when
pH was low, the adsorption of Cd2+ by ZSR-P was poor. When
the pH was higher than 7, the adsorption amount increased
greatly, and the maximum value was reached at pH 9, which
was 43.1 mg/g. It showed that increasing the pH of the Cd2+

solution can greatly enhance the adsorption of Cd2+ by ZSR-
P. The main reason was that Cd2+ was prone to hydrolysis
at a higher pH, while ZSR-P has a stronger affinity to Cd2+

hydrolysate than free Cd2+ (Bayat, 2002). Obviously, the pH
value of the solution was crucial for the adsorption of Cd2+ by
ZSR-P.

TABLE 3 | Results of the fitting models of Cd2+ adsorption by ZSR-P.

Langmuir model Freundlich model

Qm KL R2 n Kf R2

33.33 0.058 0.994 2.22 3.78 0.85

FIGURE 7 | Effect of pH on the adsorption of Cd2+ by ZSR-P.

ADSORPTION MECHANISM

Analysis of Adsorption Position
Figure 8 shows the SEM images and the surface distribution of
the elements, such as O, Si, Zr, and Cd, of ZSR-P rawmaterial and
adsorbed Cd2+ product (ZSR-P-Cd). Table 4 shows the energy
spectrum analysis (EDX) values of each element on the surface.
It can be seen that there was no Cd in the ZSR-P raw material
while there was a large amount of Cd in ZSR-P-Cd, which
was consistent with the test results of the adsorption amount
of Cd2+. The distribution area of Cd was consistent with the
position of ZSR-P particles in the SEM images, indicating that
Cd2+ was uniformly adsorbed on the surface of SiO2 particles in
ZSR-P.

Figure 9 shows the TEM images of ZSR-P and ZSR-P-Cd.
It can be clearly seen from Figure 9A that ZSR-P is mainly
composed of aggregates formed by combining primary particles
with sizes of about 20 nm. The small particles adhere to each
other, and large aggregates of particles were formed. Due to
the small particle size of the primary particles, ZSR-P had
a large specific surface area, which was consistent with the
test results. The large amount of hydroxyl groups present
on the surface may provide a large number of adsorption
and reaction binding sites for Cd2+. Figure 9B shows the
TEM images of ZSR-P-Cd. It can be seen that the aggregated
shape of ZSR-P-Cd particles was consistent with that of ZSR-
P, indicating that no new substances were produced in the
adsorption reaction. It was inferred that Cd2+ was adsorbed
on the surface of ZSR-P and binding occurs between their
interfaces.

Adsorbent Properties
Changes of Zeta Potential
The zeta potential is the difference between the shear plane of
the solid-liquid relative movement and the potential inside the
solution. The magnitude and the positive and negative values
are determined by the solid surface properties, the Stern layer
of the solid-liquid interface, the properties of the medium, and
the concentration and nature of the ions in the solvation layer,
which can reflect the difference in surface properties of ZSR-
P before and after the adsorption of Cd2+ (Moreno-Castilla

FIGURE 6 | Adsorption isothermal models of Cd2+ adsorption by ZSR-P. (A) Langmuir model fitting results. (B) Freundlich model fitting results.
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FIGURE 8 | SEM images of ZSR-P (A) and adsorbed Cd2+ product (B).

TABLE 4 | Elemental analysis of ZSR-P and adsorbed Cd2+ product.

Sample O Si Zr Cd

Atom

fraction

Weight

fraction

Atom

fraction

Weight

fraction

Atom

fraction

Weight

fraction

Atom

fraction

Weight

fraction

ZSR-P 78.42 59.17 17.47 23.14 4.11 17.69 0 0

ZSR-P-Cd 76.90 54.64 18.10 22.58 2.32 9.41 2.68 13.37

FIGURE 9 | TEM images of ZSR-P (A) and adsorbed Cd2+ product (B).
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et al., 2000, 2001). Figure 10 shows the surface zeta potential
values of ZSR-P raw materials and adsorbed Cd2+ products
(ZSR-P-Cd) at different pH conditions. It can be seen that the
zeta potential of the surface before and after the adsorption
of Cd2+ by ZSR-P in the water system decreased with the
increase in the pH value. When pH was less than 5.92, the zeta
potential of the ZSR-P surface was positive, which indicated
that the surface charge of ZSR-P was positive, and the counter
ion of the Stem layer in the solution was negative. As the pH
increased, the H+ ions in the solution gradually decreased, and
the OH− ions in the Stern layer and the diffusion layer of the
ZSR-P surface gradually increased. The zeta potential of the
ZSR-P surface was negative, and the absolute value gradually
increased. When ZSR-P adsorbed Cd2+, the point of zero charge
of ZSR-P-Cd shifted to the right to pH 6.7, indicating that more
cations were adsorbed on the surface of the particles. When
the pH was less than 6.7, the surface charge value of ZSR-P-Cd
was larger than that of ZSR-P under the same pH condition.
When the pH was greater than 6.7, the absolute surface charge
value of ZSR-P-Cd was smaller than that of ZSR-P at the same
pH.

Using the surface hydroxyl test method in formula (2), the
surface hydroxyl groups before and after adsorption of Cd2+

by ZSR-P were 1.39/nm2 and 1.06/nm2, respectively. Therefore,
it can be seen from the changes in surface zeta potential
and hydroxyl density that under the same pH condition, the
number of hydroxyl groups on the surface of the product
after adsorption of Cd2+ were much smaller than that on the
surface of ZSR-P. This indicates that when Cd2+ was added
to the solution, ZSR-P was surrounded by a large number
of cations in the solution, and the large amount of hydroxyl
groups on the surface became the main binding site of the
adsorption reaction; therefore, Cd2+ ions occupy the surface of
the ZSR-P particles and the pores formed by the accumulation of
particles.

FIGURE 10 | Zeta potential of ZSR-P and adsorbed Cd2+ product.

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy
Figure 11 is the infrared spectra of ZSR-P and its adsorbed Cd2+

product (ZSR-P-Cd). In the infrared spectrum of ZSR-P, the peak
at 3,438 cm−1 was OH stretching of water; 1,637 cm−1 was
OH deformation of water; the strong absorption band caused
by Si-O stretching appeared at 1,090 cm−1 and 791 cm−1; the
peak at 970 cm−1 belonged to Si-OH stretching; and the peak at
463 cm−1 was Si-O-Si deformation, reflecting the characteristics
of amorphous SiO2 in ZSR-P. The peaks located at 1,637 cm
and 3,438 cm were attributed by the abundant hydroxyl groups,
which existing on the large specific surface area, absorb the
surrounding water molecules. The comparison showed that
the above absorption peaks appeared in the spectrum of ZSR-
P adsorbed Cd2+ product except for the absorption peak at 970
cm−1, and the peaks at 1,090 cm−1 were slightly moved to 1,096
cm−1. It was speculated that the Si-O stretching (Da-Qing et al.,
2000) formed on the surface of SiO2 hydrolyzed to form –SiOH
(Bogdan et al., 1996) and combined with Cd2+ (d’espinose de la
Caillerie et al., 1997). The disappearance of the Si-OH stretching
at 970 cm−1 was presumed to be due to the dehydroxylation
reaction on the surface of ZSR-P after the adsorption of Cd2+.

XPS Analysis
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis of ZSR-P and ZSR-
P-Cd was performed, and the results are shown in Figure 12.
The results show that the peaks of O, Si, and Zr appeared in
the ZSR-P spectrum, reflecting the characteristics of ZSR-P being
a component of SiO2 and a small quantity of Zr-containing
impurities. However, the peak of Cd3d5/2 appeared in the XPS of
ZSR-P-Cd, and its binding energy was 405.72eV, indicating that
Cd2+ was adsorbed on the surface of SiO2, which was consistent
with the results of SEM. In addition, the binding energies of
Si2s and Si2p in the XPS of ZSR-P were 153.64 and 102.83 eV,
respectively. While their binding energies in the XPS of ZSR-P-
Cd were 154.07 and 103.04 eV, respectively. The larger binding
energy value indicated that the chemical environment of Si had
changed after the adsorption of Cd2+, which was consistent with

FIGURE 11 | Infrared spectra of ZSR-P and ZSR-P-Cd.
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the results of Si-OH on the SiO2 surface and Cd2+ hydrate
reactions.

Adsorption Model
Based on the above analysis of the properties and mechanisms
of ZSR-P adsorbing Cd2+, an interaction model reflecting this
property, mechanism, and process was established and shown in
Figure 13.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Zirconium-containing silica residue purification is mainly
composed of aggregates of amorphous SiO2 nanoparticles.
It has an excellent adsorption and removal effect on Cd2+

in water. The pH value of the solution, Cd2+ concentration,
and adsorption time have a significant effect on the removal
effect. In addition, ZSR-P, at a dosage of 3 mg/L, was added to

FIGURE 12 | XPS of ZSR-P and ZSR-P-Cd. (A) The XPS full spectrum of ZSR-P and ZSR-P-Cd. (B) The Cd3d spectrum of ZSR-P-Cd. (C) The Si2s and Si2p

spectra of ZSR-P and ZSR-P-Cd.

FIGURE 13 | ZSR-P adsorption model of Cd2+.
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an aqueous solution, which had a Cd2+ concentration of 100
mg/L and pH 9, and then the mixture was shaken for 10min;
subsequently, the adsorption reached an equilibrium. The
adsorption amount of Cd2+ by ZSR-P is 43.1 mg/g.

(2) The isothermal adsorption of Cd2+ by ZSR-P is in
accordance with the Langmuir adsorption model, consistent
with the adsorption characteristics of general microporous
materials. The adsorption kinetics equation of ZSR-P for
Cd2+ conforms to the second-order model for adsorption
rate.

(3) The removal of Cd2+ in aqueous solution by ZSR-P is mainly
based on the adsorption between them. In addition, Cd2+ is

uniformly distributed on the surface of SiO2 particles and in
the pores formed by the accumulation of particles in ZSR-P-
Cd. Adsorption between SiO2 and Cd2+ is achieved by the

reaction between Si-OH on the surface of SiO2 and Cd2+

hydroxyl compounds.
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Nano-Mg(OH)2 is attracting great attention as adsorbent for pre-concentration and

recovery of rare earth elements (REEs) from low-concentration solution, due to

its superior removal efficiency for REEs and environmental friendliness. However,

the nanoparticles also cause some severe problems during application, including

aggregation, blockage in fixed-bed column, as well as the difficulties in separation and

reuse. Herein, in order to avoid the mentioned problems, a carbon cloth (CC) supported

nano-Mg(OH)2 (nano-Mg(OH)2@CC) was synthesized by electrodeposition. The X-ray

diffraction and scanning electron microscopy analysis demonstrated that the interlaced

nano-sheet of Mg(OH)2 grew firmly and uniformly on the surface of carbon cloth fibers.

Batch adsorption experiments of Eu(III) indicated that the nano-Mg(OH)2@CC composite

maintained the excellent adsorption performance of nano-Mg(OH)2 toward Eu(III). After

adsorption, the Eu containing composite was calcined under nitrogen atmosphere. The

content of Eu2O3 in the calcined material was as high as 99.66%. Fixed-bed column

experiments indicated that no blockage for Mg(OH)2@CC composite was observed

during the treatment, while the complete blockage of occurred to nano-Mg(OH)2 at

an effluent volume of 240mL. Moreover, the removal efficiency of Mg(OH)2@CC was

still higher than 90% until 4,200mL of effluent volume. This work provides a promising

method for feasible application of nanoadsorbents in fixed-bed process to recycle

low-concentration REEs from wastewater.

Keywords: Nano-Mg(OH)2, carbon cloth, composite, rare earth, recovery

INTRODUCTION

Recent years, Rare earth elements (REEs) are considered to be irreplaceable critical dopants for
advanced materials in high-tech applications (Alonso et al., 2012), such as luminescent (Zhang
et al., 2018), catalysts (Li et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2017), permanent magnets (Mudryk et al., 2017),
and sensor material (Willa et al., 2017), due to their special metallurgical, optical, and electronic
properties (Dutta et al., 2016). With the development of the society and industry, the demand for
the REEs is increasing all over the world (Dutta et al., 2016; Tansel, 2017). However, the REEs
resource is in a serious shortage due to their low reserves and outputs from the natural minerals.
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Therefore, in order to relieve the environmental burden and
ease the potential supply crisis, many secondary resources
for recycling REEs are developed, including discarded REEs-
containing solid waste (Maroufi et al., 2017; Tansel, 2017) and
industrial wastewater (Binnemans et al., 2013; Wilfong et al.,
2017), etc. Nevertheless, the REE concentrations in most of the
secondary resources are as low as hundreds of ppm (Binnemans
et al., 2013, 2015), which makes their enrichment and separation
extremely difficult.

In view of the above issues, adsorption is regarded as an
effective technology for the pre-concentration and recovery
of REEs, owing to its simplicity, easy handling, sludge-free
operation, and cost effectiveness (Liu et al., 2017; Qi et al.,
2017; Wilfong et al., 2017). Compared with other adsorbents,
nano-Mg(OH)2, an environmental-friendly material, exhibits
rapid kinetics, and high efficiency (with a maximum adsorption
capacity of 1,827mg/g) toward a typical REE of Tb(III) at
extremely low concentrations (Li et al., 2013). However, it should
be pointed out that, like other nanoadsorbents, the small size
of nano-Mg(OH)2 also caused some issues and difficulties in
separation and reuse, including mass transfer and excessive
pressure drops when applied in fixed bed or any other flow-
through systems (Zhao et al., 2011). Moreover, the release of
nanoparticles into the environment is also a possible risk to
ecosystems and human health. These drawbacks strongly hinder
the application of nano-Mg(OH)2 in the wastewater treatment
(Zhao et al., 2011; Tesh and Scott, 2014).

An effective approach for overcoming the above bottlenecks
is to fabricate nano-Mg(OH)2 onto supporting materials
of larger size (Zhao et al., 2011; Tesh and Scott, 2014;
Chen et al., 2016). The resultant nanocomposite is expected
to retain the inherent properties of nano-Mg(OH)2, while
the supporting material would provide higher mechanical
strength and improve the dispersity of nano-Mg(OH)2 (Chen
et al., 2016). In the previous study, common supporting
materials include natural polymers (e.g., Chitosan, alginate;
Xiao et al., 2015; Zhang L. et al., 2015; Kwon et al.,
2016), inorganic materials (He et al., 2011; Chen et al.,
2017), synthetic macromolecule materials (Chen et al., 2016;
Yu et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017), and some carbon
materials (e.g., graphene, carbon nanotubes, carbon cloth;
Dimpe et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2017; Tian et al., 2017;
Xu et al., 2017). Despite plenty of supporting materials can
be alternates for nanomaterials, very few of them were used
to support nano-Mg(OH)2. Jia et al. (2014) reported that the
nanofibrous membrane of PA6@Mg(OH)2, which was fabricated
by electrospinning technique combined with hydrothermal
strategy, exhibited preferable removal ability to Cr(VI). Xie
et al. (2014) developed a novel modified diatomite adsorbent
modified by dispersed magnesium oxide nanoflake for the
remediation of eutrophic lakes by removing excess PO4−

4 .
Li et al. (2011) synthesized a Mg(OH)2@reduced graphene
oxide composite using in-situ chemical deposition method. The
composite exhibited excellent adsorption effect to methylene
blue. In the above studies, nano-Mg(OH)2 was loaded onto
the surface of carriers by coprecipitation or hydrothermal
method, which still caused some drawbacks such as complicated

operation, poor controllability, and low synthesis efficiency of
nano-Mg(OH)2.

Compared with the above methods, electrodeposition is a
rapid, simple, and low-cost method without high-temperature
treatment to fabricate the nano-composites (Lv et al., 2011;
Liu T. et al., 2015). Currently, carbon cloth (CC) has
been considered to be an ideal candidate for supporting
materials by electrodeposition, owing to the following three
advantages: (1) CC has abundant functional group, which can
fasten the nanoparticles on its surface; (2) CC has excellent
mechanical property, admirable resistance to the acid/alkali
and environmental friendliness; (3) CC has superior electrical
conductivity, which can control the morphology and the loading
amount of nanoparticles during the synthesis. An et al. (2016)
fabricated the honeycomb-shaped porous NiCo2O4 on electro-
etched CC with strong adhesion by electrodeposition. The
composites as a bind-free electrode display fast kinetics and
superior electrochemical behavior controlled by the surface
reaction. Fan et al. (2016) reported a highly flexible electrode
synthesized by a facile in-situ electrodeposition of MnO2

and polypyrrole on CC. The composite showed superior
electrochemical performance.

In this work, a nanocomposite was synthesized by
electrodepositing Mg(OH)2 nanoparticles onto carbon cloth.
Adsorption performance of the nano-Mg(OH)2@CC composite
to Eu(III), a typical species of REE, was investigated via batch
adsorption experiments. The properties of nano-Mg(OH)2@CC
nanocomposites before and after adsorption were characterized
by X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscope
(SEM), energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), and inductively
coupled plasma(ICP). Furthermore, fixed-bed adsorption
experiments were conducted to assess the enrichment of Eu(III)
and the recovery of nano-Mg(OH)2@CC for the treatment of
effluent containing the Eu(III).

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Reagents and Materials
All solutions were prepared using deionized water. Europium
chloride hexahydrate (EuCl3·6H2O) was obtained from Aladdin
(China). Magnesium sulfate (MgSO4·7H2O), magnesium
nitrate [Mg(NO3)2·6H2O] and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were
obtained from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. (Shanghai,
China). All of the chemicals were analytical grade and used
without further purification. Carbon cloth was obtained from
PHYCHEMi Co. Ltd. (Taiwan, China).

Preparation of Adsorbents
Flowerlike nano-Mg(OH)2 was prepared at room temperature
(25◦C) by precipitation from NaOH andMgSO4·7H2O solutions
according to the method described in our previous study (Liu M.
et al., 2015). The fabrication of Mg(OH)2@CC nanocomposite
is illustrated in Scheme 1. In a typical process, a piece of
commercial carbon cloth was washed by acetone, methanol,
and isopropanol under sonication for 30min to remove any
contaminants on the surface. After drying in the oven, the
piece of carbon cloth was cut into small rectangle piece of
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SCHEME 1 | Schematic diagram showing the process for the engineering growth of the interlaced nano-sheet Mg(OH)2 on the surface of carbon cloth.

2 ∗1 cm and used as the working electrodes. However, only half
of the CC was soaked into the electrolyte to make Mg(OH)2
only grow in an area of 1∗1 cm. The electrodeposition of
Mg(OH)2 on CC was conducted in a three-electrode system
with a static potential of −1.5V, soaking in Mg(NO3)2·6H2O
aqueous solution of 1 mol/L. The counter and reference electrode
utilized in the electrodeposition is platinum (Pt) net electrode
and SCE electrode, respectively. After electrodeposition, the CC
was rinsed by DI water and dried in a vacuum oven. Generally,
the loading content of Mg(OH)2 on CC can be controlled by
the electrodeposition time. Therefore, different electrodeposition
times were conducted to optimize the preparation condition.
Finally, the Mg(OH)2@CC nanocomposite prepared in optimal
condition was used in the following study.

Batch Adsorption Experiments
A stock solution of Eu(III) at a concentration of 1,000 mg/L was
prepared using sodium Eu(III) (EuCl3·6H2O; AR). A series of
500mL glasses of the solution were added to 200mL of 10, 40, 70,
100, 130, 160 mg/L Eu(III) solutions and 14mg Mg(OH)2/CC or
14mg flowerlike nano-Mg(OH)2. The adsorbent quality used for
analyzing the adsorption data of the two adsorbents are both in
terms of the quality of magnesium hydroxide. The samples were
shaken at 200 rpm at room temperature for 24 h to ensure the
adsorption reaching equilibrium. The adsorption data were fitted
using Langmuir (Equation 1) and Freundlich model (Equation
2). The Langmuir model expressed by the following equation:

Ce

qe
=

Ce

qm
+

1

kLqm
(1)

Where Ce (mg/L) and qe (mg/g) are the solute concentration
and adsorption capacity at equilibrium, respectively, and qm
(mg/g) and kL (L/mg) are the maximum monolayer adsorption
capacity and the binding energy of adsorption, respectively.
The Freundlich adsorption model expressed by the following
equation:

qe = kf C
1/n
e (2)

Where kf and n are the Freundlich constants measuring the
adsorption capacity and the adsorption intensity, respectively.

Kinetic experiments were conducted by mixing certain
amount of Mg(OH)2@CC or flowerlike nano-Mg(OH)2 into
a 2,000mL flask containing 100 mg/L Eu(III) solutions. For
milli liter solution was sampled at various time intervals to
determine the adsorption kinetics. The kinetic data were fitted
by the pseudo-first-order (Equation 3) and pseudo-second-order
equation (Equation 4):

qt = qe (1− e−klt) (3)

qt =
q2e K2 t

1+ qe K2 t
(4)

Where qe (mg/g) is the adsorption capacity at equilibrium, qt
(mg/g) is the adsorption capacity at time t, and k1 (min−1) and
k2 (g/mg·min) are the rate constants of pseudo-first-order and
pseudo-second-order kinetics, respectively. The rate constants k1
and k2 were determined by plotting log(qe-qt) vs. t and t/qt vs. t,
respectively.

Continuous Effluent System Experiments
Three grams nano-Mg(OH)2 was put into the sealed
polytetrafluoroethylene groove with two cores to prevent
the loss of nano-Mg(OH)2 (the inner groove size is 200mm
in length, 12mm in width, 18mm in height). The initial
concentration of Eu(III) is 100 mg/L. The peristaltic pump
was used to control the water inlet velocity, while the
automatic collector was used for collecting samples at the
same interval time. The flow rate is calculated by the volume
of per unit time collected by the automatic collector. Figure
S1a illustrates the above process in a simplified sequence flow
diagram.

The composite loaded 3 g Mg(OH)2 was put into the
sealed polytetrafluoroethylene groove with two slots to fix the
Mg(OH)2@CC well into the groove (the inner groove size is
200mm in length, 12mm in width, 18mm in height). The
initial concentration of Eu(III) is 100 mg/L. The peristaltic pump
was used to cycle 200mL solution containing Eu(III) through
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the groove for 10 h with constant flow rate. The solution was
replaced by 200mL of fresh Eu(III) solution every 10 h, while
each of the 200mL solution was considered as one cycle to test
the treatment effect of the nanocomposite to Eu(III). During
processing for 25 circulations, the residual solution of every cycle
was collected to measure the Eu(III) concentration. Figure S1b

illustrates the above process in a simplified sequence flow
diagram.

Characterization
XRD patterns were collected on a Bruker X-ray powder
diffractometer (advance D8) with Cu–Kα radiation. The tube

FIGURE 1 | (a) XRD patterns of carbon cloth and Mg(OH)2@CC. (b) SEM image of the pure carbon cloth (*2000). (c) SEM image of Mg(OH)2@CC (*2000), (d) SEM

image of Mg(OH)2@CC (*5000).

FIGURE 2 | (A) Residual Eu(III) concentration in aqueous solution after adsorbed by Mg(OH)2@CC with different dosages. (B,C) Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms

for Eu(III) adsorption by Mg(OH)2@CC and nano-Mg(OH)2. (D) Adsorption kinetics of Mg(OH)2@CC and nano-Mg(OH)2 toward Eu(III). (E) Pseudo-first-order kinetic

model fitting for Eu(III) adsorption. (F) Pseudo-second-order kinetic model fitting for Eu(III) adsorption.
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voltage was 40 kV and the tube current was 40mA. Diffraction
patterns were collected over 2θ = 10◦−80◦ at 1◦/min. The
step size of the scan was 0.02◦. The morphology of the
samples was observed using a JSM-7100F SEM with an
Oxford INCA EDS. Eu(III) content in solution was determined
by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry
(ICP-OES).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mechanism Study
Mechanism of electrodeposition process is shown in Scheme 1

and Equations (5–7):

NO−
3 +H20+ 2e− = NO−

2 + 2OH− Eθ = 0.01V (5)

2H2O+ 2e− = 2OH− +H2 Eθ = −0.83V (6)

Mg2+ + 2OH− = Mg (OH)2 (7)

Equations (5, 6) are the main electrode reaction equations
of synthesizing nano-Mg(OH)2 by electrodeposition. Briefly,
when the electrochemical workstation is in running state, the
cathode will continuously produce the OH− which combines
with Mg2+ in solution, by electrolyzing NO−

3 and H2O. When
the concentration product of OH− andMg2+ reach the solubility
product of Mg(OH)2, Equation (7) occurs and the Mg(OH)2 will
adhere onto the surface of carbon cloth firmly.

Characterization of the Adsorbents
The XRD patterns of the carbon cloth and Mg(OH)2@CC
composite are shown in Figure 1a, both of which exhibit
two strong peaks at 2θ = 26.2 and 44.4◦. The two peaks
are attributed to (002) and (101) planes of the carbon cloth,
respectively (Zhang G. et al., 2015). For the Mg(OH)2@CC
composite, the characteristic diffraction peaks at 2θ = 18.4,
32.9, 38.0, 50.9, 58.7, 62.2, 68.4, and 72.1◦ (except peaks
derived from the carbon cloth) are well indexed to (001),
(100), (011), (102), (110), (111), (103), and (201) phases of
Mg(OH)2, respectively (JCPDS NO.44-1482). Figure S2 shows
the SEM image of Mg(OH)2@CC at different electrodeposition
time. It can be found that with too short electrodeposition
time, magnesium hydroxide on the surface of carbon cloth
is very sparse. While with too long electrodeposition time,
the magnesium hydroxide on the surface of carbon cloth
will crack. Only with the appropriate electrodeposition
time (around 10min), one layer of magnesium hydroxide is
interlaced on the surface of the carbon cloth and attached
strongly. Figures 1b–d show the typical morphologies of
pure carbon cloth (∗2000), Mg(OH)2@CC (∗2000), and
Mg(OH)2@CC (∗5000), respectively. A low-magnification SEM
image (Figure 1b) reveals that the fibers of the carbon cloth
possess ∼10μm in diameter with a smooth surface. After the
synthesis of Mg(OH)2@CC composites via electrodeposition,
it is noticed that the interlaced nano-sheets of Mg(OH)2 are
firmly and uniformly grown on the fibers with an average
diameter of 15μm (Figures 1c,d). The above results collectively
demonstrated the successful integration of the Mg(OH)2@CC.
In addition, the XRD patterns and SEM image of nano-Mg(OH)2

shown in Figure S3 indicated that the flower-like nano-
Mg(OH)2 was successfully synthesized similar to the reported
literature.

Eu(III) Adsorption Isotherm and Kinetics
To confirm that the carbon cloth carrier in Mg(OH)2@CC has
no negative effect on the adsorption performance of nano-
Mg(OH)2, the adsorption effect of Mg(OH)2@CC toward Eu(III)
was compared with nano-Mg(OH)2. Figure 2A shows that with
an initial Eu(III) concentration of 100mg/L (the concentration of
REEs in the actual environment), Mg(OH)2@CC could decrease
the residual Eu(III) concentration in the solution with increasing
adsorbent dosage. When the dosage of adsorbent increased to
0.07 g/L, the removal efficiency can reach 99%. Once exceed 0.07
g/L, the adsorbent will be excessive. Therefore, in the experiments
of adsorption kinetics and adsorption thermodynamics, the
dosage of adsorbent was 0.07 g/L.

The adsorption isotherm data of nano-Mg(OH)2 and
Mg(OH)2@CC to Eu(III) were fitted by the Langmuir and
Feriundlich models. The results and related parameters are
shown in Figures 2B,C and Table 1. Obviously, no matter using
nano-Mg(OH)2 or Mg(OH)2@CC, the adsorption capacities
increase with the concentration of Eu(III), until it reaches
equilibrium. Both of Langmuir and Feriundlich models can
be used to describe the adsorption of the two adsorbents (R2

> 0.95), while the R2 value of Langmuir model is higher
than of Feriundlich model. Therefore, Langmuir model is
more suitable to describe the adsorption of two adsorbents to
Eu(III) and the adsorption type of two materials to Eu(III)
is chemical adsorption. The maximum adsorption capacities
of nano-Mg(OH)2 and Mg(OH)2@CC calculated by Langmuir
model were 1428.571 and 1436.781 mg/g, respectively (Table 1).
Therefore, the loading Mg(OH)2 on the carbon cloth will not
affect the adsorption effect of Mg(OH)2.

The adsorption kinetics data of nano-Mg(OH)2 and
Mg(OH)2@CC composites to Eu(III) were fitted by the
pseudo-first-order kinetic and the pseudo-second-order

TABLE 1 | Parameters of Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm for Eu(III) on Mg(OH)2

and Mg(OH)2@CC.

Eu(III) Langmiur constant Freundlich constant

R2 qm (mg/g) kL R2 KF(mg/g) n

Mg(OH)2 0.9995 1428.571 0.4375 0.9822 854.144 8.8261

Mg(OH)2@CC 0.9976 1436.781 0.2692 0.9631 1091.709 20.6612

TABLE 2 | Kinetic parameters calculated from Pseudo-first order and

Pseudo-second order kinetic models.

Eu(III) Pseudo-first order Pseudo-second order

R2 k1(1/min) qe(mg/g) R2 k2(1/min) qe(mg/g)

Mg(OH)2 0.9938 0.0101 1373.201 0.9127 0.000138 555.56

Mg(OH)2@CC 0.9979 0.0106 1348.705 0.9164 0.000191 555.56
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kinetic model. The results and related parameters are shown
in Figures 2D,E and Table 2. Figure 2D. showed that the
equilibrium adsorption capacity of the two materials varies
with time. When the dosage of adsorbent was 0.07 g/L and
the initial concentration Eu(III) was 100 mg/L, both of the
two adsorbents could reach equilibrium in 400min and
the equilibrium adsorption capacities were around 1,400
mg/g. Therefore, loading Mg(OH)2 on the carbon cloth
will not affect its adsorption rate. The kinetic data of two
adsorbents were fitted using the pseudo-first-order and pseudo-
second-order models. The fitting results (Table 2) show that
the kinetics of the two adsorbents were better described
with pseudo-first-order model kinetics, which suggested
that physical and chemical interactions may simultaneously
contribute and control the uptake of Eu(III) onto the surface of
Mg(OH)2.

As a consequence, loading Mg(OH)2 on the surface of carbon
cloth has no negative effect on its adsorption performance. The
main reason is that the electrodeposited Mg(OH)2 is evenly
distributed on the surface each carbon fiber. Since the carbon
fibers are relatively independent, they have no coverage and
interference to the active site of Mg(OH)2, leading to enough
active sites exposing for Eu(III) adsorption.

Material Characterization After Adsorption
To explore the adsorption mechanism, Mg(OH)2@CC was
exposed to Eu(III) solution with a high concentration. The
morphology, distribution, and crystal phase of Mg(OH)2@CC-
Eu(III) were determined by SEM-EDS and XRD. The SEM

image showed that after adsorption, the original laminar
structure of Mg(OH)2@CC slightly bended, but still retained
the interlacing laminar structure (Figure 3a). This is due to
the ions interaction between Eu(III) and Mg(II) that changes
the morphology (Li et al., 2013). The distribution map of
corresponding elements (Eu, O, Mg) was recorded by SEM-EDS
(Figures 3b–d). The thick purple areas in Figure 3b show
that the Eu is evenly distributed on the carbon fiber surface,
while the sparse blue areas shown in Figure 3d indicate the
decrease of Mg(II) content after adsorption. To confirm the
enrichment of Mg(OH)2@CC to Eu(III), the adsorbed powder
of Mg(OH)2-Eu was collected from the surface of carbon
cloth through mechanical methods and calcinated at 800◦C
without oxygen. The XRD patterns of the obtained powder
shown in Figure 4 can be well indexed as Europium Oxide
phase (ICCD card no.00-034-0392). The corresponding ICP
data are shown in Table 3. The content of europium in solid
phase is 860,727mg/kg, while the content of magnesium
is only 21.3mg/kg. According to ICP, SEM-EDS, and XRD
data, it can be calculated that 99.66% of the obtained powder
after calcination is europium oxide, while there is almost no
magnesium oxide. Therefore, the Mg(OH)2@CC can extract
Eu(III) from solution to the surface of the nanocomposite,
which can realize the enrichment and recovery of
REEs.

Continuous System (Fixed Bed-Column)
To further investigate the practical application of Mg(OH)2@CC,
a fixed bed-column experiment was conducted to verify the

FIGURE 3 | (a) SEM image of Mg(OH)2@CC-Eu after reacting with high concentration Eu(III) solution for 24 h. (b) Corresponding EDS elemental mapping images for

Eu, (c) for O, (d) for Mg.
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FIGURE 4 | XRD patterns of Mg(OH)2@CC-Eu after calcination process

without oxygen.

TABLE 3 | ICP data of the reacted powder.

Component Mg Eu Eu2O3

Conversion content 21.3mg/kg 860, 727mg/kg 996, 631mg/kg

removal performance of Eu(III) by Mg(OH)2@CC, taking nano-
Mg(OH)2 as comparison. As shown in Figure 5, with the same
quality of Mg(OH)2 and the initial Eu(III) concentration of 100
mg/L, the adsorption column performance of Mg(OH)2@CC
is much better than that of pure nano-Mg(OH)2. It can be
explained that themain adsorptionmechanism ofMg(OH)2@CC
to Eu(III) includes two parts: (1) ion exchange of Eu(III)
with magnesium hydroxide; (2) the enhanced dispersion of
nano-Mg(OH)2 by the surface function groups of carbon
cloth. Under the two mechanisms, the treatment capacity of
Mg(OH)2@CC is as high as 4,200mL (C/C0 is <0.10), while
the concentration of effluent Eu(III) decreases to the μg/L
level after treatment. Meanwhile, the effluent of Mg(OH)2@CC
can be processed at a steady flow rate. The curve of nano-
Mg(OH)2 toward Eu(III) uptaken in fixed-bed columns is shown
in the bottom left corner of Figure 5A, where there is a short
black curve. The magnification of the short black curve is
shown in Figure 5B. The effluent effect of nano-Mg(OH)2 is
superior (C/C0 approaches 0.00). However, with the increase
of effluent volume, the flow rate also decreases rapidly. When
the effluent volume reaches 240mL, the flow rate is close
to zero. A possible explanation is that the agglomeration of
the nanoparticles reduces the specific surface area of nano-
Mg(OH)2, and thus decreases the active sites for Eu(III)
adsorption. Moreover, the agglomeration of nano-Mg(OH)2
leads to the increase of particle size, which further causes
blockage in fix-bed column. This problem will severely limit
the development of nano-Mg(OH)2 in practical application.
Therefore, magnesium hydroxide plays an important role in the

FIGURE 5 | (A) Comparison curves of Eu(III) uptake in fixed-bed columns

between nano-Mg(OH)2 and Mg(OH)2@CC (initial concentration of 100 mg/L

Eu(III) effluent) (B) The magnification of the bottom left corner of (A).

absorption of Eu(III) by Mg(OH)2@CC, while the main effect of
carbon cloth is to strengthen the dispersion of nano-Mg(OH)2.
The combination of nano-Mg(OH)2 with carbon cloth would
further improve the efficiency of nano-Mg(OH)2 and prevent
its loss.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, a new nanocomposite Mg(OH)2@ CCwas prepared
by electrodeposition, and used to adsorb Eu(III) in fixed-bed.
The morphology and phase analyses revealed that the interlaced
Mg(OH)2 nano-sheets are uniformly loaded on the carbon
cloth fibers. The maximum adsorption capacity (1436.8 mg/g)
and removal rate (95% within 300min) of Mg(OH)2/CC
toward Eu(III) is close to those of nano-Mg(OH)2, indicating
that loading Mg(OH)2 on the surface of carbon cloth has no
negative effect on its adsorption performance. Moreover, up to
99.66% of Eu2O3 is found in the adsorbed powder, indicating
Mg(OH)2@CC could be an ideal candidate for the enrichment
and recovery of Eu(III) from aqueous solution. In addition,
Mg(OH)2@CC exhibited great potential for Eu(III) removal
in the fixed-bed compared with nano-Mg(OH)2. Therefore,
the excellent performance of Mg(OH)2@CC suggests that
loading nanoparticles on CC via electrodeposition is a promising
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method to improve the application of nano-adsorption
materials.
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Clinoptilolite is a widely distributed tectosilicate, mainly composed of Al2O3, SiO2 with

exchangeable cations such as Ca, K, Mg, and Na. In this research, raw clinoptilolite was

ground, gravimetrically concentrated and ion-exchanged using different concentrations

of NaCl solution. Then the modified clinoptilolite powder was formulated into particles

as adsorbents. The adsorbents were applied to CH4 separation in coal bed gas. The

raw and modified clinoptilolites were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning

electron microscope (SEM), transmission electron microscope (TEM), atomic emission

spectrometer (ICP-AES), Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR), and Brunauer

Emmett Teller (BET) specific surface area. The CH4 absorptivity by raw and modified

clinoptilolites was evaluated using pressure swing adsorption (PSA) to assess the CH4

separation ability. The results indicated that the ion-exchanged clinoptilolite using 0.2

mol/L NaCl solution was found to be promising for the kinetic PSA separation of CH4/N2,

giving a better absorptivity for CH4 separation under different influence factors. Based on

the simulated static experiments, it was indicated that both CH4 and N2 were capable

of diffusing into clinoptilolite while N2 adsorption by clinoptilolite was excellent. The

experiment results also indicated that ion-exchanged clinoptilolite using a 0.2 mol/L

NaCl solution was the optimal adsorbent for separating CH4/N2 at the low pressure

condition. From the simulated dynamic experiments, the ion-exchanged clinoptilolite

using a 0.2 mol/L NaCl solution as a potential sorbent in kinetic PSA processes for

N2/CH4 separation, exhibited the best performance at 648K under 0.2 MPa within

28min, in comparison to the raw clinoptilolite and clinoptilolite under other modification

conditions. In the next phase of research, the modified clinoptilolite will be tested for CH4

separation in real coal bed gas.

Keywords: clinoptilolite, ion-exchange, nitrogen/methane separation, selectivity, low concentrations methane,

pressure swing adsorption

INTRODUCTION

The coalbed gas is found in coal bed with a main composition of methane (CH4), which was
absorbed on the surface of the coal particles. Part of coal bed gas was dissociated or dissolved in
the hydrocarbon gas in the coal pore and the water of coal bed, which is automatically stored up
in the coal bed as the powerful complement to raw gas. CH4 in the coal bed is a high quality gas
fuel. Meanwhile, it is also one of detrimental gases influencing mining underground coal and an
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important harmful source leading to atmospheric greenhouse
effect. In China, there is up to 13 billion m3 CH4 under the
process of coal mine a year, which accounts for around one third
of its emissions globally. On the other hand, the utilization ratio
of CH4 in the coal bed gas was only 35%, resulting in a huge CH4

resource loss. We know that the greenhouse effect of CH4 is 21
times to the CO2 and power of CH4 for damaging ozone (O3)
is 7 times to the CO2. Thus, recycling coal bed gas is of great
significance on both energy development and environmental
protection. With improving consciousness of human on the coal
mine safety and environmental protection, the exploitation of
CH4 in the coal bed has been attached great importance to the
world in recent years.

The separation technology of CH4 in the coal bed is
not effective, which is one of the main reasons for low the
utilization ratio. In the separation process of low concentration
of coal bed gas, the physicochemical property of N2 and CH4

was similar (Perry et al., 1999; Johnson III, 2015). It led
the recycle and separation technology to be a key common
technology challenge. It was also one of the most important
technological obstacles on gas development, energy saving and
emission reduction (Bomberger et al., 1999; Cavenati et al., 2006;
Tagliabue et al., 2009). At present, the common technologies
were cryogenic distillation, pressure swing adsorption (PSA),
membrane separation, hydration technology and dissolution-
absorption technology. The PSA separation method has become
the mainstream technology for the purification of coal bed gas
at small and medium scales, due to its advantages of low energy
consumption, less investment equipment and high degree of
automation (Arya et al., 2014; Yin et al., 2015). Its key challenge
is the selection of adsorbents. The main adsorbents currently
used are activated carbon (AC) (Zhou et al., 2002; Gu et al.,
2015; Gao et al., 2017), carbon molecular sieve (CMS) (Fatehi
et al., 1995; Cavenati et al., 2005; Grande et al., 2005), natural
clinoptilolite (Aguilar-Armenta et al., 2001; Jayaraman et al.,
2004, 2005), titanium silicon molecular sieve (Aguilar-Armenta
et al., 2001; Jayaraman et al., 2004, 2005; Faghihian et al., 2008).
The equilibrium adsorption capacity of CH4 is higher than that of
N2 for AC. Although the separation coefficient is higher and the
effect is better based on results from laboratory studies, it is still
far away from industrial application. The main reason is that the
preparation process of AC is complex and the cost is relatively
high. And it obtains CH4 product in vacuum desorption stage,
the subsequent operation needs to be compressed, so the power
cost is increased, and the economic effect is not obvious. The
separation of CH4 and N2 by CMS is based on the kinetic
effect. The diffusion rate of N2 in the micropore is higher than
CH4. A large amount of N2 is adsorbed into the pore and CH4

remains outside the pore in a relatively short time. Therefore,
the product CH4 is obtained by the adsorption or sequestration
of the PSA process, instead of the vacuum step. With the
increase of adsorption time, the kinetically the effect becomes
weaker, and the equilibrium effect will dominate, making CH4

and N2 separation difficult. Although CMS has achieved good
results in the laboratory, it is mainly aimed at the coal bed
gas with high concentration of CH4 (CH4 content >70%).
However, there are few reports on the study of coal bed gas

with low concentrations. The natural clinoptilolite as a kind of
PSA adsorbents is of great potential for application with the
advantage of acid resistance, heat resistance, alkali resistance,
stable structure, rich resources, and low price. They can show
both equilibrium and kinetic effects. However, the adsorbent
prepared from natural clinoptilolite are of different sodium
contents and its application in low concentration coal bed gas
(CH4 < 30%) has not been reported.

Here we present a study of the adsorption isotherms of
four adsorbents made from natural clinoptilolite with different
sodium contents at 298K. And the corresponding adsorption
kinetics were measured at the same and different pressure using
the feed gas containing 20% CH4 and 80% N2 at 298K. This
study will provide technical support for the implementation of
industrialization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Clinoptilolite and All Agents
The raw clinoptilolite was collected from the south of
the Liaoxi metallogenic belt in China. The adsorbents used were
CH4 (99.95%), N2 (99.95%). The purging gas for adsorbent
activation/regeneration was He (99.999%, pre-purified). All gases
were provided by Praxair. The reagents, including NaCl, used
in this research were of analytically pure and bought from
Sinopharm Group Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.

Clinoptilolite Pretreatment
The raw clinoptilolite was ground by a ball grinder to a granular
size <70μm. Then the milled pulp with clinoptilolite powders
was poured into a Falcon centrifuge to remove some heavy
impurities. The purified clinoptilolite was dried at 105◦C and
stored in a desiccator. It was used as a raw material for the
preparation of adsorbents.

Preparation of Modified Clinoptilolite
The processed clinoptilolite powders were mixed NaCl solutions
at concentrations of 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 mol/L at a solid to liquid
ratio of 1:20 for 2.5 h in Erlenmeyer flasks separately and covered
with sealing films and maintained in a 90◦C water bath. The
mixture was centrifuged to separate the solids, then washed using
deionized water until no Cl−. All ion-exchanged clinoptilolite
samples were pressed into a round cake and calcined at 200◦C (to
dry the samples) for 2 h. And then they were crushed and sieved.
Particles of 0.5–1.5mm sizes were used as adsorbents.

Separation Experiment With CH4/N2

The gas mixture of CH4 and N2 was prepared by high-
pure standard gas, and the ratio of CH4/N2 was 20/80%. The
experimental device for adsorption was a single absorbing tower
filled with raw and modified clinoptilolites (Figure 1). At first,
the device was pressurized using high-pure standard He until
the adsorption pressure was up to the setting pressure. Then the
intake valve of He was closed and the intake valve of mixture gas
was opened (it was the start time of data recording). In order to
keep the pressure of absorbing tower reaching the experimental
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FIGURE 1 | The dynamic test device. 1. He cylinder; 2. Mixture cylinder of CH4/N2; 3, 4. Pressure reducing valve; 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 12. Needle-type valve; 10.

Absorbing tower(16mm*320mm); 11. Pressure probe; 13. Mass flow controller; 14. Gas analyzer; 15. Vacuum pump; 16. Windows control center

(Copyright©1994–1997 SIEMENS, AG).

value, it was adjusted by control valves (the flow value of gas
was set to 50 mL/min). The outlet discharge was set using mass
flow controller before the test. In the process of absorption, the
change of concentration of CH4 was tested and recorded by a gas
analyzer. The test was continued until the concentration of CH4

was the same as the initial concentration of CH4 in the mixture.
The activation and regeneration of modified clinoptilolite was
not begun until inverse vacuum was pumped for 10min.

Pressure/Vacuum Swing Adsorption Experimental

Program
A vacuum pressure swing adsorption (VPSA) cycle was devised
to be experimented in the pilot-scale unit, which was the purpose
of catching CH4 from a dynamical mix of CH4/N2 simulated coal
bed gas. The device, single-tower adsorption layer, was shown in
Figure 1. Before test, the absorbents were modified clinoptilolites
which were activated in the vacuum rotation activation furnace
for 6 h in 648K. When the test began, the pressure of He and
pressure of adsorption were both set at the certain pressure,
and flow value of tower top was 60 mL/min. It needed to
be emphasized that vacuum pumping treatment using vacuum
pumps was initiated before the experiments.

Analytical Methods
The morphologies of purified clinoptilolite and modified
clinoptilolite were observed with TEM (Tecnai G2 TF30) and
SEM (Hitachi S-4800).

X-ray diffraction (Rigaku MiniFlex600) measurements were
proceeded with copper CuKα1 radiation (λ= 1.5406 Å), utilizing
a voltage of 40 kV and a current of 15mA. The divergence slit was
0.3mm and data was gathered for 2θ scanned from 3◦ to 80◦ at
10◦/min.

TABLE 1 | The chemical composition of clinoptilolites (wt%).

Composition

(wt %)

Modified clinoptilolites

C-0 C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4

SiO2 66.99 68.49 68.48 68.08 68.09

Al2O3 12.01 12.86 12.85 13.02 13.01

K2O 1.63 1.65 1.62 1.61 1.59

Na2O 0.65 1.94 2.45 3.30 3.68

CaO 3.80 3.09 2.73 2.14 1.89

MgO 1.29 1.26 1.20 1.08 1.01

Fe2O3 1.37 1.47 1.48 1.50 1.60

TiO2 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19

The chemical components of purified clinoptilolite and
modified clinoptilolite samples were analyzed using an
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy
(ICP-AES, ICAP7400 THERMO Fisher). To obtain a more
representative chemical composition of a sample, the analysis
was done in triplicates per sample, and the element contents
were averaged (Table 1).

Mid-infrared spectra were recorded using a Fourier transform
infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer (Nicolet IS50) with a Smart
EnduranceTM single bounce diamond ATR cell. Spectra were
acquired of 4,000–400 cm−1 by the average of 64 scans with a
resolution ratio of 4 cm−1. A mirror speed of 0.6 cm/s was used.

The BET surface area was 57.84 ± 0.20 m2/g measured by an
ASAP 2020 instrument (Micromeritics, USA). N2 (at 298K) and
CH4 (at 298K) adsorption were measured to determine the BET
surface area and micropore size distribution.
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FIGURE 2 | SEM photographs of clinoptilolites: (a,a*). C-0, (b). C-1, (c). C-2, (d). C-3, (e). C-4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of Clinoptilolites
Figure 2 showed SEM photographs of unmodified and

modified clinoptilolites, They didn’t change significantly
among them. In Figure 2, C-0, unmodified clinoptilolite, was

purified clinoptilolite with no NaCl treatment. The modified

clinoptilolites were depicted by C-1, C-2, C-3, and C-4, which
were treated by 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 mol/L NaCl solution,

respectively. These crystals are flaggy or schistose, which appears
as parallel conjunctive aggregate. Individual crystals span is

from hundreds of nanometers to several microns. A number

of ordered small particles were also found on the crystals from
Figure 2a∗.

In order to observe the internal microstructure of samples,
TEM photographs of modified clinoptilolites were shown in

Figure 3. From Figure 3, inside of C-0 was large lamella stacking.
However, inside of C-1, C-2, C-3, and C-4 were stacked with
small lamella, in which the number of fissures produced by flake
particles. This is because they are stirred on thin sheets during
ion exchange, so more lamellar clinoptilolite is stripped, mainly
concentrated at 100 × 300 nm, which also makes the exchange
easier. The 131 faces of clinoptilolite can be seen in C-2 of
photograph c∗, whose crystal plane spacing is 3.98 Å, which have
not seen in other published papers.

ICP-AES was adopted to analyze the ion change before
and after modification (table 1). It is obviously that with
the increasing of nacl concentrations, the Na+ component
increased from 0.65 to 3.68 wt% gradually. Meanwhile, the
Ca2+ component decreased from 3.8 to 1.89 wt% apparently. In
addition, other elements showed a random change with increased
nacl concentrations (such as Si, Al, K, Mg, Fe, and Ti). The
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FIGURE 3 | TEM photographs of clinoptilolites: (a). C-0, (b). C-1, (c,c*). C-2, (d). C-3, (e). C-4.

phenomenon indicated that the ion exchange of Na+ for Ca2+

were carried out in clinoptilolite samples with NaCl solutions
bath.

The XRD patterns were mainly used for confirmation the
difference in all clinoptilolites without and with treatment using
NaCl solution (Figure 4). The major mineral in all samples
was clinoptilolite with minor amounts of quartz. All the lattice
parameters were not observably influenced by the different
contents of NaCl. We couldn’t see the characteristic peak of NaCl
in modified clinoptilolites, It showed that the Na+ entered the
lattice, and we combined the chemical composition analysis in
Table 2. So we know it was replaced with Ca2+. The obvious
difference was the D value of the characteristic peak was smaller
than modified clinoptilolites. It was because the exchange of
different ions leaded to the change of lattice spacing.

The broad band at 620 cm−1 in the clinoptilolites spectra were
attributed to stretching vibrations related to Si-O tetrahedron
structure (Figure 5). The characteristic peak of clinoptilolite
without ion-exchange was weak. Furthermore, the vibration

absorption peak of Si-O-Si and Al-O-Si appears at 795
cm−1. Compared with clinoptilolite without ion-exchange,
some evident changes in characteristic absorption peaks were
discovered. The characteristic peak at 985.46 cm−1 deriving
from Al-O vibrations shifted to 1043.32 cm−1, caused a small
amount of Al-O losing after ion-exchange. A small account
of non-framework Al stuck in the unit cell was shifted by
ion-exchange. And a small account of Al was shifted from
framework because of Al-O-Si hydrolyzing in the clinoptilolites.
Then cavities were formed leading to pore volume increasing.
For modified clinoptilolites, the Si-O and/or Al-O out-of-plane
bend occurred at 485 and 1,622 cm−1. Thus, the intensity of Al-
O out-of-plane bend inmodified clinoptilolites was stronger than
that of clinoptilolite. It was because ion-exchange caused a small
amount of Al-O losing. The broad band at 2,328 cm−1 mainly
resulted from stretching vibrations of OH− groups on modified
clinoptilolites after ion-exchange. The broad band at 3,743 cm−1

mainly resulted from stretching vibrations of O-H on modified
clinoptilolites after ion-exchange.
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FIGURE 4 | XRD of clinoptilolites.

TABLE 2 | BET of modified clinoptilolites treated by NaCl of different

concentrations with N2 at 77K.

C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4

BET (m2/g) 16.1 16.0 16.0 15.9

External surface

area

(m2/g)

12.0 11.8 12.1 11.8

Micropore surface area

(m2/g)

4.0 4.2 3.9 4.1

Vp (m3/g) 0.068 0.065 0.062 0.073

D (nm) 16.8 16.2 15.5 17.7

FIGURE 5 | FT-IR spectra of modified clinoptilolites.

The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77K with the
four adsorbents were shown in Figure 6A. According to the

IUPAC classification, all curves were identified as type IV. The
surface has mesopore and macropore, The curve of p/p0 region
of low relative pressure is convex up, in the higher p/p0 region,
the adsorbed material is condensed by capillary, the isotherm
obtained by desorption does not coincide with the isotherm
obtained by adsorption, and the desorption isotherm lags over
the adsorption isotherm. So they present a hysteresis loop.
It belongs to the class D loop. It is mainly due to the slit
holes formed by sloping sheet stacking. In Figure 6B, we know
most of the pores are between 5 and 80 nanometers, They
have different pore structure by loading different contents of
sodium ions. According to Table 2, we know that the internal
surface area of C-2 adsorbents is the largest. With the increase
of the loading of sodium ions, the micropore surface area of
adsorbent increased first and then decreased. So the micropores
are adjusted. At the beginning, the calcium ion was replaced
by sodium ion, and the pore channel of clinoptilolite became
smaller. When loading a certain amount, a large number of
sodium ions loaded the surface of clinoptilolite and blocked some
channels.

Simulated Experiments
To explore the separation capability of CH4/N2 on the modified
clinoptilolites, the simulated static experiments were conducted
using BET equipment, and the simulated dynamic experiments
were conducted using the device of adsorption of single tower
(Figure 1), in which pure N2 and CH4 gas were chosen as
gas-supply.

CH4 adsorption and N2 adsorption of the simulated static
experiments were shown in Figure 7. It should be noted that
adsorption of the two molecules is competitive and thus the
gas-supply in the simulated static experiments is high purity N2

and high purity CH4 at 298K, separately. Before the adsorption
experiment begun, The absorbents were vacuum activated for 8 h
at 370◦. From Figure 7, there was obvious difference between
quantity adsorbed of CH4 and N2 using clinoptilolites. At the
same relative pressure condition, quantity adsorbed of N2 on
clinoptilolites wasmuchmore than that of CH4. From Figure 7A,
the quantity adsorbed of N2 using clinoptilolites followed: C-3=
C-2> C-4> C-1> C-0. From Figure 7B, the quantity adsorbed
of CH4 using clinoptilolites was as follows: C-3> C-4> C-0>
C-1> C-2. Considering the contradiction between adsorption
capability of clinoptilolites for CH4 and N2, it is obvious that
the C-2 adsorbents static equilibrium separation coefficient is the
larger than other three. It is the most potential adsorbent for
separating CH4/N2.

Dynamic experiments had been done. The CH4 volume
concentration of product is obtained at 298K on certain pressure
when the feed gas is a mixture of CH4 (20%) and N2 gas (80%),
as shown in Figure 8. Concentrated CH4 could be obtained
directly by using these adsorbents of C-1, C-2, C-3, C-4. In this
experiment, before testing, the adsorbent was vacuum activated
for 8 h at 648K, and then the package was sealed for use. When
the concentration of CH4 of the top of the tower is 20%, it is put
back to normal pressure, and a 30min vacuum is activated and
regenerated. The experiment was repeated three times, and the
data are recorded in the third experiment. Figure 8A showed the
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FIGURE 6 | (A) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77K; (B) pore size distributions.

FIGURE 7 | (a) N2 adsorption of the simulated static experiments at 298K; (b) CH4 adsorption of the simulated static experiments at 298K.

FIGURE 8 | (A) The different adsorbents breakthrough curve of nitrogen adsorption at 298K on 0.2 Mpa, (B) The C-2 breakthrough curve of nitrogen adsorption at

298K on 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 Mpa.
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different adsorbents breakthrough curve of nitrogen adsorption
at 298K on 0.2 Mpa. In the dynamic adsorption curve, it showed
that CH4 concentration can be increased.C-1 is from 20 to 65.2%,
C-2 is from 20 to 70.0%, C-3 is from 20 to 66.1%, C-4 is from
20 to 63.1%. Moreover, they can be continuously regenerated. So
the adsorbent of C-2 is the best among these adsorbents, which
is consistent with the static adsorption results. Figure 8B shows
the C-2 breakthrough curve of nitrogen adsorption at 298K on
the different pressure. We can control residence time of raw gas
in adsorbent by adjusting the pressure of carrier He gas. The
residence time corresponding to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5 Mpa is 5,
7.5, 11, and 14min, respectively. The peak value of CH4 reaches
70.0% when the residence time is 7.5min. The results show that
the N2 adsorption was bigger than CH4 when the mixture of
CH4/N2 were in the absorbing tower. The bigger the pressure,
the longer the residence time. CH4 adsorption was bigger than
N2 adsorption when they were adsorbed. The separation factors
would decrease. So, It is very important to choose the suitable
residence time.

From the above, it seemed that the C-2 shows the greatest
performance at 648K under 0.2 MPa within 50min, in
comparison to the other modified clinoptilolites, as a underlying
sorbent in kinetic PSA processes for the N2/CH4 separation.
The different concentrations of Na+ that were existed in
its porous network as well as their distribution were the
primary influence factor that specifies the adsorption and
kinetic properties of the clinoptilolites. Thus, the ion-
exchange with differences in the concentration of Na+

disturbed the Na+ distribution as well as the electrostatic
field inside the clinoptilolite’s pores affecting the adsorption
property.

CONCLUSION

The material structure and CH4/N2 adsorbability of raw and
Na+ ion-exchanged clinoptilolites have been examined in detail
using PSA. The effect of adsorbent prepared by clinoptilolite with
different sodium ion content on methane nitrogen separation is
very different. The clinoptilolite adsorbents can be adjusted for

their pore channel by controlling the loaded amount of sodium
ions.

The C-2 adsorbent prepared using 0.2 mol/L NaCl solutions
was the most promising for the kinetic PSA separation of
CH4/N2, giving the better adsorptivity and influence factors
concerning the CH4 separation.

From the simulated static experiments, it indicated that N2

and CH4 are both competent in diffusing into the clinoptilolites
while N2 adsorptions of clinoptilolites are more excellent. The
pertinent results also indicated that adsorption capability of ion-
exchanged clinoptilolite using 0.2 mol/L NaCl solutions was
the optimal adsorbent for separating CH4/N2 at low pressure,
considering the contradiction between adsorption capability of
clinoptilolites for CH4 and and N2.

According to the simulated dynamic experiments, the ion-
exchanged clinoptilolite using 0.2 mol/L NaCl solutions exhibits
the best performance at 648K under 0.2 MPa within 50min,
in comparison to raw and other modified clinoptilolites, as a
underlying sorbent in kinetic PSA processes for the N2/CH4

separation.
The ion-exchange with differences in the concentration of

Na+ as well as the electrostatic field inside the clinoptilolite’s
pores affecting the adsorption property. Finally, further
manipulation for CH4 separation of the clinoptilolite is
underway with coal bed gas as gas-supply.
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One-dimensional (1D) porous NixSy nanostructures have been successfully fabricated

by two-step method consisting of solvothermal and subsequent annealing process.

The suitable heat treatment temperature and reaction time play crucial roles in the

final structure, morphology, as well as performance. The uniform and perfect porous

NixSy nanostructures obtained at 310◦C exhibit outstanding microwave absorption

performances. A minimum reflection loss of −35.6 dB is achieved at 8.5 GHz, and the

effective absorption bandwidth almost covers 14.5 GHz with the absorber thickness

range of 2.0–5.0mm. It can be supposed that this porous structure with rough surface

which is favor for increasing the microwave multiple reflection and scattering, contributes

a high-performance electromagnetic absorption.

Keywords: porous, nickel sulfide, one-dimensional, dielectric loss, microwave absorption

INTRODUCTION

Microwave absorber with strong capacity in absorption, low proportion in filler loading, thin
thickness in coating, and wide bandwidth in absorption frequency, has aroused burgeoning
research interest because of their great potential applications both in military and civil fields,
including stealth technology, information security, electromagnetic interference shielding, and
healthcare (Zhu et al., 2010; Zhao H. et al., 2014). As is well known that many factors such as
morphology, geometry and structure, have vital impacts on determining the microwave absorption
(MA) properties (He et al., 2013). Conventional microwave absorbers with different morphologies
that have been divided into three classes are as follows: (1) one-dimensional nanostructures such
as ZnO nanowires (Wang et al., 2014), Bi3S2 nanorods (Luo et al., 2014); (2) two-dimensional
materials such as MoS2 nanosheets (Ning et al., 2015), α-Fe2O3 flakes (Lv et al., 2015a); and (3)
three-dimensional network structures, including Co20Ni80 hierarchical nanospheres (Liu et al.,
2015), Ni chains nets (Liu et al., 2016), Fe3O4@carbon ordered arrays (Yuan et al., 2015) and so
on. However, the aforementioned materials usually possess high density, thus leading to severe
limitations to their practical applications in some specialized fields. In this regard, materials with
characteristics of low density and special void spaces, such as yolk–shell structural microspheres
(Liu et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2014; Qiang et al., 2016), foam composites (Zhang Y. et al., 2015; Zhao
H. B. et al., 2016), as well as porous nanostructures (Yan et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2010; Zhu et al.,
2011), are highly beneficial to obtaining superior microwave absorption performance.
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Considerable attention has been concentrated on the porous
structure of MAmaterials owing to its fascinating characteristics.
For example, Liu et al. fabricated porous carbon/Co composites,
and the results suggested that the composites with large dielectric
loss could achieve a minimum RL of −40 dB at 4.2 GHz with a
coating thickness of 5mm (Liu et al., 2008). Lv et al. synthesized
Co/CoO porous 3-D flower nanostructure through annealing
process at 400◦C and found that the minimal reflection loss was
up to −50 dB when the coating thickness was 3.5mm (Lv et al.,
2015b). Similarly, Wang et al. reported the formation of porous
flower-like NiO decorated graphene, and the composites with a
filler loading of 25 wt% exhibited highly MA performance (−59.6
dB) because of their special porous structures and numerous void
spaces (Wang et al., 2017). Benefiting from the porous structure,
the above-mentioned materials show superior electromagnetic
wave absorption performance, which reveals that these porous
materials are effective as MA materials.

Metal sulfides, as semiconductor materials, have been proven
to have promising potential as an ideal microwave absorber
on account of their typical dielectric loss mechanism (Zhang
X. J. et al., 2017). Recent studies have suggested that metal
sulfides including MoS2 (Wang et al., 2015), CoS2 (Zhang
C. et al., 2017), CdS (Zhang et al., 2014), and CuS (He
et al., 2014), as well as various phase of nickel sulfides (Zhou
et al., 2010) can effectively absorb electromagnetic waves and
attenuate them in the form of thermal energy. However, the
microwave-absorbing properties of NixSy with special porous
structure have not been reported previously. Based on the above
study, we demonstrated the successful design and fabrication
of porous one-dimensional NixSy nanomaterial through a facile
solvothermal route together with annealing process. The MA
properties of resultant composites were investigated in detail for
the first time. As expected, the synthesized NixSy nanostructure
exhibited excellent microwave absorption property confirming
that this material can be used as high-performance microwave
absorber.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of Porous NixSy
Nickel nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO3)2·6H2O), elemental sulfur,
ethylene glycol (EG), and ethylenediamine (EN) were purchased
from Nanjing Chemical Reagent Co. All of the chemical
reagents were analytical-grade purity and used without further
purification.

Typically, nickel sulfide was synthesized by the reaction
of Ni(NO3)2·6H2O, EN and sulfur powder in EG. At first,
Ni(NO3)2·6H2O (0.3489 g) was added to EG (135mL) under
strong magnetic stirring to form a light green homogeneous
solution. Then the sulfur powder (0.0288 g) was dissolved in
EN (15mL) through ultrasonic treatment. Mix the two solutions
together and put it into oil bath, maintained at 120◦C for 6 h.
After being cooled to room temperature, the resulting solid
precursors were centrifuged, washed with alcohol to remove
possible remnant, and finally dried in air at 60◦C for 24 h. The
dried precursors were treated at 310◦C for 2 h with a heating rate
of 2◦C/min under N2 atmosphere to get the final NixSy products.

Preparation of Nickel Sulfide/PVDF

Nanocomposites
The polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) was first dispersed in N-
N dimethylformamide (20mL) under magnetic stirring for 1 h.
Then, the desired amount of nickel sulfide was added into the
suspension. After ultrasonication for another 1 h, themixture was
poured onto a glass plate and dried at 80◦C for 24 h. The samples
for testing were also compacted into a cylindrical compact (Φout

= 7.00mm and Φ in = 3.04mm) by hot pressing at 210◦C
under 5 MPa (pressed for 15min, followed by cooling to room
temperature under the same pressure).

Instrumental Analyses
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the nickel sulfide product
was carried out on a Rigaku, Dmax2200 diffractometer equipped
with a CuKa radiation source (λ= 1.5416 Å) in the range of 2θ=
10–80◦. For the phase analysis. Further microstructural analyses
were performed by using a FEI Quanta 250 field emission
gun environmental scanning electron microscope (JSM-6700F
microscope) at 15 kV. In brief, SEM samples were prepared by
diluting the final products with alcohol by ultrasonic treatment
and dropping it on the silicon slice. The relative permittivity
(ε′, ε′′) and permeability (μ′, μ′′) values were measured using
two-port vector network analyzer (Agilent E5071C) over the
frequency of 2–18 GHz at room temperature, coupled with a
coaxial wire setup. Finally, the reflection loss (RL, dB) value
which presents the ratio of the total reflected microwave power
against the incident microwave power can be calculated by using
the following formulas (Abbas et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2018).

Zin =

√
μr

εr
tanh

[
j

(
2fπd

c

)
√

μrεr

]
(1)

RL(dB) = 20 log

∣∣∣∣Zin − 1

Zin + 1

∣∣∣∣ (2)

where Zin is the normalized input characteristic impedance, f is
the frequency of microwave, d is the thickness of the absorber. A
lower RL value stands for a better MA performance.

RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION

An illustration of the synthesis of theNixSy is shown in Figure S1.
We first prepared the precursors of NixSy nanorods by a simple
solvothermal method in a controlled way as described later.
Then the collected dried precursors were transferred into a tube
furnace and annealed at 310◦C for 2 h under an N2 atmosphere,
which eventually led to the generation of the porous NixSy. It is
well recognized that reaction parameters such as temperature,
pressure, reaction time, type of solvent, and concentration
of reagents, have a huge effect on the morphology of the
products. In the present reaction system, Ethylene glycol and
Ethylenediamine were applied as solvents for the precursors
synthesis of NixSy, and the temperature as well as reaction time
was tightly regulated so that the precursors at a well-defined state
were obtained.

Figure 1 shows the representative SEM images of the
precursors prepared at different temperature of 80, 100, 120, 140,
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FIGURE 1 | SEM images of precursor of NixSy samples under different reaction temperatures: (a) 80, (b) 100, (c) 120, (d) 140, (e) 160, and (f) 180◦C. (scale bar =

1μm).

160, and 180◦C, respectively. When the reaction is performed
under the lower temperature (80 and 100◦C), although one-
dimensional structures of products can be formed, their
thicknesses and lengths are varying greatly. On the contrary,
when the temperature reaches 180◦C, the 1D nanostructures
are nonuniform, and a certain number of spherical impurities
emerge. By comparing the morphology of the products under
different temperature conditions, the best reaction temperature
is determined. The products are well-defined nanorods with
diameters of about 50 nm and lengths of several micrometers at
the suitable reaction temperature of 120◦C (Figure 1c). On the
other hand, the stages of the growth process are monitored at
120◦C by varying the reaction time from 2 to 10 h (Figure S2).
It is interesting to find that reaction time does not change
the overall morphology of the precursors. However, the yield of
the products is very low within a short period of 2 h, indicating
the slow reaction rate in such reaction system. Further increasing

the reaction time produce more products, while the diameter and
structure of the nanorods remain stable.

To obtain porous 1D nanostructures, the precursors were
annealed at different temperatures ranging from 280 to 330◦C
under the flowing nitrogen gas, and the final products are
exhibited in Figure 2. It can be seen that the surfaces are
actually becoming porous with annealing temperature, and the
as-obtained NixSy retain the rods morphology with appropriate
porosity when prepared at 310◦C. Further increasing the
annealing temperature will led to 1D structural instability
and collapse. The energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
indicates that the obtained product is composed of Ni, S, C,
N, and O elements, also demonstrating a very homogeneous
elemental distribution (Figure 3). It is worth mentioning that
the C, N, and O element signals originate from the incomplete
decomposition of organic compositions of precursors during
heat treatment. Meanwhile, the XRD results suggest that the
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FIGURE 2 | SEM images of NixSy samples under different annealing temperatures: (a) 280, (b) 300, (c) 310, and (d) 330◦C. (scale bar =1μm).

FIGURE 3 | FESEM image of the NixSy nanorods and corresponding elemental mapping images of Ni, S, C, N, and O.

as-synthesized products are poorly crystallized, containing NiS2
phase and Ni7S6 phase (Figure S3).

Figures 4A,B show the frequency dependence of the real
part (ε′) and imaginary part (ε′′) of the complex permittivity
for NixSy/PVDF composites with 10, 20, 30, and 40 wt% filler

loadings in the frequency range of 2–18 GHz. Generally, the
ε′ is known to stand the storage capability of electromagnetic
energy, and ε′′ associated with various of polarization present the
energy dissipation (Zhang X. et al., 2015; Zhao B. et al., 2016).
As can be seen in Figure 4, with the increase of NixSy, the ε′
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and ε′′ values show a similar tendency. For nanohybrids with low
concentration of filler (10 and 20 wt%), the values of ε′ and ε′′

are approximately equal to some certain constant in the whole
frequency range (ε′ = 4, ε′′ = 0.5, and ε′ = 6, ε′′ = 1). With the

NixSy proportion increasing from 20 to 30 wt%, the ε′ increases
from 6 to 13 and the ε′′ changes from 1 to 4.5 at 2 GHz. However,
when the proportion of fillers is increased to 40 wt%, both the
ε′ and ε′′ dramatically decrease, which is possibly due to the

FIGURE 4 | Frequency dependence of (A) real part and (B) imaginary part of permittivity, (C) dielectric loss tangent, and (D) reflection loss under a 3mm thickness for

NixSy composites with different filler loadings.

FIGURE 5 | Possible mechanisms of microwave absorption for porous NixSy/PVDF composites.
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fact that the higher concentration of NixSy in this nanohybrid
may result in severe agglomeration. Similar phenomena could
be observed in dielectric loss tangent (tan δe = ε′′/ε′) which is
universally applied to evaluate the dielectric loss capacity of the
microwave absorber (Yang et al., 2017), shown in Figure 4C. It
can be seen that the dielectric loss tangent increases with the
NixSy proportion first, getting a maximum value of 0.35 with 30
wt% NixSy, and then decreases to a value of 0.1.

On the basis of the above analysis, it can be deduced that
the nanohybrids with 30 wt% NixSy possess the best microwave
absorption properties which is highly consistent with the test
results, shown in Figure 4D. The minimum RL reaches −34
dB at 7.5 GHz with a thickness of 3mm, indicating that
99.9% of incident electromagnetic wave is attenuated. Since

NixSy is a typical semiconductive material, various polarization,
and related relaxation resulting in a strong dielectric loss are
the dominant mechanism for microwave attenuation (Zhao
et al., 2015). The dielectric loss of NixSy mainly originate
from the defect dipole polarization, the interfacial polarization,
and the electronic relaxation loss. First, the defect dipoles are
generated by the charge unbalance around the sulfur vacancies
in the NixSy lattice, while the interfacial polarizations come
from the existence of plentiful interfaces between porous fillers
and polymer matrix. Moreover, the porous structures of fillers
with rough surfaces further induce the multiple reflection
and scattering, resulting in more longer propagation path
and greater energy loss (Figure 5). Second, the carbonation
of precursors benefits electrical conduction, while the internal

FIGURE 6 | Three-dimensional presentations of the reflection loss for the NixSy composites with different filler loadings: (A) 10, (B) 20, (C) 30, and (D) 40 wt%. (E) RL

curves for 30 wt% NixSy composites with different thickness.
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doping with nitrogen favors electron transport thus further
improving electrical conduction. Furthermore, the calcination
also induces a structural disorder and defects into NixSy that
frequently lead to an enhanced electrical activity. This calcination
process results in significant electronic relaxation polarization,
which would enhance the dielectric loss obviously.

Figures 6A–D shows three-dimensional presentations of
calculated reflection loss for the NixSy/PVDF with different filler
loadings. Clearly, the composite with 30 wt% NixSy has the best
performance, and the RL values under different thickness are
shown in Figure 6E. The minimal reflection loss of −35.6 dB
is obtained at 8.5 GHz with a coating thickness of 2.7mm and
the effective bandwidth is about 3 GHz. Furthermore, the RLs
exceeding −10 dB in the frequency range of 3.68–18 GHz are
obtained for a variation in absorber thicknesses of 2.0–5.0mm,
demonstrating that this kind of materials has great potential for
use as a microwave absorber. Meanwhile, there is an interesting
phenomenon that with the increasing thickness of absorber the
RL peaks shift to the lower-region frequency. This phenomenon
is consistent with a so-called quarter-wavelength (λ/4) matching
model (Deng and Han, 2007; Wang et al., 2011, 2013) which
plays another significant role in electromagnetic attenuation. The
model can be expressed as tm = nλ/4 = nc/4fm

√
|μr| |εr|(n =

1, 3, 5), where |μr| and |εr| are the moduli of μr and εr ,
respectively. Besides, when the thickness of absorber satisfies
above equation, the curves corresponding to wavelengths of λ/4
(crescent shape) can be observed (seen in Figure 6C).

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have successfully demonstrated an approach for
the large-scale production of 1D porous NixSy nanostructures
via solvothermal synthesis together with an annealing process.

Through controlling the reaction temperature and time, products
with uniform morphology are obtained. The results reveal
that the interesting porous structure of NixSy might benefit
the access of incident microwave and offer more active sites
for multiple reflections and scattering, and thereby improve
microwave absorbing performance. The minimum RL of −35.6
dB is achieved with a thickness of 2.7mm at −35.6 dB GHz. The
absorption bandwidth with RLs below −10 dB is up to 14.5 GHz
when considering thicknesses of 2.0–5.0mm. Combining the
synergistic effect with intrinsic chemical properties and special
structures, the NixSy nanorods are promising for utilization
as MA materials in various fields, such as aeroplanes and
spacecraft.
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In this study, kaoline is incorporated to prepare CoAl2O4/kaoline hybrid pigments via

traditional solid-state reaction, and the introduction of kaoline decreases the preparation

temperature for formation of spinel CoAl2O4, and reduces the production cost of

cobalt blue as well. More importantly, kaoline may participate in the crystallization of

spinel CoAl2O4 during calcining process, and the hybrid pigments prepared using 8.1%

Co3O4 and 81.5% kaoline features bright blue and good chemical resistance. Due

to the synergistic effect between the sheet-like kaoline and the loaded CoAl2O4, the

as-prepared CoAl2O4/kaoline hybrid pigments can be incorporated into epoxy paint

system to obtain the high-performance blue anticorrosion coating, especially for acetic

acid-salt fog corrosion.

Keywords: CoAl2O4, hybrid pigments, kaoline, anticorrosion coating, acetic acid-salt fog

INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that corrosion of the metal materials is one of the common and key problems
to industry applications, especially the high risk fields including aviation, ocean, and chemical
industry, etc. (De Leon et al., 2012; Daham et al., 2014; Hao et al., 2017). The organic anticorrosion
coating has been recognized as the most effective and economical method for metal protection
(Vesely et al., 2010; Golru et al., 2015; Gu et al., 2015; Madhup et al., 2017). The anticorrosion
mechanisms of the coatings usually include protection of barrier type, inhibition type protection
and electrochemical protection (Al-Sabagh et al., 2017), and the organic anticorrosion coating is
served as a physical barrier between corrosive electrolyte and steel substrate. However, the main
disadvantage of the organic anticorrosion coating, especially epoxy system, is the creation of holes
and defects over the film due to the high crosslink density.

Several approaches have been proposed to enhance the anticorrosion properties of organic
anticorrosion coating. By contrast, incorporation of inorganic pigments is efficient and economical
way (Kartsonakis et al., 2012; Montemor et al., 2012; Jeon et al., 2013; Naderi et al., 2014). It is
conducive to improving the aesthetics (e.g., gloss, opacity, and color) and themechanical properties
of the film (El Saeed et al., 2012). However, the relevant application of some commercial available
inorganic pigments is limited due to their disadvantages, such as poor adhesive force and optical
transparency, weak abrasion and scratch resistance performance (Zhou et al., 2002; Cayton and
Sawitowski, 2005; El-Wahab et al., 2009). Therefore, many attempts have been carried out to
prepare high-performance pigments with good anticorrosion properties by designing lamellar-
based nano-materials preventing water, oxygen, or ions from penetrating film (Kalendová et al.,
2008; Ahmed et al., 2012; Ammar et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016).
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Cobalt aluminate (cobalt blue, CoAl2O4) is a spinel type
structure blue eco-friendly pigments with excellent thermal
and chemical stability, and it has been widely used in the
fields of ceramics, plastics, paint, rubber and glass (Jafari
and Hassanzadeh-Tabriz, 2014; Álvarez-Docio et al., 2017; He
et al., 2017; Yoneda et al., 2018). Therefore, cobalt blue may
be expected to develop the high-performance anticorrosion
coating, especially for acetic acid-salt fog corrosion. However,
the agglomeration of CoAl2O4 nanoparticles is inevitable during
preparation process, which goes against the dispersion of cobalt
blue in coating substrate. In addition, the high-cost of cobalt
blue also limits its wide application in anticorrosion coating
(Tirsoaga et al., 2011; Dandapat and De, 2012; Zou and Zheng,
2016). In our previous work (Mu et al., 2015; Zhang A. J.
et al., 2017), clay minerals were employed to fabricate the
high-performance CoAl2O4 hybrid pigment with low-cost and
prefect color properties. Kaoline (Kaol) is a 1:1 type layered
silicate mineral with one tetrahedral sheet of silica (SiO4) linked
through oxygen atoms to one octahedral sheet of alumina
(AlO6) octahedral (Liu et al., 2016; Kloprogge, 2017; Zhang S.
L. et al., 2017). Owing to the advantages of excellent mechanical
properties, thermal stability, high whiteness and unique flake-
like morphology (Vesely et al., 2010; Ahmed et al., 2012; Qu
et al., 2017), it is a promising candidate for preparation of
cobalt blue hybrid pigment to design the color high-performance
anticorrosion coating (Zhang et al., 2018a,b). However, the
preparation process of co-precipitation usually involves in the
discharge of the wastewater and lengthy steps including washing,
solid-liquid separation and drying.

In this study, CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigments were prepared
by the traditional solid-state reaction after grinding the mixture
of γ-Al2O3, Co3O4, and Kaol. The preparation conditions
were systematically investigated including the grinding time,
the calcining temperature and the added amount of Kaol.
Furthermore, the formation and coloring mechanisms of
CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigments were also studied and discussed.
In order to evaluate the anticorrosion application of the as-
prepared hybrid pigment, it was incorporated into the epoxy
paint system to obtain the blue anticorrosion coating, and then
placed in acetic acid-salt spray testing chamber.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Kaol was obtained from Longyan kaoline Development Co., Ltd.,
(FuJian, China), Kaol were firstly crushed and purified by 4%
HCl (wt%), and then the solid were filtered by passing through
a 200-mesh sieve to remove quartz sand, and the XRF (X-ray
fluorescence) chemical compositions of Kaol were presented in
Table S1 (see ESI) before and after being treated by HCl. γ-Al2O3

(purity > 99.9%, particle size= 20∼ 50 nm) and Co3O4 ( purity
> 99.9%, D50: 4 ∼ 6μm) were obtained from Shanghai Reagent
Factory (Shanghai, China).

Preparation of CoAl2O4/Kaol Hybrid

Pigments
8.00 g of Kaol, 0.80 g of Co3O4 and 1.02 g of Al2O3 with
a Co to Al mole ratio of 2:1 were mixed and grinded in a

TABLE 1 | Conditions for preparation of the samples.

Factors Temperature/◦C Co3O4/g Al2O3/g Kaol/g Grinding

time (h)

Temperature 900 0.8 1.02 1 2

1,000 0.8 1.02 1 2

1,100 0.8 1.02 1 2

1,200 0.8 1.02 1 2

Added amount

of Kaol

1,100 0.8 1.02 0 2

1,100 0.8 1.02 1 2

1,100 0.8 1.02 2 2

1,100 0.8 1.02 4 2

1,100 0.8 1.02 6 2

1,100 0.8 1.02 8 2

Grinding time 1,100 0.8 1.02 1 0.5

1,100 0.8 1.02 1 1

1,100 0.8 1.02 1 2

1,100 0.8 1.02 1 4

mortar mill (CRINOER, MG100, China) for 2 h in anhydrous
ethanol medium, and then the mixture was calcined to obtain
CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigments. The optimum preparation
conditions were systematically investigated including the
calcining temperatures (900, 1,000, 1,100, and 1,200◦C), the
grinding time (0.5, 1, 2, and 4 h) and the added amount of Kaol
(0, 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 g), as summarized in Table 1.

Characterization
The Fourier Transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were collected
on a Thermo Nicolet NEXUS TM spectro photometer using
KBr pellets. The morphology was observed using transmission
electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-1200EX/S, JEOL). XRD test
was conducted on X’pert PRO diffractometer with a scan step
size of 0.02◦ per second. Raman spectra were tested using
a Labram HR Evolution Raman spectrometer (Horiba). The
chemical compositions were measured on a MiniPal 4 XRF
spectrometer (PANalytical Co., Netherland). The anticorrosion
performance was evaluated on a salt spray testing chamber
(YWX-750, Nanjing Huanke experimental equipment Co. Ltd,
China). The colorimetric values and reflectance spectra were
measured on a Color-Eye automatic differential colorimeter (X-
Rite, Ci 7800).

Stability Evaluation of CoAl2O4/Kaol Hybrid

Pigments
In order to evaluate the environmental stability of CoAl2O4/Kaol
hybrid pigment, it was sprayed onto glass substrate and dried
in the open atmosphere after being ultrasonically dispersed into
ethanol for 30min. And then the glass plates were placed for
15 days in a UV Accelerated Weathering Tester (ZN-P, Xinlang,
Shanghai, China) with eight UV-B (280-315 nm) bulbs (40W)
at 60◦C under UV-B exposure with a radiation intensity of 320
W/m2. The color properties were measured before and after
being exposed in a UV accelerated weathering tester to evaluate
UV irradiation stability.
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The obtained sample plates were also immersed into 3M HCl,
3MNaOH, and ethanol at room temperature for 72 h to study the
chemical stability of CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigment, respectively.
Unlike with above glass substrate, the hybrid pigments were
sprayed onto ceramic substrate and then placed in a muffle
furnace to be calcined at 1,000◦C for 2 h to evaluate the thermal
stability.

Anticorrosion Evaluation of the Blue Epoxy

Coating
The anticorrosion coating was prepared by following procedures:
Firstly, epoxy resin, 5 wt% CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigment,
dispersing agent, flatting agent, auxiliary solvents, talcum
powder, ethyl acetate, and some grading beads added in a 500mL
stainless steel under high shear for 30min (2,000 rpm), and then
the antifoaming agent, wetting agent were added into the above
mill base and stirred under low shear for 60min (500 rpm). If the
maximum pigment size was lower than 30μm, the grinding was
considered for meet the requirements, and then the viscosity of

the coating was adjusted by ethyl acetate to 20∼30 s. And then
it was sprayed onto steel plate substrate of size 15 cm × 10 cm
× 0.1 cm and dried under the standard conditions (temperature:
25◦C and humidity: 40%) for 7 days ( the coating thickness: D
= 50 ± 2μm). The obtained sample plates were placed in salt
spray testing chamber to evaluate the salt fog corrosion resistance
performance (35◦C, 100% humidity and 5.0 wt% NaCl solution).
In addition, the obtained sample plates were also placed in acetic
acid-salt spray testing chamber to evaluate the acetic acid-salt fog
corrosion resistance performance (35◦C, 100% humidity and 5.0
wt% NaCl solution, pH= 2.8∼ 3.0).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Preparation of CoAl2O4/Kaol Hybrid

Pigments
The calcining temperature is an important factor to form
spinel CoAl2O4 with prefect blue color (Yang et al., 2013),
and thus the effect of calcining temperatures on the color

FIGURE 1 | (A) CIE parameters and (B) reflectance spectra of CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigments calcined at different temperatures, (C) FTIR, and (D) XRD patterns of

Kaol, Kaol-1100◦C, and CoAl2O4/Kaol-1100
◦C (the insert is the partial enlarged view of XRD patterns).
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parameters of hybrid pigment was studied. Figure 1a gives the
color parameters of CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigments after being
calcined at 900∼1,200◦C. The b∗ value of hybrid pigments
firstly decreases with the increase in the temperatures, and then
it almost has no obvious change as the temperature is above
1,100◦C. The values of L∗ and a∗ continuously increase with
the increase in the calcining temperatures. With the increase
in the calcining temperature from 900 to 1,100◦C, the color of
the hybrid pigments transforms from green to blue to bright
blue, which is also consistent with the change of their color
parameters. The blue color is derived from Co2+ in tetrahedral
sites, while the green color is attributed to Co3+ in octahedral
coordination (Álvarez-Docio et al., 2017). By contrast, the b∗

value of hybrid pigments reaches the minimum value after
being calcined at 1,100◦C, suggesting that the optimum calcining
temperature is 1,100◦C. As shown in Figure 1b, the reflection
bands and absorption bands are observed at 440∼500 nm and at
550∼650 nm, respectively, except for hybrid pigment prepared
at 900◦C. These bands are associated with the blue color of
CoAl2O4 due to

4A2 (F) →
4T1 (P) of the Co

2+ d-d transition
in tetrahedral coordination (Tielens et al., 2006; Kurajica et al.,
2012; Gomesan et al., 2015; Tahereh et al., 2016). And for the

hybrid pigment prepared at 900◦C, the bands at 380 and 670 nm
are indicative of the occurrence of octahedrally coordinated
Co3+, and are ascribed to the 1A1g→

1T2g and 1A1g→
1T1g

transitions of low spin Co3+ in octahedral symmetry (Brik et al.,
2001; Herrero et al., 2007), the sample exhibits greenish hue
annealed at low temperature, which is also in accordance with the
digital photos of the hybrid pigment calcined at 900◦C (Kurajica
et al., 2012). In addition, the intensity of the reflection peaks
also increases with the increase in the preparation temperatures
until 1,100◦C, and then it decreases as the calcining temperature
reaches 1,200◦C, which may be due to crystal phase and
structural transformation of Kaol (Juneja et al., 2010; Yeo,
2011).

Figure S1a depicts the effect of grinding time on color
parameters of hybrid pigment, the b∗ value of CoAl2O4/Kaol
hybrid pigments firstly decreases with the increase in the grinding
time from 0.5 to 1 h, and no obvious change is observed with
the continuous increasing grinding time. In order to ensure
the reaction uniformity, the grinding time is selected to 2 h.
Figure S1b exhibits the effect of the added amount of Kaol on
color parameters. At the same calcining temperature (1,100◦C),
the L∗ value of hybrid pigments gradually increases with increase

FIGURE 2 | TEM images of (A) Kaol and (B–D) CoAl2O4/Kaol-1100
◦C.
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in the added amount of Kaol, while the a∗ and b∗ values of the
sample containing Kaol of 35.5 wt% (1 g Kaol) reach maximum.
Interestingly, CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigments still exhibits good
color properties (L∗ = 29.9, a∗ = 2.01, b∗ = −54.93) as
the added amount of Kaol is up to 81.5 wt% (8 g Kaol).
However, the sample is atrovirens prepared without Kaol at
1,100◦C, suggesting that the introduction the low-cost Kaol
not only reduces the production cost of CoAl2O4, but also
decreases the high temperature crystallization temperature for
formation of spinel structure. During calcining process, Kaol
(2SiO2 · Al2O3 · 2H2O) transforms into metakaolinite (2SiO2 ·

Al2O3) at 400∼600◦C, and then it turns into SiAl2O5 and
amorphous SiO2 (>900◦C), even amorphous SiO2 and low-
order crystalline α-Al2O3 at above 1,100◦C (Ribeiro et al.,
2005; Gilkes and Prakongkep, 2016). Because the mass transfer
process is the rate controlling step during CoAl2O4 preparation
(He and Becker, 1997), the uniform distribution Co3O4 and
Al2O3 on the surface of Kaol after being grinded is in favor
of reducing the mass transfer resistance, thus the incorporation
of Kaol decreases the calcining temperature for formation of
spinel CoAl2O4 (Wang et al., 2006; Gabrovska et al., 2014).
Based on above results, the optimum conditions for preparing
hybrid pigment with the prefect color are 1,100◦C and 81.5 wt%
of Kaol.

Characterization of CoAl2O4/Kaol Hybrid

Pigment
Figure 1c presents FTIR spectra of Kaol, the calcined Kaol at
1,100◦C and CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigment, respectively. FTIR
spectrum of Kaol exhibits the characteristic bands of Si-O-Si
(at about 471, 522, 699, 1,032, and 1,114 cm−1), Si-O-Al (at
around 525, 750, and 795 cm−1), Al-Al-OH (at around 522 and
911 cm−1), -OH (at about 3,684, 3,684, 3,651, and 3,440 cm−1),
while the bending vibration of the inter-layer water is observed
at 1,636 cm−1 (Rekik et al., 2017; Sreelekshmi et al., 2017).
After being calcined, these typical absorption bands disappear

compared with that of the raw Kaol, which is ascribed to the
dehydroxylation and the crystal phase transition of Kaol during
calcining process. In the case of FTIR spectrum of hybrid
pigment, several new absorption bands appear at 668, 557, and
509 cm−1, which can be attributed to the stretching vibration
of Al-O of AlO6 and Co-O of CoO4, respectively (Zayat and
Levy, 2000; Zhang A. J. et al., 2017), indicating the formation of
CoAl2O4.

Figure 1d shows the XRD patterns of Kaol, the calcined Kaol
at 1,100◦C and CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigment, respectively. It
is clear that the associated minerals are quartz (2θ = 20.8◦ and
26.7◦) and mica (2θ = 8.9◦) (Chhikara et al., 2015; Mymrin
et al., 2017), and the typical characteristic peaks of kaolinite
presents the well-defined reflections at 2θ = 12◦ and 25◦. When
Kaol was calcined at 1,100◦C, only diffraction peaks of quartz
are remained. For hybrid pigment, new diffraction peaks are
observed at 2θ = 31.1◦, 36.8◦, 44.8◦, 49.0◦, 55.5◦, 59.2◦ and 65.2◦,
which correspond to (220), (311), (400), (331), (422), (511), and
(440) planes of CoAl2O4 according to JCPD card No. 10-458,
respectively (Xi et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2015). In fact, CoO also
reacts with silica derived from Kaol to form cobaltous silicate,
but this reaction is considered to be a minor reaction since most
of CoO react with Al2O3 because CoO has high affinity to Al2O3

(Ahmed et al., 2012).
Figure S2 shows Raman spectra of CoAl2O4 pigment without

Kaol and CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigment. CoAl2O4 pigment with
a spinel structure usually exhibits five Raman active modes:
A1g (764 cm−1), F2g (644, 511, and 203 cm−1) and Eg (413
cm−1). Hybrid pigment also clearly presents the five expected
Raman active modes at 760, 641, 510, 410, and 202 cm−1,
indicating that hybrid pigments is assigned to the spinel structure
(Zha et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017). Compared with the Raman
spectrum of CoAl2O4, all modes of hybrid pigment shift to lower
frequencies, and this red shift suggests that primary coordinative
environments of tetrahedron and octahedron positions may
change after incorporation of Kaol.

FIGURE 3 | TEM image and the corresponding element mapping of CoAl2O4/Kaol-1100
◦C.
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The typical structures and the morphology evolution of
the samples can be observed by TEM. As illustrated in
Figure 2a, Kaol presents a typical lamellar structure with a
smooth surface. After being calcined at 1,100◦C (Figure S3a),
the lamellar morphology remains well, which reveals that Kaol
possesses the good thermal stability. With the introduction
of CoAl2O4 nanoparticles, the surface of lamellar morphology
becomes coarse (Figures 2b,c), and CoAl2O4 nanoparticles
are uniformly distributed on the substrate surface with a
diameter of 10∼20 nm. Furthermore, no obvious aggregation is
observed, thus it indicates that incorporation of Kaol effectively
prevents from the aggregation and controls the size of CoAl2O4

nanoparticles. The selected area electron diffraction pattern of
hybrid pigment also indicates the successful formation of spinel
CoAl2O4 (Figure S3b) (Naderi et al., 2014; Zou and Zheng,
2016). Figure 2d gives an enlarged electron micrograph, and
it provides a well-resolved lattice plane with an interplanar
spacing of 0.244 nm, corresponding to (311) plane of the cubic
Fd3m space group, which is identified on the basis of data
of the standard CoAl2O4 database JCPD card No. 10-458
(Kim et al., 2012). Meanwhile, the micrograph also displays
the coexistence of amorphous and crystalline phases, which
is attributed to the amorphous SiO2 derived from Kaol and
spinel CoAl2O4, respectively (Cho and Kakihana, 1999). In
addition, Figure 3 illustrates the elemental mapping of hybrid

pigment, it is clear that hybrid pigment is mainly composed
of Co, Al, O, and Si elements. Co element is uniformly
distributed on the surface of lamellar substrates, suggesting that
the generated CoAl2O4 is uniformly anchored on the surface of
substrate.

Based on our previous studies, Kaol is not merely a carrier
for loading of CoAl2O4 nanoparticles, Al2O3 as one of the main
compositions of Kaol might participate in the high-temperature
crystallization to form clay mineral doped spinel CoAl2O4. In
order to confirm above inference, the sample was prepared
using Co3O4 and Kaol without Al2O3 by the same procedure
with CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigments. As shown in Figure 4 and
Table S2, the color of the as-prepared pigment is blue, and the
values of L∗ and a∗ decrease with the increase of the addition
amount of Co3O4, but b

∗ firstly decrease with the increase of
the added amount of Co3O4 to 13%, and then it begins to
increase as Co3O4 reaches 16%. At this moment, the obtained
pigment is dark-green color, which is mainly ascribed to the fact
that the excess Co3O4 is not fully involved in the reaction and
anchors on the pigment surface (Aguilar-Elguézabal et al., 2017).
At the low addition amount of Co3O4 (4.8%), CoO derived from
the thermal reduction of Co3O4 can react with Al2O3 derived
from Kaol to form spinel CoAl2O4 at 1,100◦C, which can be
confirmed by their XRD patterns and FTIR spectra (Figure S4).
Therefore, it can be safely concluded that Kaol may be served as

FIGURE 4 | Color coordinates of pigment prepared using the different addition of Co3O4 in the presence of 2 g Kaol without Al2O3 (a-0%, b-2.4%, c-4.8%, d-9.1%,

e-13%, f-16.7%).
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an aluminum source to take part in the crystallization process of
CoAl2O4.

Possible Formation Mechanism of

CoAl2O4/Kaol Hybrid Pigment
According to the above results, the as-prepared hybrid pigment
exhibit good color performances at a low Co content compared
with the commercial CoAl2O4 pigments even 7 wt%. The
possible formation mechanism of CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid
pigments can be described as follows: Co3O4 and Al2O3

can be uniformly distributed on the surface of Kaol during
grinding. With the increase of the calcining temperature
(400∼600◦C), Kaol (2SiO2·Al2O3·2H2O) is turned into
metakaolinite (2SiO2·Al2O3). As the calcining temperature
increases to 900◦C, Co3O4 begins to thermally reduce into CoO,
subsequently the increase in the calcining temperature results in
the formation of spinel CoAl2O4 based on the reaction between
CoO and Al2O3 on Kaol substrate accompanied with the crystal
phase transition of Kaol to amorphous SiO2 and low-order
crystalline α-Al2O3. In this process, the uniform distribution
of Co3O4 and Al2O3 may be expected to decrease the mass
transfer resistance for formation of spinel CoAl2O4, which
reduces the processing time and calcining temperature, while
the traditional solid-phase method for preparation of CoAl2O4

spends the long time ranging from several hours to days at
high temperature (>1,200◦C) (Wang et al., 2006). Furthermore,
α-Al2O3 from Kaol also simultaneously reacts with CoO during
high-temperature crystallization, thus the generated CoAl2O4

and the calcined production of Kaol finally form a solid solution.
The possible formation mechanism of CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid
pigment can be illustrated in Scheme 1.

Environmental Stability of CoAl2O4/Kaol

Hybrid Pigments
As shown in Figure S5a, the reflectance spectra of hybrid
pigments are nearly same before and after being exposed under
UV light for 15 days, indicating the excellent stability of hybrid
pigment to UV light. In addition, the color of the sample plates
has no obvious difference before and after being immersed into
HCl, NaOH and ethanol, suggesting the excellent resistance of

hybrid pigments to the corresponding reagents, which also can
be confirmed from their color parameters (Table 2). Meanwhile,
CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigment presents the excellent thermal
stability (Figures S5b,c).

In this study, the potential applications of the as-prepared
hybrid pigment were also explored in this study. The thermal
resistance coating was prepared by following procedures: Firstly,
5 wt% CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigment was dispersed into ethyl
acetate and stirred under high shear for 30min (2,000 rpm), and
the above obtainedmill base were added into commercial thermal
resistance coating and stirred under low shear for 60min (500
rpm). The viscosity of the coating was adjusted by ethyl acetate
to 20∼30 s. And then it was sprayed onto steel plate substrate
of size 15 cm × 10 cm × 0.1 cm and dried under the standard
conditions (temperature: 25◦C and humidity: 40%) for 7 days (
the coating thickness: D = 50 ± 2μm). The obtained sample
plates were shown in Figure S6c, it is clear that the surface of
the sample plate is smooth after hybrid pigment (5 wt%) is added
into the commercial thermal resistance coating, indicating hybrid
pigment disperses well in the painting. Furthermore, the film
containing hybrid pigments exhibits the similar color parameters
(L∗ = 24.88, a∗ = 13.54, b∗ = −57.80) (Figure S6d) after being
calcined at 800◦C for 2 h. However, the steel plate coated the

TABLE 2 | Color parameters of the sample plates before and after being

immersed into 3M HCl, 3M NaOH, and ethanol for 72 h, respectively.

Different medium Color parameters

L* a* b*

Before immersion 43.68 −7.88 −59.33

3M HCl 42.86 −7.56 −59.38

3M NaOH 43.55 −7.63 −59.12

Ethanol 43.83 −7.92 −59.34

The Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) 1976 L*,a*,b* colorimetric method was

revised based on the Hunter L*a*b (1958). And the parameters of L* is the lightness axis (0

for black and 100 for white). The parameters of a* (negative values for green and positive

values for red) and b*(negative values for blue and positive values for yellow) denote the

hue or color dimensions.

SCHEME 1 | Possible formation mechanism of CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigment.
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commercial thermal resistance coating (Figure S6a) is damaged
heavily (Figure S6b). It indicates that the film containing hybrid
pigment has a good thermal stability, and it can effectively protect
steel plate substrate to avoid excessive damage. Meanwhile, this
film also exhibited excellent fireproof properties, which can be
illustrated by its fire test using a flame gun (800∼1,000◦C)
(Figure S6e). It is found that this film has no obvious change
after being placed on the fire for 30 s (Movie S1 and Figure S6f),
revealing that the hybrid pigment may be used as fireproof paint.
In addition, the as-prepared hybrid pigment also can be used as a
colored painting and artistic pigment (Figures S7a,b).

Anticorrosion Coating Application of

Hybrid Pigments
Corrosion is a natural and gradual destruction process of
metal materials resulting from chemical and/or electrochemical
reaction with their environment, which leads to enormous losses
to our lives, finances, etc. Therefore, corrosion engineering
is the field to control and stop corrosion using various
methods, especially surface coating protection technology, in
which inorganic pigments (e.g., ZnO and TiO2) are commonly
incorporated to improve the anticorrosion properties of coating,
and perhaps provide the color for coating (e.g., α-Fe2O3).
Therefore, the as-prepared hybrid pigment is incorporated into
the common epoxy anticorrosion coating to investigate its
anticorrosion properties. As shown in Figure 5, the steel plate
substrate suffers from an aggravating corrosion referred from
the large-scale red rust without the epoxy anticorrosion coating
(Figure 5e). After coating of epoxy anticorrosion coating, the
corrosion of steel plate is slightly improved (Figure 5f). In

particular, this anticorrosion effect is obvious after introducing
the commercial CoAl2O4 pigments (Figure 5g). With the
incorporation of the as-prepared hybrid pigment, no obvious
rust was found on the surface of coating (Figure 5h). It suggests
that the introduction of hybrid pigment obviously improves the
corrosion resistance of coating. This is mainly ascribed to the
synergistic effect between the lamellar layered structure of Kaol
and the excellent weatherability of CoAl2O4, which can prevents
small molecules (H2O and O2) or ions from penetrating into the
coating film. Thus, the relevant mechanisms of anticorrosion can
be illustrated in Scheme 2.

Furthermore, the chemical stability of the anticorrosion
coating film was also evaluated by immersing into 3M HCl, 3M
NaOH, and ethanol at room temperature for 72 h, respectively.

SCHEME 2 | The corrosion protection mechanism of the anticorrosion

coating.

FIGURE 5 | Photographs of (a) steel substrate, (b) steel coated the paint without pigment, (c) steel coated the paint containing commercial CoAl2O4, (d) steel

coated the paint containing hybrid pigment. (e–h) Their corresponding images after being exposed to salt spray test for 60 days, respectively.
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The film has no obvious difference before and after being
immersed, exhibiting the excellent resistance to HCl, NaOH,
and ethanol (Figure S8). This is also confirmed by their color

TABLE 3 | Color parameters of the film before and after being immersed into 3M

HCl, 3M NaOH and ethanol for 72 h, respectively.

Different medium Color parameters

L* a* b*

Before immersion 25.11 13.97 −58.10

3M HCl 25.12 13.86 −58.05

3M NaOH 24.88 13.75 −57.88

Ethanol 25.13 13.88 −58.31

The Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) 1976 L*,a*,b* colorimetric method was

revised based on the Hunter L*a*b (1958). And the parameters of L* is the lightness axis (0

for black and 100 for white). The parameters of a* (negative values for green and positive

values for red) and b*(negative values for blue and positive values for yellow) denote the

hue or color dimensions.

parameters before and after being immersed in the corresponding
reagents (Table 3). More importantly, the obtained sample plates
were also immersed into 3.5 wt% saline water to study the salted
water resistance test for 60 days. As shown in Figure 6, the surface
of coating film without pigment is smooth and dense before
immersing (Figure 6a). After adding of CoAl2O4 without Kaol,
the film color seems darker compared with that of containing
CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigment (Figures 6b,c). As expected, the
film without pigment is swelling, blistering, and rusty after
immersed into saline water for 60 days (Figure 6d). Furthermore,
the same phenomenon also is observed from the one containing
CoAl2O4 (Figure 6e), but the situation is better than the
former due to the good weatherability of CoAl2O4 to acid,
salt, etc. Surprisingly, the film incorporating of CoAl2O4/Kaol
hybrid pigment was perfect without any defects (Figure 6f). It
suggests that the coating film exhibited the excellent salted water
resistance, which may be ascribed to the synergistic effect of the
lamellar layered structure of Kaol and the excellent weatherability
of CoAl2O4.

FIGURE 6 | Photographs of the film (a) without pigment, (b) containing CoAl2O4, and (c) hybrid pigment. (d–f) Their corresponding images after being exposed to

3.5% NaCl for 60 days, respectively.
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Furthermore, the obtained sample plate containing hybrid
pigment presents the better acid resistance than that of
incorporating of ultramarine after contacting with 36.5 wt%
HCl, which changes from blue to white due to its instability
to acid (Figure S9). Therefore, the obtained sample plate was
also placed in acetic acid-salt spray testing chamber to evaluate
the acetic acid-salt fog corrosion resistance of the anticorrosion
coating. As a control, the coatings containing Kaol, ZnO, Fe2O3

and CoAl2O4 calcined at 1,100◦C are also investigated, and
the components of paints were provided in Table S3. Firstly,
the different amounts of the CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigment
were added into epoxy resin to determine the amounts of the
hybrid pigment, and the results are shown in Figure S10. It
is clear that the sample that containing 5 wt% CoAl2O4/Kaol
hybrid pigment is bright blue, so the added amounts of the
hybrid pigment is 5 wt%. And then the sample containing Kaol,
ZnO, Fe2O3, and CoAl2O4 calcined at 1,100◦C are shown in
Figure 7, the corrosion of the films containing Fe2O3 (Figure 7f),
CoAl2O4 calcined at 1,100◦C (Figure 7g), and ZnO (Figure 7j)
are very serious after be exposed in salt spray testing chamber
60 days. Interestingly, the corrosion of the sample containing

CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigment (Figure 7h) and Kaol (Figure 7j)
were negligible, especially the sample of hybrid pigment. It may
be ascribed to the excellent acid resistance and lamellar layered
structure of hybrid pigment and Kaol, respectively. In addition,
Figure 8 gives the anticorrosion ability of the coatings containing
CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigments, ZnO, Fe2O3, CoAl2O4 calcined
at 1,100◦C and the one without pigment. Bode plots indicates that
the addition of CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigments in epoxy paint
shows a significant improvement in the anticorrosion properties
compared with the pure epoxy paint and others pigment. It
also suggests the synergistic effect between the lamellar layered
structure of Kaol and the excellent weatherability of CoAl2O4 is
in favor of improving the resistance to salts, which also is superior
to the reported works (Table 4).

Anti-corrosion of the anticorrosive film is commonly
determined from electrochemical measurements such as
corrosion potential (Ecorr) and corrosion current (Icorr), and
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) measurements
were carried out with the use of an electrochemical working
station (CHI660E) at open circuit potential. A three-electrode cell
including the Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) reference electrode, the studied

FIGURE 7 | Photographs of the film containing (a) Fe2O3, (b) CoAl2O4, (c) CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigment, (d) Kaol, and (e) ZnO. (f–j) The corresponding images of

the film after being exposed to acetic acid-salt spray for 60 days, respectively.
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FIGURE 8 | Bode plots of the coatings containing CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigment, ZnO, Fe2O3, CoAl2O4, the control without pigment and steel before (A) and after

(B) being immersed in the 3.5 wt% NaCl solution for 60 days.

TABLE 4 | Comparison with the anticorrosion performance of the reported

additives and hybrid pigment in epoxy anticorrosive coating.

Condition Materials (added

amount)

Time/h References

Neutral salt

spray test

H-BN decorated with

Fe3O4 (2%)

720 Zhang et al., 2016

Neutral salt

spray test

Graphite nanoplatelets

(0.5%)

750 Mohammadi et al.,

2014

Neutral salt

spray test

Zn (6%) 500 Bagherzadeh and

Mousavinejad, 2012

Neutral salt

spray test

ZnO/nano-Co:ZnO

(6%)

168 Rostami et al., 2014

Neutral salt

spray test

ZnO (6.5%) 720 Naderi et al., 2014

Neutral salt

spray test

Ceramic

nanocontainers (4%)

750 Kartsonakis et al., 2012

Neutral salt

spray test

Hybrid pigments (5%) 1,440 This work

Acetic

acid-salt

spray test

Hybrid pigments (5%) 1,440 This work

sample as working electrode and the platinum counter electrode
was used to run EIS tests. EIS measurements are studied in the
frequency range from 100 kHz to 0.005Hz with a perturbation
of 5mV, and the working electrode area was 1 cm2. Figure 9
shows the Tafel plots generated for the anticorrosion coating
containing CoAl2O4/hybrid pigment, ZnO, Fe2O3, CoAl2O4

calcined at 1,100◦C, control (without pigment) and blank
immersed in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution about 30min. And the Tafel
curve parameters are given in Table 5. As shown in Figure 9

and Table 5, the corrosion current of the control (without
pigment) decreases from −1.52 × 10−7 A to −3.39 × 10−8 A
compared with the blank, and the corrosion current obviously
declines when the pigments were added into the anticorrosion
coating. After incorporation of CoAl2O4/hybrid pigment, the

FIGURE 9 | Tafel plots of blank and anticorrosion coatings containing

CoAl2O4 calcined at 1,100◦C, control without pigment, ZnO, CoAl2O4/hybrid

pigment, and Fe2O3, respectively.

corrosion current decreases from −3.39 × 10−8 A to −5.75 ×

10−12 A, while the corrosion potential increases from −1.439V
to −0.443V. In fact, the anticorrosion ability of the coating is
related to the chemical composition and microstructure. The
lower of the corrosion current or the higher corrosion potential
suggests the better of the anticorrosion ability (Liang et al.,
2007; Chang et al., 2012). Therefore, the anticorrosion coatings
containing CoAl2O4/hybrid pigment, ZnO, Fe2O3 present good
anticorrosion ability, and CoAl2O4/hybrid pigment exhibits
superior anticorrosion ability compared with than that of ZnO
and Fe2O3, which is consistent with that of the Bode plots
(Figure 8), implying that the addition of CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid
pigments in epoxy paint shows a significant improvement in the
electrochemical corrosion properties compared with the pure
epoxy paint and other pigments.
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TABLE 5 | Tafel curve parameters of the anticorrosion coatings containing

different pigments and blank sample.

Sample Corrosion potential

(Ecorr)/V

Corrosion current

density

(Icorr)/A·cm−2

Corrosion

current (I)/A

Blank −0.427 −6.82 −1.52 × 10−7

CoAl2O4 −0.966 −7.96 −1.10 × 10−8

Fe2O3 −1.171 −10.50 −3.16 × 10−11

ZnO −1.538 −9.55 −2.82 × 10−10

Control −1.439 −7.57 −3.39 × 10−8

Hybrid pigment −0.443 −11.24 −5.75 × 10−12

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the low-cost bright blue CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid
pigments were successfully prepared by the traditional solid-
state reaction. The introduction of Kaol not only reduces the
Co consumption and the temperature for formation of spinel
CoAl2O4, but also enhances the color properties of cobalt
blue pigments with bright blue and high NIR reflectance,
especially prepared using 8.1% Co3O4 and 81.5% Kaol. During
preparation, Co3O4 and Al2O3 can be uniformly distributed on
the surface of Kaol, which reduces the mass transfer resistance
and prevents from the aggregation CoAl2O4 nanoparticles
during high-temperature crystallization process. In addition, the
Al2O3 originated fromKaol alsomay participate in the formation
of spinel CoAl2O4 pigments. Due to the synergistic effect
between the lamellar layered structure of Kaol and the excellent

weatherability of CoAl2O4, the anticorrosion coating containing

hybrid pigments exhibited the excellent corrosion resistance
toward the salt and acetic acid-salt system. Furthermore, the
CoAl2O4/Kaol hybrid pigments prepared by traditional solid-
phase method can be applied in thermal resistance coating, wall
painting and artistic pigment.
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Different kinds of aluminosilicate minerals were employed to fabricate CoAl2O4 hybrid

pigment for studying its formation and coloring mechanism. It revealed that the color of

the obtained hybrid pigments was determined by the content of Al2O3 and lightness of

clay minerals. The higher the Al2O3 content and the lightness of clay minerals, the better

the color parameters of hybrid pigments. During the preparation of hybrid pigments,

CoAl2O4 nanoparticles were confined to be loaded on the surface of the aluminosilicate

minerals, which effectively prevented from the aggregation and the size increase of

CoAl2O4 nanoparticles. What’s more, aluminosilicate mineral might be an ideal natural

aluminum source to compensate the aluminum loss due to the dissolution of Al(OH)3

at alkaline medium during precursor preparation, keeping an optimum molar ratio of

Co2+/Al3+ for formation of spinel CoAl2O4 pigments in the process of high-temperature

crystallization.

Keywords: CoAl2O4, aluminosilicate minerals, hybrid pigments, formation mechanism, coloring mechanism

INTRODUCTION

AB2O4 spinel complex oxides usually are used as ceramic materials, inorganic pigments, magnetic
materials, catalysts and gas-sensitive materials (Ren et al., 2014; Yoneda et al., 2016; Zou and Zheng,
2016; Álvarez-Docio et al., 2017; Chafi et al., 2017; Rani, 2017; Tang et al., 2017), the most famous
one of them is cobalt aluminate (CoAl2O4). As a high-grade eco-friendly intense blue pigment,
it can be applied in the fields of ceramics, plastics, paint, glass, and color TV tubes due to high
refractive index, excellent chemical, and thermal stability (Mahé et al., 2008; Ryu et al., 2008;
Tirsoaga et al., 2011; Merino et al., 2015; Soleimani-Gorgania et al., 2015). However, the high
cost of CoAl2O4 pigments has severely restrained their wide applications because of the expensive
cobalt compounds (De Souza et al., 2009; Gholizadeh and Malekzadeh, 2017; Zhang et al., 2017).
In addition, the traditional method for preparation of cobalt blue pigment was involved in the
calcination of CoO and Al2O3 at above 1,300◦C for a long time (Armijo, 1969; Salavati-Niasari
et al., 2009; Sale, 2015; He et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017), which was obviously time-consuming.
Therefore, it is urgent to develop a strategy to prepare the low-cost cobalt blue pigment with prefect
color property in order to realize its wide applications.

Incorporation of non-toxic and low-cost elementsmay be an efficientmethod to decrease the use
of Co element. Torkian et al. synthesized CoxMg1−xAl2O4 nanopigment based on the substitution
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of Co2+ using Mg2+ via combustion method (Torkian et al.,
2013). Khattab et al. also synthesized CoxMg1−xAl2O4 blue
pigment after replacing of Co2+ with Mg2+ during the
calcination process (Khattab et al., 2017), and Sedghi prepared
CoxZn1−xAl2O4 nano-pigments by gel combustion method
(Sedghi et al., 2014). It suggests that the doping technology using
the matched metal ions can enhance the color properties as well
as decrease the cost of cobalt blue. However, the decrease in the
cost of cobalt blue is limited by the substitution of Co2+ using
other metal ions. What’s more, the agglomeration and crystal
grain growth of cobalt blue nanoparticles still remain during
calcining process.

Recently, many inorganic substrates are employed to
construct the eco-friendly high-grade inorganic hybrid pigment
(Mousavand et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2015; Meng et al., 2016;
Mishra et al., 2017; Tian et al., 2017). Due to the abundance in
nature, low-cost, non-toxic and unique structure features, clay
minerals can be served as a promising substrate for loading
of the inorganic nanoparticles (Wang et al., 2011; Todorova
et al., 2014; Mu and Wang, 2015; Ezzatahmadi et al., 2017;
Intachai et al., 2017). Therefore, our groups have prepared
cobalt blue hybrid pigments after incorporating of attapulgite,
halloysite (Hal), montmorillonite (Mt), etc., via co-precipitation
method followed by a calcination process (Mu et al., 2015;
Zhang et al., 2017). It has confirmed that the introduction of
clay minerals dramatically decreases the cost of pigment, as
well as improves the aggregation of cobalt blue nanoparticles.
In addition, some components of clay minerals might enter
into tetrahedral or octahedral positions of CoAl2O4 spinel
structure to substitute Co2+ or Al3+, which have an obvious
effect on the color properties of cobalt blue. However, the
relevant formation and coloring mechanism of the CoAl2O4/clay
mineral hybrid pigments was still not clear. Therefore, several
of typical aluminosilicate minerals were selected to construct
the CoAl2O4/aluminosilicate clay mineral hybrid pigments to
study its relevant formation and coloring mechanism in this
study, the involved clay minerals included Hal, Mt, kaoline
(Kaol), andalusite (And), dickite (Dic), mullite (M47 and M70,
the number is indicator of the Al2O3 content). The effect of the
different aluminosilicate clay minerals on the color parameters
of hybrid pigment was studied in detail, and the possible
formation and coloring mechanism of the hybrid pigments was
proposed. It is expected to provide guidance for preparation
of low-cost and high-grade cobalt blue with the prefect color
properties.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Hal and And were obtained from Zhengzhou Jinyangguang
Ceramics Co., Ltd. (HeNan, China). Mt, Dic, M47 and M70
were obtained fromYixian Kaolin Development Co., Ltd. (HeBei,
China), Qingdao Yuzhou chemical Co., Ltd. (ShanDong, China),
Huakang Non-Metallic Minerals Processing Plants (HeBei,
China), respectively. Kaol was purchased from Longyan Kaolin
Co., Ltd. (FuJian, China). In order to analyze the compositions
of aluminosilicate minerals using X-ray fluorescence, the

aluminosilicate minerals were firstly crushed and purified by 4%
HCl (wt%) to remove carbonates, and then the purified clay
minerals were filtered by passing through a 200-mesh sieve.
The composition of the involved aluminosilicate minerals is
summarized in Table 1. Co(NO3)2·6H2O and Al(NO3)3·9H2O
were purchased from Shanghai Reagent Factory (Shanghai,
China). NaOH, HCl, and anhydrous ethanol were obtained by
China National Medicines Co., Ltd.

Preparation of CoAl2O4/Aluminosilicate

Clay Mineral Hybrid Pigment
The CoAl2O4/aluminosilicate clay mineral hybrid pigments were
fabricated according to the similar procedure reported in our
previous study (Zhang et al., 2017). Co(NO3)2·6H2O (0.01mol),
Al(NO3)3·9H2O (0.02mol), and 1.090 g of aluminosilicate clay
mineral (60 wt% of CoAl2O4) were added into water (50mL)
and magnetically stirred at 150 rpm for 1 h. And then the
pH value of the reaction system was adjusted to 10 using
3M NaOH aqueous solution and stirred for 2 h at room
temperature. The obtained solid products were collected by
centrifugation, and washed more than five times using water
before being dried at 60◦C for 10 h. Finally, it was calcined
at 1,100◦C for 2 h with a rate of 10◦C/min from room
temperature to 1,100◦C, and the as-prepared hybrid pigments
were abbreviated to Kaol-HP, Hal-HP, Mt-HP, M47-HP, M70-HP,
And-HP, and Dic-HP corresponding to different clay minerals,
respectively. As a control, cobalt blue pigments without clay
minerals also were fabricated by the same procedures, and
the productions were labeled to CoAl2O4-900, CoAl2O4-1000,
CoAl2O4-1100, and CoAl2O4-1200 according to the calcining
temperatures, respectively. In additional, different clay minerals
were also calcined at 1,100◦C and defined as Kaol-1100, Hal-
1100, Mt-1100, M47-1100, M70-1100 And-1100, and Dic-1100,
respectively.

Characterization
The morphology was measured using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM, JEM-1200EX/S, JEOL). The structure and
composition was analyzed using Fourier Transform infrared
(FTIR, Thermo Nicolet NEXUS TM, Madison, USA). The X’pert
PRO diffractometer (λ = 1.54060Å) was used to analysis the
XRD patterns of the sample with a scan step size of 0.02◦ per
second. Raman spectra were recorded using the microprobe on a

TABLE 1 | Chemical composition of different clay minerals after acid treatment.

Clay Al2O3 Na2O MgO CaO SiO2 K2O Fe2O3 TiO2

minerals (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Hal 29.49 0 0.39 0.08 41.15 0.61 1.71 –

Kaol 54.2 0.014 0.45 0.32 23.5 3.3 0.67 1.36

Mt 22 – – – 64.6 5.24 6.03 1.34

Dic 26.2 – – 0.24 54.1 0.49 0.26 –

And 56.5 – – 0.37 38.7 1.18 1.39 1.38

M47 49.1 – – 0.92 42.8 0.96 2.38 3.07

M70 64.6 – – 0.99 25.5 1.17 2.1 1.02
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LabramHR Evolution Raman spectrometer (Horiba). The Color-
Eye automatic differential colorimeter (X-Rite, Ci 7800) was used
to study the color properties of the as-prepared pigments by
the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) 1976 L∗, a∗,
b∗ colorimetric method. L∗ is the lightness axis (0 for black
and 100 for white). The parameters of a∗ (negative values for
green and positive values for red) and b∗ (negative values for
blue and positive values for yellow) denote the hue or color
dimensions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of Kaol-HP
Figure S1 (see ESI) gives the CIE parameters of Kaol-HP calcined
at different temperatures. It is observed that the L∗ value of
hybrid pigments firstly increases with the increase of the calcining
temperatures, and then it decreases as the temperature is above
1,100◦C. The same change trend is also observed from the value
of b∗ of Kaol-HP, but the color of CoAl2O4 pigments without
Kaol is different compared with that of Kaol-HP prepared under
the same conditions. In order to obtain the blue color, the
calcining temperature for preparation of CoAl2O4 pigments
without Kaol must be above 1,200◦C (Figure S2, see ESI), but
its color properties (L∗ = 37.41, a∗ = −0.52, b∗ = −41.14) are
poor compared with Kaol-HP prepared at 1,100◦C (L∗ = 48.11,
a∗ = 2.64, b∗= −63.75). Thus these two samples are selected
to investigate the effect of introduction of clay minerals on the
structure and properties of pigments. However, the L∗ value of
Kaol-HP decreases when the temperature increases to 1,200◦C,
which might be due to the crystal phase transition and the
collapse of Kaol structure (Juneja et al., 2010; Yeo, 2011; Zhang
et al., 2017).

Figure 1A presents the FTIR spectra of the raw Kaol, Kaol
calcined at 1,100◦C, Kaol-HP, and CoAl2O4 calcined at 1,200◦C.
As depicted in the FTIR spectrum of the raw Kaol, the band at
3,684 and 3,651 cm−1 are assigned to stretching vibrations of
Al-OH (Saikia and Parthasarathy, 2010). The bands at 3,440 and
1,636 cm−1 are assigned to the physisorbed water on the surface
of Kaol and the bending vibration of H-O-H, respectively. The IR
peaks at 911 cm−1 can be ascribed to the Al-Al-OH vibration of
the clay sheet, while the bands located at 1,114, 1,096, 1,032, and
471 cm−1 are related to Si-O-Si of the clay tetrahedron sheets
(Jafari and Hassanzadeh-Tabrizi, 2014). After being calcined at
1,100◦C, the typical absorption bands of Kaol at 3,651, 3,684, and
911 cm−1 disappear due to the dehydroxylation of Kaol during
calcination. After incorporating of CoAl2O4 nanoparticles, the
characteristic absorption bands of CoAl2O4 at 668, 557, and 509
cm−1 were clearly observed, which correspond to the stretching
vibration of Al-O of AlO6 and Co-O of CoO4 (Chapskaya et al.,
2005), respectively. Furthermore, these characteristic adsorption
bands also can be found in the FTIR spectrum of CoAl2O4

pigments.
Figure 1B exhibits the XRD patterns of the raw Kaol, Kaol

calcined at 1,100◦C, Kaol-HP, and CoAl2O4 calcined at 1,200◦C.
The raw Kaol presents well-defined reflections at 2θ = 12 and
25◦, which are typical characteristic peaks of kaolinite (Panda
et al., 2010; Konduri and Fatehi, 2017). The diffraction peak

of mica is observed at 2θ = 8.9◦ while the ones located at
2θ = 18.3 and 20.2◦ are attributed to the diffraction peaks of Hal.
It indicates that the raw Kaol is associated with Hal, quartz and
mica. When Kaol is calcined at 1,100◦C, the typical diffraction
peaks of Kaol, Hal, and mica disappear, and only the diffraction
peaks of quartz remain. As for Kaol-HP, it is obvious that the
typical diffraction peaks of Kaol vanish accompanied with the
presence of some new diffraction peaks, which are assigned
to spinel CoAl2O4. According to JCPD card No. 10-458, the
diffraction peaks located at 2θ = 31.1, 36.8, 44.8, 49.0, 55.5, 59.2,
65.2◦ correspond to (220), (311), (400), (331), (422), (511), and
(440) of CoAl2O4, respectively (Abaide et al., 2015). In order to
study the effect of calcining temperatures and incorporating of
clay minerals on the sizes of CoAl2O4, the crystallite size is also
calculated using Sherrer relation according to XRD patterns of
all samples (including hybrid pigments prepared using Kaol at
different temperatures, see Figure S3) (Equation 1):

D =
0.89× λ

B× cos θ
(1)

where D is the crystallite size, λ is the wavelength (Cu Ka), θ is
the diffraction angle of the most intense diffraction peak (Zhang
et al., 2018), B is the corrected half-width obtained using a quartz
as reference. B= Bm–Bs, where Bm refers to the tested results and
Bs was got by testing a reference substance. As shown in Table
S1, it is clear that the crystallite sizes of CoAl2O4 increases with
the increase of the calcining temperatures either hybrid pigments
or CoAl2O4 pigments without Kaol. However, the crystallite
sizes of the as-prepared hybrid pigments are smaller than that
of CoAl2O4 pigments, suggesting that the introduction of clay
minerals obviously prevents from the increase in size and the
agglomeration of CoAl2O4 particles during calcining process.

Figure 2a provides the TEM image of Kaol, and it can be
found that Kaol is a typical lamellar layered structure with a
smooth surface, and some tubular morphology is also observed,
which can be attributed to the associated tubular Hal. The
length of Hal is around 0.2–2.0μm while the external and inner
diameters are about 50–80 and 20–50 nm, respectively. After
being calcined at 1,100◦C (Figure 2b), the lamellar morphology
of Kaol remains while the tubular structure is transformed into
rodlike one, which is possible related to the phase transformation
of Hal. After introducing of CoAl2O4 nanoparticles, the
surface of lamellar morphology becomes coarse due to the
loading of CoAl2O4 nanoparticles. The CoAl2O4 nanoparticles
with a diameter of about 10–20 nm are uniformly anchored on
the surface of lamellar (Figure 2c). Furthermore, the selected area
electron diffraction pattern of Kaol-HP calcined at 1,100◦C also
confirmed the formation of CoAl2O4 nanoparticles (Figure S4,
see ESI) (Ouahdi et al., 2005; Mindru et al., 2010). In addition,
Figure 2d gives an enlarged electron micrograph of Figure 2c,
it provides a well-resolved lattice plane with an interplanar
spacing of 0.244 nm, corresponding to [311] plane of the cubic
Fd3m space group, which is identified on the basis of data
from the standard CoAl2O4 database JCPD card no. 10-458
(Kim et al., 2012). The micrograph displays the coexistence
of amorphous and crystalline phases, and the crystalline phase
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FIGURE 1 | (A) FTIR spectra and (B) XRD patterns of the raw Kaol, Kaol-1100, Kaol-HP, and CoAl2O4-1200, respectively.

FIGURE 2 | TEM images of (a) the raw Kaol, (b) Kaol calcined at 1,100◦C, (c)

Kaol-HP, and (d) the enlarged electron micrograph of Kaol-HP.

might be attributed to the spinel CoAl2O4 while the amorphous
one is related to silicate derived from Kaol (Cho and Kakihana,
1999).

Figure S5 depicts the EDX spectrum of Kaol-HP, and it
can be found that Kaol-HP is mainly composed of Co, Al, O,
and Si elements. Element mapping of Kaol-HP is illustrated in
Figure 3, it is clear that Co element is uniformly distributed on
the surface of lamellar, suggesting that the generated CoAl2O4

is well anchored on the surface of substrate. Furthermore, other
elements also present the uniform distribution. By contrast, the
edge color of Si element is obscure, which can be attributed to

the fact that the edge thickness of the silicate substrate is thin.
However, the value of Co/Al decreases from 0.49 to 0.37 to 0.31
with the change of the selected area from boundary to center
of Kaol-HP (Table 2), which indicates the loading content of
CoAl2O4 in the edge reign is higher than the center of the silicate
substrate. Based on the above analysis, it suggests that Kaol-HP
has been successfully prepared.

Effect of Different Aluminosilicate Clay

Minerals and Coloring Mechanism
In our previous study (Zhang et al., 2017), it has been confirmed
that the introduction of clay minerals, especially aluminosilicate
mineral of Hal, was in favor of decreasing the formation
temperature of spinel-type CoAl2O4, and enhancing the color
properties of CoAl2O4 pigment. In order to investigate the effect
of the different aluminosilicate minerals on the color properties
of hybrid pigments, several of representative aluminosilicate
minerals were selected to prepare CoAl2O4 hybrid pigments
including Hal, And, Kaol, Mt, Dic, M47, and M70.

The XRD patterns of the different aluminosilicate minerals are
provided in Figure 4. Hal is a 1:1 aluminosilicate mineral with the
empirical formula Al2Si2O5(OH)4, the typical diffraction peaks
of Hal are observed at 2θ = 12.3, 18.3, 20.2, 24.8◦, and the
diffraction peaks of quartz are located at 2θ = 20.8, 26.7, and
36.6◦ (Figure 4A) (Philip et al., 2017). Figure 4B gives XRD
pattern of Mt, its characteristic diffraction peaks are located at
2θ = 5.9, 19.7, and 35.1◦, while the diffraction peaks at 2θ = 12.5
and 17.5◦ are attributed to illite (Wang et al., 2016; Liang et al.,
2017). Dic is a kind of layered silicate mineral, and pertains to 1:1
type of Kaol subgroup. As shown in Figure 4C, the characteristic
diffraction peaks between 34 and 39◦ can be observed, which
are assigned to (200), (131), (006), and (133) of Dic, respectively
(Zheng et al., 2011). Figures 4D–F depicted the XRD patterns
of M47, M70, and And. Mullite is an artificial material, which
is synthesized using natural raw materials during 1,100–1,600◦C,
such as And, kyanite, etc. (Xu et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2017).
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FIGURE 3 | Element mapping of Kaol-HP.

TABLE 2 | The element content of the different selection areas of Kaol-HP.

Element Atomic (%)

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

O 67 63.61 51.21

Na 0.95 0.90 0.47

Al 17.01 21.06 31.55

Si 9.49 6.17 1.35

K 0.35 0.22 0

Co 5.18 8.01 15.39

Co/Al 0.31 0.37 0.49

Total 100 100 100

Figure 5 shows the digital photos of the raw aluminosilicate
clay minerals, the calcined aluminosilicate clay minerals at
1,100◦C and CoAl2O4 hybrid pigments derived from different
aluminosilicate clay minerals, respectively. It is obvious that
different clay minerals present different colors. Dic and Kaol are
white, Hal and Mt are light brown, while M47, M70, and And
are gray. After being calcined at 1,100◦C (Figure 5b), Kaol and
Dic are white, Mt is yellowish-brown, Hal was light pink, and
the others (M47, M70, and And) are gray. The digital photos
the as-prepared hybrid pigments are exhibited in Figure 5c, it
is found that all hybrid pigments present typical blue, but there
are difference among different hybrid pigments. By contrast,
the color of Kaol-HP is optimal, which is also consistent
with their color parameters (Table 3). Kaol-HP exhibits the
maximum b∗ and C∗ values, followed by M70-HP, M47-HP, Hal-
HP, respectively, while Mt-HP and And-HP indicate the worst
lightness (L∗). It suggests that the colors of the hybrid pigments
might be related to the types and compositions of aluminosilicate
clay minerals.

As shown in Table 1, the main compositions of the involved
aluminosilicate clay minerals are Al2O3 and SiO2. Therefore, the
relationship between the content of Al2O3 or SiO2 and the color

parameters of hybrid pigments are investigated, and Figure 6

gives the relationship between the CIE parameters of CoAl2O4

hybrid pigments and the content of Al2O3 and SiO2 of different
aluminosilicate clay minerals, while Table S2 summarizes the
content of Al2O3 and SiO2 of the clay minerals and the CIE of
hybrid pigments. As a whole, the value of a∗ of hybrid pigments
increases with the increase in the content of Al2O3, but the b∗

value becomesmore negative. It indicates the blue color of hybrid
pigments become deeper with the increase in the Al2O3 content.
However, the b∗ value is more positive with the increase in the
content of SiO2, indicating a poor blue color. Therefore, Al2O3

and SiO2 of aluminosilicate clay minerals plays an important
role in adjusting the color of CoAl2O4 hybrid pigments, but
the ultimate color properties of hybrid pigments results from
the synergy of various compositions of aluminosilicate clay
minerals, besides their colors. In order to prove above proposal,
Al2O3 and SiO2 with different added amounts were employed
to fabricate hybrid pigments without clay minerals, respectively.
As shown in Figure 7, the b∗ value of hybrid pigments prepared
using Al2O3 gradually decreases with the increase in the added
amounts of Al2O3 (more negative). On the contrary, the b∗

value of hybrid pigments derived from SiO2 increases with the
increase in the amount of SiO2 (more positive), which might
be attributed to the formation of cobalt silicate (Llusar et al.,
2001). This variation trend is also agreement with the results of
Figures 6A,B.

In addition, the pH value of the reaction system is crucial to
cobalt-aluminum double hydroxides (Co/Al DH) (Zhang et al.,
2017), the excess OH− affects the molar ratio of Co/Al in the
ultimate CoAl2O4 due to the dissolution loss of Al in alkaline
medium, which directly determinate the color properties of
pigments. In order to prove this effect, HCl was added into
the centrifugate after the co-precipitation reaction, it can clearly
observe the white precipitate upon the addition of HCl (1.0M),
and the precipitate is confirmed to be Al(OH)3 using FTIR
technique (Figure S6, see ESI) (Kamaraj and Vasudevan, 2016).
In addition, the higher the pH values of the reaction, the more
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FIGURE 4 | XRD patterns of (A) Hal, (B) Mt, (C) Dic, (D) M47, (E) M70, and (F) And.

FIGURE 5 | Digital photos of (a) different clay minerals, (b) the calcined clay minerals at 1,100◦C, and (c) CoAl2O4 hybrid pigments derived from different clay

minerals, respectively.

the contents of white precipitate (Figure S6, see ESI). When the
pH value of reaction system is above 10, the generated Al(OH)3
will partially dissolve and the molar ratio of Co2+/Al3+ is <2,

which can be confirmed by the EDX of CoAl2O4 in the absence
clay minerals during preparation. As shown in Figure S7, the
value of Co/Al of CoAl2O4 in the absence of clay minerals
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is about 0.62, and thus the Al loss is about 20% due to the
dissolution of Al(OH)3 at alkaline medium during preparation
of precursor. Therefore, the incorporation of aluminosilicate clay

TABLE 3 | CIE parameters of the different CoAl2O4 hybrid pigment.

Hybrid pigments L* a* b* C*

Hal-HP 54.60 −4.30 −50.10 50.28

Kaol-HP 48.11 2.64 −63.75 63.80

Mt-HP 29.66 −13.97 −43.33 45.53

Dic-HP 49.14 −8.27 −47.63 48.34

And-HP 30.26 −10.41 −54.69 55.67

M47-HP 40.69 −14.65 −52.43 54.44

M70-HP 33.53 −1.63 −58.45 58.47

mineral may be an ideal natural aluminum sources to compensate
the aluminum loss due to the dissolution of Al(OH)3 at alkaline
medium during preparation of precursor, keeping an optimum
molar ratio of Co2+/Al3+ for formation of spinel CoAl2O4

pigment. It can be inferred that the Al originated from clay
minerals about 20% might be participated in reaction and enter
into the octahedral positions of CoAl2O4 spinel structure to form
CoAl2O4-silicate solid solution (Tang et al., 2018). This is also
can be confirmed by the production derived from Co2+ salt
and Kaol in the absence of Al3+ salt, which is prepared using
the same procedure with Kaol-HP. As shown in Figure S8, the
XRD pattern of the product presents the characteristic diffraction
peaks of CoAl2O4 suggesting that Kaol can be served as an
aluminum source to form CoAl2O4. The evolution process might
be depicted by the following process (Figure 8) (Zhong et al.,
1999; Cava et al., 2006).

FIGURE 6 | The relationship between the CIE parameters of CoAl2O4 hybrid pigments and the content of Al2O3 (A) and SiO2 (B) of different clay minerals,

respectively.

FIGURE 7 | The relationship between the CIE parameters of CoAl2O4 hybrid pigments prepared after incorporating of different added amounts of (A) Al2O3 and

(B) SiO2 without clay minerals, respectively.
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Formation Mechanism of CoAl2O4 Hybrid

Pigments
Based on the above results, the possible formation mechanism
of CoAl2O4 hybrid pigments was proposed (Scheme 1). During
the co-precipitation reaction, the Co2+ and Al3+ were firstly
adsorbed on the surface of clay minerals due to the electrostatic
interaction and ion exchange between metal ions and clay
minerals, and then Co2+ and Al3+ were transformed into the
hydroxides and deposited on the surface of clay mineral after

FIGURE 8 | Possible formation process of CoAl2O4 hybrid pigment prepared

using Kaol and Co2+ without Al3+.

introducing of OH−. Due to the difference in the solubility
constant of Al(OH)3 and Co(OH)2, Al3+ was firstly began
to precipitate at lower pH, and then Co2+ was transformed
into Co(OH)2 at higher pH (Loganathan et al., 1977; He
and Becker, 1997; Matjie et al., 2003; Akdemir et al., 2011).
When the pH of reaction system was above 10, Co2+ almost
precipitated completely, but Al(OH)3 partially dissolved to
form AlO−

2 . As a result, the molar ratio of Co2+/Al3+ is <2.
(Lavrenčič Štangar et al., 2003; Carta et al., 2005; Xu et al.,
2008; Tielens et al., 2009; Kurajica et al., 2012). Therefore,
CoAl DH was decomposed to form amorphous Co3O4 phase
at around 400–500◦C accompanied with the presence of highly
amorphous Al2O3 once heating. With the increase in the
calcining temperature (500–700◦C), the amorphous Co3O4 was
transformed into the spinel-type Co3O4 while Kaol was turned
into metakaolinite (2SiO2·Al2O3) (Yu et al., 2009; Duan et al.,
2011), and Co3O4 was then progressively transformed into
CoAl2O4 phase above 900

◦C, thus the content of spinel CoAl2O4

phase gradually increased with the vanishing of Co3O4 phase as
the calcining temperature was above 1,000◦C (Zayat and Levy,
2000; Duan et al., 2011; Álvarez-Docio et al., 2017; Zhang et al.,
2018). In addition, metakaolinite was firstly transformed into
spinel SiAl2O5 and amorphous SiO2, and then the spinel SiAl2O5

changed into amorphous SiO2 and low-order crystalline α-Al2O3

above 1,000◦C (Chen et al., 2000; Ribeiro et al., 2005; Veselý et al.,
2010; Wu et al., 2017). In fact, the thermal reduction of Co3+ to

SCHEME 1 | Schematic for Kaol-HP formation process and the relevant phase transformation process during calcining.
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Co2+ was simultaneous with the diffusion and reorganization of
Co2+ and Al3+ ions derived from the precursor and clayminerals
during this process.

It is well-known that the mass transfer process was the
controlling rate step during CoAl2O4 preparation (Gabrovska
et al., 2014). Therefore, the aluminosilicate clay minerals induced
the anchoring of CoAl DH on their surface preventing from
the free aggregations of CoAl DH, which could effectively
decrease mass transfer resistance to reduce the time and calcining
temperature for formation of spinel CoAl2O4. In addition, it
was in favor of controlling the size and particle size distribution
of CoAl2O4 nanoparticles during calcinaion process. What’s
more, Al3+ derived from aluminosilicate clay mineral also
participated in the CoAl2O4 crystallization by the diffusion
from substrate to compensate the aluminum loss during the co-
precipitation reaction (Wang et al., 2006; Álvarez-Docio et al.,
2017). Therefore, it may explain why the bright blue CoAl2O4

hybrid pigments could be obtained at 1,100◦C for 2 h, but the
traditional solid phase method for preparation of CoAl2O4 must
be conducted at high temperature (>1,200◦C) for a long time (Ji
et al., 2000; Lorite et al., 2012). Especially, the hybrid pigments
derived from the 1:1 style aluminosilicate clay minerals presented
high CIE parameters. Due to the higher affinity of CoO to Al2O3

than SiO2, and the CoO was easily arrived to the interphase of α-
Al2O3 originating from aluminosilicate clay mineral to generate
CoAl2O4 (Ahmed et al., 2012). For 2:1 style aluminosilicate
clay minerals, the aluminosilicate clay minerals transformed into
amorphous SiO2 and α-Al2O3 at high temperature, and the
content of SiO2 is much higher than that of α-Al2O3. CoO
might react with partially SiO2 to form the CoSiO3, which
led to poor color properties of hybrid pigment. In order to
prove above proposal, XRD patterns of Kaol-HP and Mt-HP are
compared (Figure S9), it is clear that the CoSiO3 (JCPD card
no. 72-1508) occurs in Mt-HP accompanied with SiO2 (JCPD
card no. 86-0680), but they cannot be found in XRD pattern of
Kaol-HP.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, different aluminosilicate clay minerals were
employed to prepare the CoAl2O4 hybrid pigment with different

color properties. It was found that the more content of Al2O3,
the better color properties of hybrid pigment (higher lightness
and blue), suggesting that the rich-aluminum silicate mineral
was appropriate for preparation of bright blue cobalt blue
pigment. The aluminosilicate clay mineral was served as a
carrier to load CoAl2O4 nanoparticles, preventing from the
aggregation and controlling the size of CoAl2O4 nanoparticles
during calcining process. What’s more, it was an ideal natural
aluminum sources to compensate the aluminum loss due to the
dissolution of Al(OH)3 at alkaline medium during preparation
of precursor, keeping an optimum molar ratio of Co2+/Al3+ for
formation of spinel CoAl2O4 pigments during high-temperature
crystallization. Therefore, this study may provide a feasible
strategy not only to develop low-cost and bright blue cobalt blue
pigments, but also to control the color properties of cobalt blue
by adjusting the types of clay minerals to meet the personalized
demand in the practice application.
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Hexavalent chromium species, Cr(VI), which can activate teratogenic processes,

disturb DNA synthesis and induce mutagenic changes resulting in malignant tumors.

The detection and quantification of Cr(VI) is very necessary. One of the rapid and

simple methods for contaminant analysis is fluorescence detection using organic

dye molecules. Its application is limited owing to concentration quenching due to

aggregation of fluorescent molecules. In this study, we successfully intercalated

7-amino-4-methylcoumarin (AMC) into the interlayer space of montmorillonite (MMT),

significantly inhibited fluorescence quenching. Due to enhanced fluorescence property,

the composite was fabricated into a film with chitosan to detect Cr(VI) in water. Cr(VI) can

be detected in aqueous solution by instruments excellent, ranging from 0.005 to 100mM

with a detection limit of 5μM.

Keywords: AMC/MMT composite, fluorescence, quenching, detection, hexavalent chromium

INTRODUCTION

Due to the high toxicity of heavy metals and bioaccumulation in human body through the food
chain, will bring human health and environmental great issue. Cr is one of the most serious
contaminants among various heavy metals (Soewu et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2015a; Širić et al.,
2017). While Cr(III) is an essential micronutrient, Cr(VI) is toxic (Weibel et al., 2016). Cr(VI)
is mainly produced by electroplating, leather tanning, and textile dyeing (Dehghani et al., 2016;
Omorogie et al., 2016). Cr(VI) is the most virulent form (Miretzky and Cirelli, 2010) of Cr, which
is a highly toxic agent and act as carcinogens, mutagens, and teratogens in biological systems
(Hlihor et al., 2017; Mullick et al., 2017). The carcinogenic and toxicity of Cr(VI) is based on
its oxidation states like the most transition metals (Yusof and Malek, 2009; Kumar et al., 2017).
An effective, simple and low-cost method for detecting Cr(VI) is needed (Babu and Gupta, 2008;
Wang G. et al., 2017). The classic methods for detecting Cr(VI) include electrochemical method,
atomic absorption method and liquid chromatography (Anthemidis et al., 2002; De Ruiter et al.,
2008). These methods are credible. However, the processes are complicated. Due to its sensitivity,
fluorescence spectroscopy has become one of the most increasingly used techniques (Wang et al.,
2015; Li andWei, 2017). The sensors made of organic or inorganic materials show great promise in
detection, lighting, and other application (Rao et al., 2014).
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Montmorillonite is a typical phyllosilicate of the smectite
group of clay minerals (Ismadji et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016).
It is consists of two layers of silicon tetrahedron (T) and
the middle layer of aluminum octahedron (O) (Bekri-Abbes
and Srasra, 2016; Scholtzová et al., 2016; Wang W. et al.,
2017). Because of the isomorphous replacement of Al3+ by
Mg2+ and Fe2+ in the octahedral sites and Si4+ by Al3+ in
the tetrahedral sites, TOT layers are negative electric charge,
balanced by the cations such as Ca2+ and Na+ intercalate
into the layers (Dominijanni and Manassero, 2012; Wu et al.,
2016; Zhou et al., 2016). Luminescent materials of small organic
molecules are easily modified and chemically purified to have
wider emission spectrum coverage (Wu et al., 2015b; Tian et al.,
2017). However, when they are applied in solid devices, stabilize
and enhance their luminous intensity is crucial. Although
several methods of assembling materials have been developed
(Zhang et al., 2005), they often suffer from phase separation,
agminated organic small molecules (Wei et al., 2016; De Sa et al.,
2017). Clay minerals were rarely used as base materials for the
organic-inorganic composite preparation for luminescence and
fluorescence applications.

This research focused on the fabrication of a fluorescence
material for Cr(VI) detection. To prevent quenching, the
photoactive organic dye AMCwas interposed into the interlining
of MMT for maximal dye separation and minimum agminated
(Yu et al., 2013, 2014). The AMC/MMT was fabricated in
a film with chitosan. Quenching of fluorescence was used
various solutions to evaluated. The response of AMC/MMT
composites in Cr(VI) was excellent, ranging from 0.005 to
100mM.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
The montmorillonite was bought from Ningcheng, Inner
Mongolia, China. Its CEC (Cation Exchange Capacity) was 9.8
mmolc/10 g which used Na+ as the staple commutable cationan

FIGURE 1 | Molecular structure of AMC studied. The all strains, C, gray; N,

blue; O, red; H, white.

exchange. The specific external surface area was 78 m2/g.
AMC was purchased from Aladdin. The molecular structure
(Nowakowska et al., 2001) of AMC is presented in Figure 1. The
potassium dichromate Cr(VI), chitosan, and other reagents were
purchased from various manufactures that were all of analytical
grade. Deionized water was used as a solvent.

Preparation of AMC/MMT
The effect of initial AMC concentrations on a performance of
florescence were tested, 50mL the original concentrations of
AMC in water for 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, and 800 mg/L were
blended with 0.25 g of MMT in every 100mL centrifugal tube
after shaking at 200 rotations per minute at indoor temperature
for 8 h, respectively. The admixtures were centrifuged at 7,500
rotations per minute for 2min. Afterwards, removing the
supernatant, then at 60◦C were dried the residues and pulverized
the residues to powder as raw materials. This type of product was
used for the AMC/MMT.

Preparation of the Chitosan Film (AMF) for

Cr(VI) Detection in Water
The chitosan film was prepared as follows: 0.25 g chitosan, 8mL
0.1M NaOH solution, 0.1 g AMC/MMT powder and two drops
of 1 g/mL Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) solution were appended. The

FIGURE 2 | X-ray diffraction patterns of MMT was inserted with AMC in the

interlayer, which was affected by initial AMC concentrations (mg/L).
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admixture was whipped for 30min and then poured into a mold
and air dried.

The followed solutions at a concentration of 0.1M were
originally screened for quenching of fluorescence in AMF:
Al3+, Ca2+, Ba2+, Cr(VI), CTAB, K+, Na+, Ni3+, Pb2+, Fe3+,
Imidazole, C2H5OH. Afterwards, they were dropped onto the
AMF. Then, the fluorescence degrees were measured using a
fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi, F4600).

In order to estimate the Cr(VI) range of response, different
concentrations of Cr(VI) solution were dropped onto the AMF.
The Cr(VI) of original concentrations were the ranged of 5μM
to 100mM.

Pictures of the AMF after in contact with Cr(VI) solutions
were already obvious demonstration quenching of fluorescence
effect by Cr(VI) and then measure the florescence intensions of
AMF by fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi, F4600).

FIGURE 3 | FTIR spectra of AMC, and MMT with different amounts of AMC

adsorption.

FIGURE 4 | Fluorescence spectra of AMC/MMT was Influenced by initial

concentrations of AMC.

Instrumental Analyses
Powder X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was performed by a Rigaku
D/max-IIIa diffractometer (Tokyo, Japan) with a Ni-filtered Cu
Ka radiation at 40 kV and 40mA. Prototypes were scanned the
range of 3◦ to 70◦ at 8◦ perminute with a pace of 0.01◦ to research
the particular changes in d001 separation distance of MMT as
a function of original AMC concentrations. The changing of
peak position proved the intercalation of AMC into the MMT
was succeeded. The gallery heights were deduced from the (001)
reflection of the composites using the Bragg’s equation.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra were
acquired on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 Spectrometer. The
spectra were obtained from 4,000 to 500 cm−1 by adding 256
scans in the resolution ratio of 4 cm−1.

Photoluminescence emission (PL) spectrum was obtained on
a fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi, F4600) at the scope
of 400–600 nm with a photomultiplier tube handled at 800 volt.
A 150 watt xenon lamp was served as the pumping source, at
an excitation wavelength of 340 nm (Zamojć et al., 2015). The
emission and excitation slits size were 5 nm and scan speed was
setting at 240 nm per min.

Molecular mimicry was performed at the standard module
“Forcite” ofMaterials Studio 6.0 software to research the structure
of AMC in the interval of MMT. The unit lattice parameters were
setted at a= 1.55 nm, b= 1.79 nm, c= 1.25 nm, α= γ= 90◦, and
β = 99◦. A suite of 2 × 2 × 1 supercells were constructed of the
interlayer spacing setting at 1.63 nm. Every circulation consisted
of 106 steps, repeating three cycles.

RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION

The MMT Was Intercalated With AMC
The idea that interlayer cation was Na+ with a monolayer
hydration was confirmed because the d001 value of pure MMT
was 12.6 Å. The d001 spacing progressively increased from 12.6 to
16.3 Å with the initial AMC concentration increased (Figure 2),

FIGURE 5 | Fluorescence intensity of the AMF in response to a variety of

aqueous solutions at a concentration of 0.1M.
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FIGURE 6 | Fluorescence spectra of the AMF in the presence of multifarious concentrations of Cr(VI) (a). Pictures of the AMF with disparate concentrations of Cr(VI)

exposed UV lamp (b).

suggesting AMC molecules insert the portion between the
interlayer space of MMT.

FTIR Spectra of AMC/MMT
FTIR spectra of MMT adsorbed with different amounts of
AMC displayed both bands of raw MMT and AMC (Figure 3).
The bands between 1,400 and 1,650 cm−1 were allocated to
C-C stretching vibrations in aromatic and hetero aromatic
compounds (Talbi et al., 1998; Krishnakumar and Xavier,
2005). Therefore, the bands observed at 1,727, 1,695, 1,625,
1,566, 1,525, 1,475, 1,446, 1,417, 1,398, 1,390 cm−1 in FTIR
spectra were allocated to C-C stretching vibrations of AMC
(Arivazhagana et al., 2010). The characteristic peaks of AMC
appeared in FTIR spectra of AMC/MMT, as shown in the
dotted line (Figure 3), indicating that AMC had been loaded
onto MMT.

Luminescence Properties of AMC/MMT
AMC powder was hardly used as a luminescent material
just because the lack of strong luminescence (Wang et al.,
2012), causing by concentration quenching (Wu et al., 2015b).
The luminous intensity increased significantly after the
intercalation of AMC into the interlayer of MMT, which
reason was AMC was uniformly dispersed on MMT, inhibiting
its aggregation. The highest spectral intensity was found by
AMC/MMT at 100 mg/L, which was an initial concentration
(Figure 4).

The Fluorescent Detection of Cr(VI) in

Aqueous Phase by AMF
The AMFwas screened for response to various solutes (Figure 5).
The fluorescence response to Cr(VI) was very significant when
the test solute with an initial concentration of 0.1M, while others
were not obvious, indicating the high selectivity of AMF for
Cr(VI).

The mechanism of photoluminescence (PL) quenching of
AFM was further investigated when the aqueous solution
contains Cr(VI). Most importantly, an apparent decrease

in fluorescence intensity was observed while the Cr(VI)
concentration was increasing over the whole concentration
ranges from 0.005 to 100mM (Figure 6a). A full PL quenching
process can be observed visually at a Cr(VI) concentration
of 1mM. The images of AMF with addition of Cr(VI)
that exposed ultraviolet light showed a consistent tendency
(Figure 6b).

Mechanism Analysis
Molecular mimicry was performed at the standard module
“Forcite” ofMaterials Studio 6.0 software to research the structure
of AMC between the interval of MMT. The interlayer spacing
of MMT was directly influenced by the interlayer arrangement
of AMC and the amount of AMC intercalation,this, on the
other hand, would play an significant role in understanding
the system structure and interaction forces (Krauss et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2011; Tournassat et al., 2016). The
interlayer condition of AMC interpolation MMT with different
quantities was qualitatively simulated, and the initial states
were represented by a, c, and e; and b, d, and f represent
the states after simulation (a stands for low concentration;
c stands for medium concentration; and e stands for higher
concentration; Figure 7). The concentration quenching could be
effectively avoid by AMC intercalation MMT and it could also
significantly improve luminous intensity, lifespan, and stability
notably owing to the stronger interaction forces between AMC
molecules and MMT sheet (Yan et al., 2010a,b; Liu et al.,
2014).

CONCLUSIONS

In this research, an organic dye (AMC) was resoundingly
intercalated into the interlayer space of MMT, resulting
in observably inhibition in quenching of fluorescence. The
composite was fabricated into a film with chitosan to detect
Cr(VI) in water with its enhanced fluorescent property.
Cr(VI) can be detected in aqueous solution by instruments
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FIGURE 7 | Dynamic simulation of molecular interposition AMC into MMT at a different angle on account of the electric density and AMC loading distinction. The initial

states were represented by a, c, and e; and b, d, and f represent the states after simulation: a stands for low concentration, c stands for medium concentration and

e stands for higher concentration. The all strains, Mg, green; Al, pink; Si, yellow; C, gray; N, blue; O, red; H, white.

ranging from 0.005 to 100mM with a detection limit of
5μM.
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Although the development of clay/polymer nanocomposites and their applications have

attracted much attention in recent years, a thorough understanding of the structure

and the decomposition mechanism of clay/polymer nanocomposites is still lacking.

In this research, the intercalation of kaolinite (Kaol) with different alkylamines were

investigated by X-ray diffracion (XRD), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),

and thermogravimetry and differential scanning calorimetry (TG-DSC). The results

showed that the intercalation of Kaol/methanol compound with hexylamine (HA),

dodecylamine (DA), and octadecylamine (OA) led to the expansion of the interlayer

distance and resulted in the dominant basal diffraction at 2.86, 4.08, and 5.66 nm.

The alky chains of HA, DA, and OA are tilted toward the Kaol surface in bilayer

with an inclination angle of ∼40◦. The most probable mechanism function, activation

energy E, and pre-exponential factor A were obtained by mutual authentication using

KAS and Ozawa methods, itrative and Satava integral method. The average activation

energy E of the three intercalation compounds are 104.44, 130.80, and 154.59 kJ

mol−1, respectively. It shows a positive correlation with the alkyl chain length. The pre-

exponential factor Awas estimated to be 1.09× 1015, 1.15× 108, and 4.17× 1021 s−1,

respectively. The optimized mechanism function for the decomposition of alkylamine is

G(α) = [(1-α) −1/3 − 1]2.

Keywords: kaolinite, alkylamine, intercalation, structural model, decomposition

INTRODUCTION

Design and fabrication of clay/polymer nanocomposites have attracted high interest from both
the scientific and engineering communities (Cheng et al., 2017). A wide variety of clay/polymer
nanocomposites have been developed and are being used in widespread application (Gogoi and
Raidongia, 2017). Pre-intercalating clays followed by the incorporation of polymers into clay
minerals layer is a widely adopted approach for the preparation of clay/polymer nanocomposites (Li
et al., 2009; Zare et al., 2017).While being intercalated within inorganic clay layers, organic polymer
chains naturally reduce their structural mobility and some of them assume a highly organized
conformation within the layered structure.
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In nature, kaolinite (Kaol) is a type of clay mineral with a
1:1 dioctahedral aluminum silicate layered structure (Brindley
and Robinson, 1945). The layers in Kaol are held together by
hydrogen bonds, dipole-dipole interactions, and van der Waals
forces (Brindley et al., 1967). However, only a limited number of
highly polar organic species including urea (Makó et al., 2009),
dimethyl sulfoxide (Costanzo and Giesse, 1986), formamide
(Frost et al., 2000a), hydrazine (Cruz and Franco, 2000),
and potassium acetate (Frost et al., 2000b) were successfully
intercalated into the gallery of Kaol. The intercalation of small
molecules into Kaol layers causes an increase in the basal spacing,
and can be used as a preliminary expansion step for subsequent
insertion of large-sized, non-reactive species by the displacement
of the pre-intercalated small molecules (Cheng et al., 2015).
For example, based on the previous reports, a Kaol/methanol
intercalation compound can be an effective intermediate for
further intercalation reaction with ethylene glycol (Hirsemann
et al., 2011), hexylamine (Matusik et al., 2012), n-alkylamines
(Gardolinski and Lagaly, 2005), and quaternary ammonium salts
(Cheng et al., 2016). In addition, the majority of guest molecules
are difficult to be inserted into the interlayer space, one of the
reason is the strong hydrogen bonds, another is that there is no
exchangeable ions in the Kaol structure.

Although clay/polymer nanocomposites have been well
developed in recent years, to synthesize new clay/organic
nanocomposites for potential application still presents a big
challenge (Kotal and Bhowmick, 2015). In order to settle this
problem, it is really an urgent matter to figure out the nano-scale
process of kaolinite intercalation and make a thorough inquiry
to the mechanism of decomposition with modern technology
and analytical tools. Thermal analysis and kinetic calculation of
clay/polymer intercalation compounds can help characterize the
decomposition processes and provide scientific basis for control
over intercalation reactions (Zhang et al., 2015). The kinetic
parameters of the decomposition reaction kinetics process, such
as the activation energy, pre-exponential, reaction orders, and
rate constant were assessed with the data from clay/polymer
thermograms. In this study, the intercalation of Kaol with various
alkylamines was investigated. Additionally, the intercalation
process and the decomposition mechanism was systematically
investigated.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Kaolin used in this study was exploited from Zhangjiakou,
China. The main mineral composition is a well ordered kaolinite
(95% in mass). It was ground to pass a 325-mesh sieve (particles
that measure <44μm) before intercalation. Alkylamine
hexylamine (HA, 99%), dodecylamine (DA, Chemically Pure),
and octadecylamine (OA, Chemically Pure) were purchased
from Nanjing Shuguang Chemical Company, China. Dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO, Analytical Reagent), methanol (MeOH,
Analytical Reagent), and toluene (99%) were received from
Xilong Chemical Company, China, and used as received without
further purification. The chemical formula and structural
formula of HA, DA, and OA are shown in Table 1.

Synthesis of Intercalation Compounds
First, Kaol/DMSO intercalation compound was prepared by
dispersing 20.0 g Kaol into a mixture of 36.0 g DMSO and 4.0 g
water. The mixture was stirred in a water-bath for 2 h at 95◦C,
and then the suspension was separated by centrifugation with
ethanol. Second, the Kaol/DMSO intercalation compound was
used as a precursor for further reaction with MeOH. MeOH
was added to the pre-intercalated Kaol and the reaction mixture
was stirred for 10 days, with MeOH being replaced each day
with a same amount of fresh MeOH. The precipitate in the
mixture was separated by centrifugation and dried in an oven at
60◦C for 12 h to obtain Kaol/MeOH intercalation compounds.
Finally, 2 g Kaol/MeOH intercalation compound was mixed
with 30.0mL HA, DA, or OA methanol solutions (1 mol/L) by
stirring at ambient temperature, respectively. The dispersions
were centrifuged after reaction for 24 h. The sediments were
washed three times with toluene to remove the excessive HA, DA,
or OA. The samples were dried at room temperature for 12 h
and ground into powders with an agate mortar (Komori et al.,
1999). The resulting compounds are labeled as Kaolpi/HA (pi as
pre-intercalated), Kaolpi/DA, and Kaolpi/OA.

Characterization
The XRD patterns were recorded on a Rigaku D/max 2500PC
X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα (λ = 1.54178 Å) radiation
operating at 40 kV and 150mA. The randomly oriented
specimens samples were scanned in the 2θ range between 1
and 20◦ at a speed of 2◦ min−1. A Thermo Fisher Nicolet
6700 spectrophotometer were used to recorded the FTIR spectra
within the range of 4,000∼400 cm−1. The TG-DSC analyses
were performed with a Mettler-Toledo TG-DSC I/1600 HT
simultaneous thermal analyzer under nitrogen atmosphere.
Twenty milligrams of sample was placed in an alumina crucible
and heated from 30 to 1,100◦C with a series of heating rates at 4,
6, 8, 10◦C min−1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

XRD Characterization
The XRD patterns of the pristine Kaol and its intercalation
compounds are shown in Figure 1. The pattern of the
pristine Kaol displays a well-ordered layered structure with
a basal spacing [d(001)] of 0.71 nm. This value matches well
with the standard ICDD reference pattern 14-0164 [kaolinite,
Al2Si2O5(OH)4]. Upon being treated with DMSO, a new basal
reflection peak appeared at 1.14 nm, indicating that DMSO was
successfully inserted into Kaol interlayers. After the Kaol/DMSO
intercalation compound was treated with MeOH, the 1.14 nm
(001) reflection characteristic of Kaol/DMSO intercalation
compound was shifted to 0.86 nm. It was reported by Matusik
et al. (2012) that Kaol/DMSO/MeOH compound was dried at
110◦C, the reflection with d = 1.12 nm disappeared and a broad
reflection with maximum at 0.95 nm was observed. Based on the
chemical formula Al2Si2O5(OH)3.20(OCH3)0.80 of Kaol/DMSO
intercalation compound which has been calculated according
to the basis of CHNS analysis, it showed that about 1/3 of the
inner surface OH groups were replaced by methoxy groups, and
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TABLE 1 | Chemical and structural formula of HA, DA, and OA.

Chemicals Chemical formula Structural formula

Hexylamine (HA) C6H15N

Dodecylamine (DA) C12H27N

Octadecylamine (OA) C18H39N

FIGURE 1 | XRD patterns of Kaol, Kaol/DMSO, Kaol/MeOH, Kaolpi/HA,

Kaolpi/DA, and Kaolpi/OA.

this observation also suggests the formation of a Kaol/MeOH
intercalation compound (Tunney and Detellier, 1996; Cheng
et al., 2015). The XRD patterns also show that the Kaol/MeOH
compounds intercalated with HA, DA, and OA expands the
structure along the c-axis, leading to a large interlayer distance
of 2.86, 4.08, and 5.66 nm, respectively. The lengths of HA, DA,
andOAmolecular chains are 1.56, 2.51, and 3.65 nm, respectively
(McNulty et al., 2011, 2014). Overall, the interlayer distance of
the Kaol/alkylamine intercalation compounds increased with the
alkyl chain length of the alkylamines, but the alkylaminemolecule
is not a single layer or bilayer structure which is perpendicular to
the Kaol surface.

FTIR Spectra
FTIR spectroscopy has been widely used in the characterization
of intercalation compounds (Ledoux andWhite, 1964; Frost et al.,
2000c; Cheng et al., 2012). The FTIR spectra of the original Kaol,
Kaolpi/HA, Kaolpi/DA, and Kaolpi/OA intercalation compounds
are shown in Figure 2. The characteristic bands at 432, 470,
and 541 cm−1 (Figure 2B) belong to the deformation mode of
Si-O, Si-O-Si, and Al-O-Si. The other bands at 1,009, 1,031,

and 1,114 cm−1 (Figure 2C) are assigned to the stretching
vibrations of Si-O-Si in the layer of Kaol. Comparing Kaol
and its intercalation compounds spectra, the position of the
bands have no apparent variation, which indicates that this
stretching vibrations bands are not affected by the intercalated
molecules.

The bands at 912 and 938 cm−1 (Figure 2C) belong to the
OH deformation of inner hydroxyl groups and inner-surface
hydroxyl groups. There are four obvious hydroxyl stretching
bands at 3,694, 3,669, 3,652, and 3,620 cm−1 (Figure 2D) in the
spectrum of the original Kaol, the bands at 3,694, 3,669, and
3,652 cm−1 are caused by the inner-surface hydroxyl groups
while the one at 3,620 cm−1 results from the inner hydroxyl
groups (Farmer, 1964; Ledoux andWhite, 1964; Giese and Datta,
1973). After the intercalation of alkylamine molecules, some
bands were weakened due to the change of the interactions
with neighboring atoms. The shift to 3,697 cm−1 and the
decrease of the intensity of the band at 3,694 cm−1 indicates
that numerous hydroxyl groups in Kaol participated and formed
hydrogen bonds with the amine groups in the alkylamine
molecules (Caglar, 2012; Caglar et al., 2013; Zhang et al.,
2015).

The presence of interlayer alkylamine molecules was detected
on the FTIR spectrum by the new peaks, which are shown
in Figures 2A,E. For the intercalation compounds, some
obvious characteristic peaks such as the band at 1,388 and
1,468 cm−1 belong to the C-H bending mode of -CH3 and
-CH2, respectively. A new vibration band at 3,334 cm−1

was observed which is due to the stretching mode of the
N-H stretching vibration (Griffiths and De Haseth, 2007;
Zhang et al., 2018). The new vibration band at 2,956 cm−1

was observed and usually assigned to the C-H asymmetric
stretching band of the terminal methyl groups (Cheng et al.,
2016). The two vibration bands at 2,919 and 2,851 cm−1 are
usually assigned to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching
vibrations of the -(CH2)n- (Venkataraman and Vasudevan,
2001). The intensity of the bands increases gradually which
means more alkylamine carbon atoms has been inserted into
Kaol interlayers. Furthermore, the volatility of alkylamines will
decrease with the increase of carbon chain, so the stability of
the corresponding Kaol intercalation compounds will gradually
increase with larger alkylamine molecular mass (Wang et al.,
2010).
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FIGURE 2 | Infrared spectra of Kaol, Kaolpi/HA, Kaolpi/DA, Kaolpi/OA.

FIGURE 3 | The most possible structural model for the kaolinite/alkylamine intercalation compounds.

Structural Model of Kaol/Alkylamine

Intercalation Compounds
The arrangement of intercalated molecules is the foundation for
experimental analysis of the Kaol/alkylamine intercalation

compound structure. According to Lagaly (1981), the
montmorillonite-quaternary ammonium salt intercalation
compounds structural models can be divided into three
categories: (a) monolayers: short chain alkylamine ions; (b)
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FIGURE 4 | TG-DSC curves for Kaol, Kaolpi/HA, Kaolpi/DA, Kaolpi/OA.

bilayers: long-chain quaternary ammonium ions; (c) three-
layers: kinked alkyl chains in highly charged clay minerals.
Beneke and Lagaly (1982) further proposed different structure
of the intercalated alkylamine molecules based on the XRD,
which are summarized as follows: (a) the alky chains in the
interlayer space are tilted to the (001) crystal plane; (b) the
alky chains are arranged in bilayers. Brindley and Moll (1965)
described that the intercalated molecules are tilted to the
silicate sheets in a single layer, whereas the angle is about
65◦ to (001) crystal plane. If the interacting molecules are
uniformly attached to all silicate surfaces by the active hydroxyl
groups, an “end to end” organization in pairs with some
longitudinal displacement is suggested. The incline angle is
in accord with the possible close packing manner between
the silicate oxygen surfaces and the terminal hydroxyl groups
and the degree of close packing of chain molecules among
themselves.

The alkyl molecules are hard to intercalate directly the original
Kaol layers since it lacks exchangeable ions in interlayer space
of Kaol. Valid precursors are essential when the alkylamine
molecules insert into the interlayer of Kaol. It was reported
that the alkyl trimethyl ammonium chloride chain forms a
tilted bilayer in the interlayer of Kaol and the angle of tilt
is ∼36◦ after calculation (Kuroda et al., 2011). Yuan et al.
(2013) pointed out that the structural arrangement of the
quaternary ammonium salt molecules in the interlayer of Kaol
tilted bilayer and the angle of tilt is ∼38.4◦. Gardolinski and
Lagaly (2005) proposed that the alkyl chains in the interlayers
are fully stretched and oriented perpendicular to the Kaol surface
by bilayer. Therefore, from analyzing the length of HA, DA,
and OA molecules chain, the conclusion can be drawn that

the basal spacing after intercalation is not sufficient to allow
the alky chain entering by vertical and bilayer manner. It can
be seen by further analyzing the XRD results that the alkyl
chains of HA, DA, and OA are tilted to the Kaol surface
in bilayer and the incline angle of the alky chains are about
39.9, 39.9, 41.1◦, respectively. In addition, due to the hydroxyl
bond between inner-surface hydroxyl in Kaol and amine groups
in alkylamine molecules, the most possible structural model
for the Kaol/alkylamine intercalation compounds is shown in
Figure 3.

Thermal Analysis
The TG-DSC analysis results of Kaol and its intercalation
compounds are shown in Figure 4. The main mass loss of Kaol
is the one between 400 and 600◦C with the maximum loss
rate at 525◦C attributed to the loss of water because of the
dehydroxylation of the crystal lattice, resulting in the formation
of meta-kaolinite (Toussaint et al., 1963; Criado et al., 1984;
Sperinck et al., 2011). This loss corresponds to about 12.7% of the
total mass which is extremely close to the theoretical reference
(13.9%). By comparing the TG-DSC curves of the original Kaol,
two main mass loss steps are observed in that of Kaolpi/HA,
Kaolpi/DA, and Kaolpi/OA intercalation compounds. The first
one occurred between 150 and 350◦C, which is due to the
decomposition of the intercalated alkylamine molecules (Yuan
et al., 2013). The second one occurred at about 500◦C is due to
the dehydroxylation of the de-intercalated Kaol. For Kaolpi/OA,
some OA were intercalated into the silicate interlayer space to
form a stable intercalation, which can be proved by XRD pattern.
Some molecules are entangled within each other due to the long
chain or a clamp in the nanoscrolls that cannot be fully removed
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TABLE 2 | E of Kaol/alkylamine intercalation compounds with different α

calculated by KAS, Ozawa, and iteration methods.

α E/(KJ·mol−1)

KAS Ozawa ln[β/h(x)T2]-1/T ln[β/H(x)]-1/T

Kaolpi/HA 0.1 74.92 77.76 75.17 75.18

0.2 77.35 80.19 77.61 77.62

0.3 85.44 88.00 85.69 85.69

0.4 100.23 102.16 100.45 100.45

0.5 113.52 114.89 113.72 113.72

0.6 116.15 117.49 116.35 116.35

0.7 122.54 123.66 122.74 122.74

0.8 126.32 127.38 126.52 126.52

0.9 121.48 122.91 121.69 121.70

Kaolpi/DA 0.1 109.36 109.81 109.51 109.51

0.2 116.52 116.77 116.67 116.67

0.3 104.95 105.96 105.12 105.13

0.4 111.42 112.29 111.59 111.59

0.5 120.44 121.05 120.61 120.61

0.6 136.10 136.12 136.26 136.26

0.7 178.68 176.79 178.81 178.80

0.8 151.39 151.24 151.56 151.56

0.9 146.88 147.24 147.07 147.06

Kaolpi/OA 0.1 105.52 108.44 105.81 105.81

0.2 113.12 115.78 113.40 113.40

0.3 134.68 136.43 134.92 134.92

0.4 179.42 179.37 179.62 179.63

0.5 178.76 178.98 178.98 178.99

0.6 182.19 182.38 182.42 182.42

0.7 183.42 183.66 183.64 183.64

0.8 155.85 157.54 156.11 156.11

0.9 156.15 157.92 156.43 156.43

(Li et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016). At 220◦C, the distinct mass
loss is due to the decomposition of the coated or unbonded OA,
while the mass loss at 330◦C is attributed to the decomposition of
intercalated OA. The exothermic peak at 996◦C is result from the
recrystallization of Kaol.

By comparing the TG-DSC curves of the original Kaol
and Kaol/alkylamine intercalation compounds (Kaolpi/HA,
Kaolpi/DA, Kaolpi/OA), one can observe: (a) it has different mass
loss steps, as well as a significant difference in the mass losses
between Kaolpi/OA and the other two intercalation compounds
(Kaolpi/HA, Kaolpi/DA). The mass loss for the decomposition
of Kaolpi/HA and Kaolpi/DA were about 20%, but the amount
of the two mass losses for Kaolpi/OA is about 50%. This could
be owing to a larger amount of OA was intercalated into the
silicate interlayer space than that HA and DA (Wang et al.,
2017). (b) Dehydroxylation temperature of the intercalation
compounds was lower than that of the original Kaol by about
20◦C. This is because the intercalation molecules expanded the
interlayer spacing, weakened the hydrogen bonds between Kaol

layers, bringing about a more facile dehydroxylation from Kaol
surface. Therefore, the crystallinity of Kaol sharply decreased
after intercalation, which can be confirmed by XRD and IR
(below 800 cm−1). This result is consistent with the conclusion
of some other reports that the temperature of dehydroxylation
was determined by the crystallinity of Kaol (Yeskis et al., 1985;
Gabor et al., 1995; Sahnoune et al., 2012).

Decomposition Reaction Kinetics
The degradation kinetics of the Kaol/alkylamine intercalation
compound were investigated by thermogravimetry techniques.
The kinetic parameters (activation energy E and the pre-
exponential factor A) of degradation process were calculated on
the basic of KAS and Ozawa methods (Kissinger, 1957; Škvára
and Šesták, 1975). The thermal degradation mechanism of the
Kaol/alkylamine intercalation compoundwas studied with Satava
integral method (Xie et al., 2001; Gao et al., 2005; Zhang et al.,
2015).

According to the reaction theory, the non-isothermal
decomposition kinetic formula is usually expressed as follows:

dα

dt
= k · f (α) (1)

where α is the extent of conversion rate of B(s) at time t, f (α) is the
reaction mechanism function, and k is the reaction rate constant.
k obeys the following equation:

k = Aexp(−
E

RT
) (2)

where A, E, R, T are pre-exponential factor (s−1), apparent
activation energy (J mol−1), universal gas constant (8.314 Jmol−1

K−1), and the temperature of the mass loss (K). Combining
Equations (1) and (2) gives the following equation:

dα

dt
= A exp

(
−

E

RT

)
f (α) (3)

If the temperature of the sample is controlled at a constant
heating rate (β=dT/dt), the reaction rate can be defined as
follows:

dα

dt
=

A

β
exp

(
−

E

RT

)
f (α) (4)

After separating the variable, rearranging with integral or
differential functions of Equation (4), KAS Equation (5), and
Ozawa Equation (6) can be computed as follows:

ln
β

T2
= ln

AR

G (α)E
−

E

RT
(5)

lnβ = ln
0.00484AE

G (α)R
−

1.0516E

RT
(6)

Where G(α) represents the integral function of conversion.
Because of integral approximation, iterative methods were used
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TABLE 3 | Selected kinetic mechanism functions judged by Satava integral method.

Functions number Integral functions Goodness of fit (%) E (kJ/mol) LgA (s−1)

Kaolpi/HA 6

[
1− (1− α)

1
3

]2
93.95 107.15 11.17

9

[
(1− α)

− 1
3 − 1

]2
96.50 135.84 15.04

10 [− ln (1− α)]
1
4 95.92 15.02 1.90

20 [− ln(1− α)]4 95.92 240.40 28.32

28 1− (1− α)
1
4 94.54 55.09 5.56

Kaolpi/DA 6

[
1− (1− α)

1
3

]2
92.18 61.61 5.75

9

[
(1− α)

− 1
3 − 1

]2
96.81 77.43 8.06

10 [− ln (1− α)]
1
4 95.03 8.60 1.34

20 [− ln(1− α)]4 95.03 137.62 15.80

28 1− (1− α)
1
4 95.03 31.64 2.89

Kaolpi/OA 6

[
1− (1− α)

1
3

]2
94.51 179.10 14.96

9

[
(1− α)

− 1
3 − 1

]2
96.41 208.90 21.61

10 [− ln (1− α)]
1
4 95.35 26.07 2.31

20 [− ln(1− α)]4 95.35 367.05 38.56

28 1− (1− α)
1
4 94.89 92.90 7.48

FIGURE 5 | Linear fitting curves of No. 9 function judged by Satava integral method.

TABLE 4 | Kinetic mechanism functions of Kaol/alkylamine intercalation compounds.

Samples E/kJ mol−1 A/s−1 Kinetic mechanism function

Kaolpi/HA 104.44 1.09 × 1015 dα
dt

= 1.64× 1014 × (1− α)
4
3

[
(1− α)

− 1
3 − 1

]−1

× exp(− 1.26×104

T
)

Kaolpi/DA 130.80 1.15 × 108 dα
dt

= 1.73× 107 × (1− α)
4
3

[
(1− α)

− 1
3 − 1

]−1

× exp(− 1.57×104

T
)

Kaolpi/OA 154.59 4.17 × 1021 dα
dt

= 6.26× 1020 × (1− α)
4
3

[
(1− α)

− 1
3 − 1

]−1

× exp(− 1.86×104

T
)

to calculate E in order to avoid certain deviation. The functions
of iterative methods are as follows:

ln
β

h(x)T2
= ln

AR

G (α)E
−

E

RT
(7)

ln
β

H(x)
= ln

0.00484AE

G (α)R
−

1.0516E

RT
(8)

Set x = E/RT, the definition of h(x) and H(x) are:

h(x) =
x4 + 18x3 + 88x2 + 96x

x4 + 20x3 + 120x2 + 240x+ 120
(9)

H(x) =
exp (−x) h(x)/x2

0.00484exp(−1.0516x)
(10)

The iteration are as the following three steps:
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(a) Set h(x)= 1 orH(x)= 1, calculate E0 by least squares method
according to the slope of the linear relationship lnβ/T2 and
lnβ to 1/T.

(b) E0 and T at different α and β were substituted into x= E/RT
and then x was substituted into h(x) and H(x), the values
were substituted into (7) and (8), calculate E1 by least squares
method according to the slope of the linear relationship
ln[β/h(x)T2] and ln[β/H(x)] to 1/T.

(c) Replace E0 with E1, repeat step (b) until Ei-Ei−1 < 0. 1 kJ
mol−1. Ei is the exact value of the activation energy of the
decomposition reaction.

The E-values of Kaol/alkylamine intercalation compounds were
calculated by KAS, Ozawa, and iterative methods (Table 2). The
calculated results obtained by KAS method were closer to the
results from iterative methods, however, the results from Ozawa
iterative method showed larger deviation to others. Therefore,
the average E from iterative methods can be regarded as the
activation energy of the decomposition reaction since they are
an improvement over KAS and Ozawa methods. The average
E of Kaolpi/HA, Kaolpi/DA, and Kaolpi/OA are 104.44, 130.80,
and 154.59 kJ mol−1. It can be seen that the average E among
of Kaol/alkylamine compounds are positive correlation with the
alkyl chain length. One of the reason is that the volatility weakens
as the alkyl chain grows. Another reason is that the Kaolpi/OA
possesses the best well-ordered intercalation structure which is
the most difficult to de-intercalate. And these results can be
confirmed by XRD patterns.

The functions and A of decomposition reaction mechanism
was calculated by Satava methods, which was described as follow:

lgG (α) = lg
AE

βR
− 2.315−

0.4567E

RT
(11)

Substitute α into every mechanism function G(α) to obtain
the value of lg[G(α)], linear fitting lg[G(α)], and 1/T which
corresponding to the heating rate, the function which has the
largest fit can be determined as the most probable mechanism
function. And the values of E and A can be obtained through the
slope and intercept of a linear fitting curve.

As shown in Table 3, five mechanism functions with goodness
of fit above 90% are chosen based on Satava integral formula.
By comparing there five functions, No. 9 mechanism function
G(α) = [(1-α) −1/3−1]2 with goodness of fit about 97% can
be regarded as the most probable mechanism function, and
the linear fitting curves of No. 9 function has been shown in
Figure 5. E and A are also in the normal range of decomposition

kinetics. The decomposition mechanism functions for the three

Kaol/alkylamine intercalation compounds are given in Table 4.

CONCLUSIONS

The possible structure models and decomposition kinetics
for Kaol/alkylamine intercalation compounds have been
studied using XRD, FT-IR, and TG-DSC. The intercalation
of Kaol/MeOH compound with HA, DA, and OA expands
the interlayer spacing of Kaol along the c-axis, resulting in
the dominant reflection appearing at 2.86, 4.08, and 5.66 nm,
respectively. Moreover, the basal spacing after intercalation is
not sufficient to allow the alky chain entering by vertical single
and bilayer manner. It was concluded that the alky chains of
HA, DA, and OA are tilted to the Kaol surface in bilayer and the
inclination angle of the alky chains are∼40◦.

Based on the KAS, Ozawa, and iterative methods, the
results of activation energy E of Kaol/alkylamine intercalation
compounds were calculated. The average activation energy E
of Kaolpi/HA, Kaolpi/DA, and Kaolpi/OA are 104.44, 130.80,
and 154.59 kJ mol−1. The average activation energy E among
Kaol/alkylamine compounds have a positive correlation with
the alkyl chain length. The optimized mechanism function
of Kaol/alkylamine decomposition process was determined as
a 3D diffusion with the integral function G(α) = [(1-α)
−1/3 − 1]2. This research is advantageous to better understand
the decomposition mechanism of clay/organic nanocomposites
in addition to provide an inspiration to synthesize new clay-based
materials.
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The Er3+:CeO2/ATP (attapulgite) nanocomposites were prepared by a facile precipitation

method. The samples were characterized by various measurements. XRD and TEM

showed that Er3+:CeO2 nanoparticles were well-crystallized and loaded on the surface

of ATP. The visible light was converted into ultraviolet light by Er3+:CeO2 as evidenced

by upconversion photoluminance (PL) analysis. The mass ratio of Er3+:CeO2 to ATP on

the desulfurization efficiency was investigated. Results showed that the desulfurization

rate reached 87% under 4 h visible light irradiation when the mass ratio was 4:10.

The mechanism was put forward as follows. Er3+:CeO2 and ATP formed Z-scheme

heterostructure intermediated by oxygen vacancy, leading to the enhanced separation

of photogenerated charges and preservation of high oxidation-reduction potential, both

of which favored for the generation of radicals to oxidize sulfur species.

Keywords: attapulgite, upconversion, rare earth, Z scheme, photocatalyst

INTRODUCTION

Massive use of fuel has given rise to serious environmental problem including acid rain and
atmospheric haze, since the combustion of sulfur compounds in fuels leads to the emission of
pernicious SOx. Therefore, it is imperative to develop new desulfurization technology to satisfy fuel
purification (Liu et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018). The conventional hydrodesulfurization (HDS)
has been extensively used in removing sulfur compound in fuel, which requires high temperature,
pressure and expensive hydrogen (Wang et al., 2016; Zeng et al., 2017). Owing to the drawbacks of
HDS for removing sulfur compound, many alternative strategies have been developed, including
extractive desulfurization (Raj et al., 2017), oxidative desulfurization (Khodadadi Dizaji et al.,
2018), biodesulfurization (Agarwal et al., 2016) and adsorption desulfurization (Yang et al., 2018).
Among these strategies, oxidative desulfurization is considered as one of the promising strategy for
deep desulfurization due to its cheap and efficient features. Particularly, photocatalytic oxidative
desulfurization is deemed as a potential candidate. In our previous work, we have prepared
attapulgite-CeO2/MoS2, CeO2/attapulgite/g-C3N4 and BiP1−xVxO4/attapulgite nanocomposites
and found that the photocatalytic oxidative desulfurization rate reached as high as more than
90% under the irradiation of visible light (Li et al., 2016, 2017, 2018). As a natural clay material,
attapulgite (ATP) has large specific surface area, superior adsorption performance and unique
pore structure, which is widely used in catalyst support (Zhang et al., 2016b). Interestingly, the
incorporation of Fe2O3 endows ATP with semiconductor property to some extent. Zhang et al.
(Zhang et al., 2013, 2016a) sensitized ATP by taking advantage of eosine Y and CdS to generate
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hydrogen from water. Li et al. (Ma et al., 2018) prepared
CQDs/ATP nanocomposites with visible light response.
However, ATP can only be stimulated by ultraviolet light which
is accounted for 5% in solar light due to its wide band gap (Balaji
et al., 2017).

The upconversion luminescencematerials have attracted great
attentions since they can absorb and upconvert long wave light
with low-energy to short wave light with high-energy (Feng et al.,
2013). In the general composition of upconversion luminescence
material, the rare earth element has a rich 4f energy level
enabling the electrons jump easily from high to low energy
level. Among the rare earth family, Er3+ has abundant energy
levels and higher upconversion luminescence efficiency, making
it as a excellent candidate for the conversion from visible to
UV light (Pickering et al., 2017). The Er3+ can be easily doped
into the crystal lattice of CeO2 along with the production of
oxygen vacancy since the ion radius of Ce4+ is very close to
Er3+ (Wu et al., 2014). Meanwhile, CeO2 has high chemical
stability and low phonon energy, making it suitable as matrix
materials in upconversion. Han et al prepared upconversion Er,
Yb-CeO2 hollow spheres for improving the efficiency of dye-
sensitized solar cells (Han et al., 2017). However, rare report has
been put on the heterostructure constructed by rare earth doped
upconversion luminescence materials (Bhethanabotla et al.,
2016). Moreover, the decline of oxidation-reduction ability in
traditional type heterostructure is non-negligible. It is worth
noting that Z-type heterostructure causes the annihilation of
photo-generated charges with lower reduction and oxidation
potential, therefore leading to the preservation of high redox
potential for the heterostructure (Šutka et al., 2018). Intriguingly,
the self-generated oxygen vacancy has been proposed as mediator
in the indirect Z-scheme with the absence of noble metals, such
as Au, Ag, etc. For instance, Ding et al. (Ding et al., 2016)
prepared BiO1−xBr/Bi2O2CO3 in which the oxygen vacancy of
BiO1−xBr acted as the medium of transmission for electrons and
the recombination center of photogenerated electrons and holes.

In this work, the Er doped CeO2 upconversion luminescence
oxide was immobilized on ATP. The doping fraction of Er3+

was adjusted to achieve the strongest emission of ultraviolet
light to stimulate ATP. Meanwhile, CeO2:Er and ATP formed
Z-type heterostructure intermediated by oxygen vacancy, which
effectively preserved redox potential so as to improve the
photocatalytic desulfurization activity of Er3+:CeO2/ATP.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials
ATP powders were obtained from Xuyi, China. Ce(NO3)3·6H2O,
Er(NO3)3·5H2O, hexamine (C2H12N4, HMT), octane (C8H18),
dibenzothiophene (C12H8S) and acetonitrile (C2H3N) were
purchased from Sionpharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. All
reagents were analytical grade without further purification.

Synthesis of Er3+:CeO2/ATP
Er3+:CeO2/ATP composites were synthesized via a one-
step precipitation method. Typically, adequate amount of
Ce(NO3)3·6H2O, Er(NO3)3·5H2O and 1 g ATP were dissolved in

100mL deionized water and mixed together, followed by adding
excess HMT (molar ratio of HMT to Ce(NO3)3 was 5:1). The
molar fraction of Er (Er/Ce+Er) was adjusted from 0.5 to 2.5%,
and the mass ratio of Er3+:CeO2 to ATP was adjusted from 1:10
to 5:10. Then the mixture was heated in a water bath at 80◦C for
2 h. After cooled down to room temperature, the precipitate was
washed with deionized water for three times. Subsequently, the
obtained solid was dried in vacuum at 80◦C for 10 h, and finally
calcined at 300◦C for 2 h.

Materials Characterization
The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed with a
D/max 2500PC diffractometer equipped with a Cu-Kα radiation
(λ = 1.5406 Å) at a scanning speed of 6◦ min−1 from 5 to 80◦.
The morphology was investigated with a JEM-2100 transmission
election microscope (TEM) operating at 200 kV. Raman spectra
were collected with a Renishaw (UK) spectrometer with an
Ar ion laser of 514 nm excitation. The ultraviolet visible (UV–
Vis) spectra were acquired using a UV-2500 Shimadzu UV–Vis
spectrophotometer. The photoluminescence (PL) spectra were
collected with the PerkinElmer LS45 at room temperature. The
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed with a
PHI 5300 equipped with Kα in the condition of 284.6 eV for C 1s.

Photocatalytic Oxidative Desulfurization
The photocatalytic desulfurization performance of
Er3+:CeO2/ATP was carried out by degradating the model
gasoline using a photocatalytic reaction apparatus (GHX-2)
which was equipped with a 300W xenon lamp. 0.4 g DBT was
dissolved into 500mL octane to acquire the model gasoline with
sulfur compounds of 200 ppm. Then the model gasoline and
catalysts were added into the photocatalytic reactor and kept
30min with magnetic stirring to ensure adsorption equilibrium.
Subsequently, simulated solar light using UV-cut off was
irradiated during the reaction with the irradiation intensity
of 30 W/cm2. The samples were collected twice an hour to
satisfy the extraction process. The rest of sulfur content was
measured by a sulfur determination device (THA2000S), and
the desulfurization rate D was calculated based on the following
formula:

D = (1−
C

C0
) × 100%

where C0 is the initial sulfur content of the model gasoline and C
is the final sulfur content.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

XRD Analysis
Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of ATP, CeO2/ATP and
Er3+:CeO2/ATP. In Figure 1A the characteristic peaks at 8.21,
19.75, and 26.54◦Correspond to the (110), (040), and (400) plane
of pure ATP (Zhao et al., 2016). The characteristics at 28.55,
33.07, 47.48, and 56.34◦Correspond to the (111), (200), (220),
and (311) plane of CeO2 (JCPDS 43-1002). However, there is no
characteristic peak of Er in Er3+:CeO2/ATP composites, which
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FIGURE 1 | XRD patterns of ATP, CeO2/ATP and Er3+:CeO2/ATP with various molar fractions of Er doping (A), the enlarged diffraction peak from 26 to 31◦ (B), and

different mass ratio of Er3+:CeO2 to ATP (C).

FIGURE 2 | Raman patterns of CeO2/ATP and Er3+:CeO2/ATP.

may be due to the small doping amount of Er. In Figure 1B,
the characteristic peak at 28.55◦ shows slight shift to higher
Bragg angle, implying that the Er3+ dopant results in the lattice

FIGURE 3 | Upconversion PL patterns of different Er doping fraction.

contraction due to the fact that Er3+ (0.88 Å) replaced the
Ce4+ (0.92 Å), subsequently leading to the lattice distortion and
formation of oxygen vacancies (Li et al., 2012). Figure 1C shows

Frontiers in Chemistry | www.frontiersin.org October 2018 | Volume 6 | Article 477
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FIGURE 4 | TEM images of ATP (a), Er3+:CeO2/ATP (b), and EDS of Er3+:CeO2/ATP (c).

FIGURE 5 | UV–Vis patterns of ATP, CeO2, and 1%Er3+:CeO2 (A), the plots of transformed Kubelka-Munk function vs. light energy of CeO2, and 1%Er3+:CeO2 (B),

the plots of transformed Kubelka-Munk function vs. light energy of ATP (C), and the UV–Vis patterns of ATP, CeO2, and 1%Er3+:CeO2 (4:10) (D).
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the XRD patterns of different mass ratio of Er3+:CeO2 to ATP.
With the increase of mass ratio, the characteristic peak intensity
of ATP is gradually weakened whereas the intensity of CeO2 is

FIGURE 6 | PL patterns of ATP, CeO2, CeO2/ATP, and 1%Er3+:CeO2/ATP

(4:10).

strengthened without any change of peak position, suggesting the
immobilization of Er3+:CeO2 on ATP.

Raman Analysis
Figure 2 shows the Raman patterns of CeO2/ATP and
Er3+:CeO2/ATP. The peaks appearing in 454–459 cm−1

represent the F2g vibration mode for cubic CeO2 (Kumar and
Kumar, 2017). Meanwhile, the peak intensity of F2g is gradually
decreased and the peak position is shifted to high wavenumber
with the increase of Er, implying that Er is doped into CeO2

lattice. The peaks located at 537 cm−1 can be attributed to the
formation of oxygen vacancies (Mamontov et al., 2016), due to
the fact that Er3+ replaces Ce4+ resulting in the transformation
from Ce4+ to Ce3+, subsequently oxygen vacancies are produced
which is consistent with the results of XRD.

Optical Analysis
Figure 3 demonstrates the upconversion PL spectra of
Er3+:CeO2 with different Er molar fraction. The upconversion
luminescence was tested by the visible light of 488 nm as
excitation light, while ultraviolet light was emitted near 281 nm,
corresponding to the energy transfer from the 2D5/2 excited
state to the 4I15/2 ground state. The upconversion luminescence
intensity of Er3+:CeO2 is gradually increased below 1%, which

FIGURE 7 | XPS patterns of ATP, and 1%Er3+:CeO2/ATP (4:10), (A) Survey scan, (B) Ce 3d, and (C) Si 2p.
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FIGURE 8 | Photocatalytic oxidation desulfurization efficiency with various

catalysts.

FIGURE 9 | Photocatalytic desulfurization efficiency with different mass ratio of

1%Er3+:CeO2, and ATP.

reach strongest when the doping fraction is 1%. Afterwards,
the upconversion luminescence intensity is obviously decreased
when doping fraction is more than 1% due to the fact that the
excessive doping of Er3+ shortens the distance and enhances
the interaction among Er3+ ions, leading to the concentration
quenching of the upconversion luminescence (Ramasamy et al.,
2013). Therefore, the upconversion luminescence intensity is
gradually decreased, and the doping fraction is optimized to
be 1%.

TEM Analysis
Figure 4 shows the TEM results of ATP and Er3+:CeO2/ATP.
Figure 4a shows the pure ATP with a rod like structure having
average diameter of 20–30 nm. Figure 4b shows the HRTEM
image of 1% Er3+:CeO2/ATP (4:10), and apparent nanoparticles
are loaded on the surface of ATP. The inset lattice distance of
CeO2 is 0.19 nm corresponding to the (220) plane of CeO2.
Energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) in Figure 4c displays Ce,

Er, Si, Fe, Mg, and Al elements, in which Si, Fe, Mg and Al are
derived from ATP.

UV–Vis Analysis
Figure 5A shows the UV–Vis image of CeO2, ATP, and Er doping
fraction for 1%. CeO2 has a certain response to visible light,
while the absorption edge of CeO2 appears slightly red shift
after doping of Er, which due to the fact that Er doping may
change the band gap of the CeO2. Figure 5B shows the plots of
transformed Kubelka-Munk function vs. light energy of CeO2

and 1% Er3+:CeO2. The band gap of CeO2 and 1% Er3+:CeO2

is estimated to be 2.53 and 2.51 eV, respectively. As shown in
Figure 5C, the band gap of ATP is estimated to be 3.75 eV,
indicating ATP has ultraviolet response ability. It is reported that
a semiconductor absorbs energy which is equal or larger than its
band gap to produce photogenerated e− and h+ (Zhuo et al.,
2012). According to the results in Figure 3, the upconversion
wavelength of 1% Er3+:CeO2 locates at 281 nm corresponding
to the band gap of 4.41 eV larger than the band gap of ATP
with 3.75 eV. Therefore, ATP can be excited by the upconversion
emission of 1% Er3+:CeO2. Figure 5D shows the UV–Vis pattern
of ATP, CeO2/ATP and 1%Er3+:CeO2/ATP. Compared with
ATP, the absorption edge of CeO2/ATP and 1% Er3+:CeO2/ATP
shows obviously red shift, which may favor for the photocatalytic
performance.

PL Analysis
In order to investigate the recombination effect of
photogenerated electrons and holes, PL analysis is performed
under excitation of 300 nm. Figure 6 shows the PL patterns
of ATP, CeO2, CeO2/ATP and 1% Er3+:CeO2/ATP (4:10).
The emission peak of ATP is displayed, indicating that the
photogenerated electrons and holes were recombined due
to the fact that few Fe2O3 is stimulated to produce the
photogenerated electrons and holes. Compared with pure ATP
and CeO2, the intensity of the emission peak of CeO2/ATP and
1%Er3+:CeO2/ATP (4:10) is significantly increased. In general,
the intensity of the emission peak of PL is inversely proportional
to the separation efficiency of the photogenerated charges.
Obviously, the phenomenon described in the Figure 6 violates
the traditional law, which may be due to the unique Z-type
heterostructure formed by Er3+:CeO2 and ATP.

XPS Analysis
Figure 7 shows the XPS patterns of ATP and 1%Er3+:CeO2/ATP
(4:10). Figure 7A is the survey scan indicating the existence of
Mg, Fe, Si, Al, Ce, Er, and C elements where Mg, Fe, Si, and Al are
originated from ATP, Ce and Er are originated from Er3+:CeO2.
As shown in Figure 7B, the characteristic peaks of 883.2, 898.6,
and 907.9 eV are ascribed to Ce3+ while the characteristic peaks
of 889.5, 901.3, and 917.1 eV are ascribed to Ce4+, which is close
to our previous result with respect to Ce 3d in CeO2/ATP, (Li
et al., 2017) indicating that the surface of CeO2 contains oxygen
vacancy. (Peng et al., 2017) The characteristic peak position of
Si 2p in 1% Er3+:CeO2/ATP (4:10) is lower than that of ATP
shown in Figure 7C, due to the fact that the Si-O-Si bond may
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FIGURE 10 | Mott-schottky patterns of ATP (A), 1%Er3+:CeO2 (B), 1%Er3+:CeO2/ATP (4:10) (C), and VB-XPS pattern of ATP (D).

FIGURE 11 | Photocatalytic desulfurization mechanism of Er3+:CeO2/ATP.
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be replaced by Si-O-Ce bond since the electronegativity of Ce is
less than that of Si.

Photocatalytic Oxidation Desulfurization
The photocatalytic oxidation desulfurization is performed using
various catalysts. As shown in Figure 8, the desulfurization
rate is 10.8, 29.3, and 34.3% corresponding to ATP, CeO2

and 1%Er3+:CeO2 samples. Meanwhile, the photocatalytic
oxidation desulfurization rate of 1%Er3+:CeO2/ATP (4:10)
reaches 87%. The 1%Er3+:CeO2 and ATP may have synergy
which accelerates the migration of photogenerated electrons
and holes. Furthermore, a unique Z-type structure may form
perseving the high redox potential, thus leads to the improved
desulfurization performance.

Figure 9 shows the photocatalytic desulfurization
performance with different mass ratios of 1%Er3+:CeO2

and ATP. The desulfurization rate is enhanced gradually with
the increase of the mass ratio. When the mass ratio is 4:10,
the photocatalytic desulfurization rate of 1%Er3+:CeO2/ATP
reached 87% within 4 h, which may be due to the fact that
with the content of 1%Er3+:CeO2 increased, the concentration
of oxygen vacancy is increased favoring for the transmission
of charges. When the mass ratio is more than 4:10, the
photocatalytic desulfurization rate is decreased, since the excess
Er3+:CeO2 nanoparticles may lead to aggregation restraining
the exposure of surface active sites and destroying the balance of
recombination of charges.

Photocatalytic Desulfurization Mechanism
The position of conduction band (CB), valence band (VB)
and Fermi energy levels (Ef) of 1%Er3+:CeO2 and ATP were
calculated, respectively. Figures 10A,B show the Mott-schottky
patterns of ATP and 1%Er3+:CeO2, where the flat band tential
(identical Ef) of ATP and 1%Er3+:CeO2 is determined to be
0.1 and −0.84 eV, respectively. Figure 10C shows the Mott-
schottky pattern of 1%Er3+:CeO2/ATP (4:10) after contact, and
the equilibrium Ef level is shifted to −0.44 eV located between
that of Er3+:CeO2 and ATP. Figure 10D shows the VB-XPS
pattern of ATP, in which the VB value of ATP is determined to
be 3.25 eV. In addition, the empirical formula of VB and CB is as
follows (Obregón et al., 2016):

EVB = X− Ee +
1

2
Eg

ECB = EVB − Eg

where EVB and ECB represent the VB and CB edge potential,
respectively, X represents the electronegativity, Ee (about 4.5 eV)
is the energy of free electrons on the hydrogen, and Eg is the
band gap of the semiconductor. According to the above formula,
the VB value for 1%Er3+:CeO2 is calculated to be −0.42 eV.
Since the Eg of ATP and 1%Er3+:CeO2 is 3.75 and 2.51 eV by
UV–Vis analysis in Figure 5, the corresponding CB for ATP and
1%Er3+:CeO2 is−0.5 and−2.93 eV, respectively.

According to the above analysis, the photocatalytic
desulfurization mechanism of 1%Er3+:CeO2/ATP (4:10) is
proposed as shown in Figure 11. After contact, free electrons

may flow from 1%Er3+:CeO2 to ATP due to the disparity of Ef
until they reach equilibrium, which forms an internal electric
field, leading to the consumption and accumulation of free
electrons (Huang et al., 2017). Simultaneously, the energy band
edge of Er3+:CeO2 is bended upward whereas the energy band
edge of ATP is bended downward. Under visible light irradiation,
the 1%Er3+:CeO2 is stimulated to produce photogenerated e−

and h+ while Er3+ converts visible light to ultraviolet light.
Subsequently, ATP is stimulated by the upconverted ultraviolet
light to produce photogenerated e− and h+. Then the downward
band bending of ATP allows e− flow to the oxygen vacancy in
CeO2 while the upward band bending of 1%Er3+:CeO2 allows
h+ flow to the oxygen vacancy which acted as the recombination
center for the e− and h+ (Ding et al., 2016). Finally, the
photogenerated e− in the CB of 1%Er3+:CeO2 is preserved and
reacts with O2 to produce ·O−

2 . Then, ·O
−
2 and h+ in the VB

of ATP synergistically oxidize DBT to DBTO2 (Li et al., 2018).
According to the above statement, the reaction equations are put
forward as follows:

1%Er3+ :CeO2/ATP + hv → e− + h+ (1)

e− + O2 → ·O−
2 (2)

·O2
− + DBT → DBTO2 (3)

h+ + DBT → DBTO2 (4)

CONCLUSION

In this work, Er3+:CeO2/ATP nanocomposites have been
successfully prepared via a one-step precipitation method.
Doping of Er not only alters the band gap of CeO2, but also
converts visible light to ultraviolet light and reach the strongest
when the doping fraction of Er is 1%. Er3+:CeO2 and ATP form
Z-type heterostructure intermediated by oxygen vacancy, which
promotes the transfer of photogenerated electrons and holes and
preserves the charges with higher oxidation-reduction ability.
The photocatalytic desulfurization rate reaches the highest 87%
when the mass radio of Er3+:CeO2 and ATP is 4:10. This
novel photocatalyst integrated by natural clay and rare earth
upconversion may pave a new way for design of eco-friendly
materials and beyond.
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Nanoscale zero valent iron has been a widespread concern in various fields due to its

large specific surface area and high reactivity. However, nanoscale zero valent iron (nZVI)

is very likely to aggregate and be oxidized, which limit its wide application in industry.

Most clay minerals have a large adsorption capacity of cations due to their negative

charges and high specific surface areas. In the present work, nZVI was loaded onto

two typical clay minerals: kaolinite and sepiolite, to inhibit its oxidation and aggregation.

The composites were applied to degrade Rhodamine 6G (Rh 6G) under microwave

irradiation. The effects of pH value and microwave power on degradation were studied.

The results showed that the removal amount of Rh 6G by nZVI/kaolinite was 110 mg/g

in 15min, while it reached 300 mg/g by nZVI/sepiolite. The difference between these two

composites was mostly determined by the structures of these two clay minerals.

Keywords: nanoscale zero valent iron, kaolinite, sepiolite, microwave, Fenton-like reaction

INTRODUCTION

About 80% of the textile wastewater comes from the textile printing and dyeing industry every
year, which is an industrial sector with large water consumption and high discharge of wastewater
(Liu et al., 2017). Printing and dyeing wastewaters have the characteristics of large water volume,
high chroma and high pollutant concentration (Zhao et al., 2010). Textile processing wastewater
contains a variety of contaminants. Direct discharge of the wastewater without treatment into rivers
and lakes would cause serious pollution to environment and bring a serious threat to the survival
of mankind (Kehinde and Aziz, 2016). However, the treatment of wastewater is extremely difficult,
which made it necessary to develop new materials to process the wastewater (Liu et al., 2015).

Clay minerals are mainly composed of silicon, aluminum andmagnesium. They are inexpensive
and abundant in nature all over the world, and play an important role in environmental protection
and the development of new mineral materials (Kelm et al., 2003). Clay minerals have complex
pore structures and high specific surface areas (Steudel et al., 2009). We want to load nZVI on clay
minearls’ surface to make more sufficient contact with the solution. Kaolinite is a typical 1:1 layered
structure, its lattice structure is very orderly, so there is basically no isomorphous substitution in
its structure, resulting in poor swelling performance in water (Ezzatahmadi et al., 2017), sepiolite
also can’t spontaneously swell in water, therefore nZVI can only be supported on their surface.
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Graphical Abstract | nZVI/Clay’s synthesis process, surface topography and degradation performance of Rh 6G.

Kaolinite can be used to adsorb many organic pollutants,
due to its special layered structure, such as congo red dye
(Vimonses et al., 2009), heavy metals (Matłok et al., 2015) and
dipalmitoyl lecithin (Jr et al., 1975). Sepiolite is a common 2:1
chain layered type of clay mineral, composed of two layers of
silicone tetrahedron and an intermediate layer of magnesium
octahedron (Kaviratna, 1994). It can also adsorb numerous
organic pollutants, such as reactive blue 221 (Alkan et al., 2007),
3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (Demirbaş et al., 2007) and β-
carotene (Sabah et al., 2007).

Fenton reaction of degradation of organic dyes attracted
considerable attention in recent years (Cheng et al., 2008), using
the catalytic power of Fe2+ to generate highly reactive hydroxyl
radicals (HO•) to degrade organic dyes (Masomboon et al., 2010).
However, Fenton reaction requires high concentrations of iron
ions (Yoon et al., 2001) and an acidic reaction environment (Liu
et al., 2013), greatly increasing the cost of degradation of organic
dyes. Fenton-like reaction can degrade organic dyes using nZVI
(Xu and Wang, 2013), which can solve the problems caused
by Fenton reaction mentioned above. nZVI can degrade many
organic pollutants due to its special properties, such as 2,4-
dichlorophenol (Li et al., 2018), trichloroethylene (TCE) (Kim
et al., 2010), methylene blue (Yang et al., 2015). However, due
to the aggregation and oxidation of nZVI (Dong et al., 2017),
the loading of nZVI onto clay minerals is expected to inhibit the
aggregation and oxidation of nZVI.

It has been proven that microwave could accelerate the rate of
catalytic reactions (Mochizuki et al., 2015; Bianchi et al., 2017).
The aqueous solutions in the reaction systems can self-heat by
absorbing microwaves (Zhang and Liao, 2017), and the reaction
rate can be greatly improved.

In the present work, nZVI was loaded onto kaolinite and
sepiolite, respectively, and used to degrade Rh 6G under
microwave irradiation. It was found that the removal amount of

Rh 6G by nZVI/sepiolite was greater than that of nZVI/kaolinite.
The loading amount of nZVI on sepiolite was almost three
times as that on kaolinite, which was mainly determined by the
structures of the clay minerals (Graphical Abstract).

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Iron (III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O) and sodium
borohydride (NaBH4) were purchased from Beijing Chemical
Workstation. Rh 6G was from Aladdin. All the chemicals were
of analytical grade. The sepiolite was obtained from Sigma
Aldrich, its BET area and average pore size are 319.4 m2/g and
6.885 nm, respectively. The kaolinite was bought from China
Kaolin Co, Ltd, its BET area and average pore size are 22m2/g and
30.095 nm, respectively. All the chemicals andminerals were used
without further purification. All of the solutions were formulated
with distilled water.

Synthesis of nZVI/Kaolinite and

nZVI/Sepiolite
100mL distilled water, 5 g kaolinite (or sepiolite) and 10 g
FeCl3·6H2O were added in a three-necked flask and stirred for
12 h to load Fe3+ on clay minerals. Then 8 g NaBH4 was added,
and stirred for another 30min under the protection of nitrogen at
room temperature. The suspension was centrifuged and washed
with ethanol for three times. The solid part was then freeze-dried.

Rh 6G Removal Experiment
2,000mg Rh 6G was dissolved in 500mL distilled water and
ultrasonic for 15min to prepare 4,000 mg/L Rh 6G solution. In
batch experiments, 0.1 g as prepared sample was added in 10mL
Rh 6G solution, then, the mixture was placed in a microwave
oven to degrade Rh 6G for a certain time under different
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microwave power. After the degradation, the mixture was
centrifuged and the supernatant was filtered through 0.22μm
syringe filters before being taken to a UV-Vis spectrophotometer
for the analysis of equilibrium concentrations. In the cycle test,
the used nZVI/clay was reduced by NaBH4 before the next trial.
All experiments were run in duplicates.

Characterizations
The crystal diffraction data was determined by the X-ray
diffractometer (Rigaku D/Max-IIIa X-ray diffractionmeter) with
a CuKα-radiation at 30 kV and 20mA operating conditions.
Angle ranged from 3 to 70◦ and the speed was 8◦ min−1 with
a scanning step length of 0.01◦. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) was used to record the surface morphology of the samples,
carried out on a scanning electron microscope (JSM-IT300) with
conditions at 30 kV and 10−4 Pa. The equilibrium concentration
of Rh 6G was determined by a UV-Vis spectrophotometer
(UV2400/PC), the value of the absorption coefficient at 525 nm.
The surface compositions of samples were tested by an X-ray
photoelectron spectrometer (K-Alpha), which can analyze the
valence of elements in samples, especially valence state of iron
element. The microwave network analyzer N5244A (Agilent)
was used to analyze microwave absorption properties of flexible
absorbing film. The frequency range was from 2 to 10 GHz.
Automated gas sorption analyzer (Autosorb-iQ-2MP) was used
to analyze the specific surface area of the samples. Zeta potential
was recorded by nanoparticle size potential analyzer (Zetasizer
Nano ZS90). The coaxial wire method was adopted for the
analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The composites were synthesized by liquid phase reducing
method. The structures of nZVI, kaolinite, speioilte and the

composites were showed in Figure 1. The reflections at 2θ =

12.38◦ (Figure 1A), 7.58◦ (Figure 1B) corresponded to the (001)
basal plane of kaolinite (JCPDS No. 89-6538) and the (001)
basal plane of sepiolite (JCPDS No. 29-863), respectively. The
diffraction peak at 44.7◦ is attributed to the (110) basal plane

FIGURE 2 | SEM image of kaolinite (a), nZVI/kaolinite (b).

FIGURE 3 | SEM image of sepiolite (a), nZVI/sepiolite (b).

FIGURE 1 | X-ray diffraction patterns. Kaolinite, nZVI, and nZVI/kaolinite (A); Sepiolite, nZVI, and nZVI/sepiolite (B).
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of Fe0 (JCPDS No. 06-0696). No obvious characteristic peaks of
iron oxides was founded in the nZVI/kaolinite or nZVI/sepiolite,
indicating that nZVI was not oxidized or only a very small part
was oxidized during the synthesis process. Besides, the patterns
of the composites stayed almost the same before and after the
loading, suggesting that the structures of clay minerals not yet
destroyed, and nZVI is loaded on the surface of mineral material
rather than intercalated in this study.

The SEM results in Figures 2, 3 revealed the morphology of
the minerals before and after the loading of nZVI. The lamellar

FIGURE 4 | Color changes of nZVI, nZVI/clay in water after a certain time: 0 h

(a), 12 h (b), 36 h (c), and 72 h (d).

structure of kaolinite was observed clearly. nZVI particles were
evenly distributed on the layers of kaolinite, within a size range of
25–35 nm, indicating that the loading of nZVI on kaolinite could
suppress the aggregation of nZVI effectively.

While loading onto sepiolite, most of the nZVI particles were
attached to the fibers within a size range of 20–45 nm.

Figure 4 showed the color changes of nZVI and nZVI/clay
composites after dispersed in water for different amounts of time.

The color of materials changed to black after the addition of
nZVI and nZVI/clay. As time went by, the color of both materials
become lighter gradually due to the oxidation of nZVI. However,
nZVI/clay showed a better resistance to oxidation than nZVI
as the color of nZVI suspension changed from black to yellow
completely after 72 h while the color of nZVI/clay suspension just
started to turn yellow after the same time. It indicated that only
a small portion of nZVI was oxidized after loading, which means
that loading nZVI onto clay could effectively inhibit its oxidation.

The surface compositions of nZVI/kaolinite and
nZVI/sepiolite and the valence state of Fe on its surface were
analyzed by XPS technique. The survey spectrum of this sample
was shown in Figure 5A, proving that the composites contains
iron elements. The fine spectrum of Fe 2p of nZVI/kaolinite
and nZVI/sepiolite contains four different peaks, as shown in
Figure 5B. The peaks at binding energies of 705 and 720 eV could
be assigned to the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks of Fe0 in nZVI/sepiolite
and nZVI/kaolinite. The other two peaks at binding energies of
713.5 and 726.5 eV could be attributed to the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2

FIGURE 5 | XPS survey spectrum of nZVI/kaolinite and nZVI/sepiolite (A). XPS fine spectrum of Fe 2p (B). Frequency dependence of nZVI/kaolinite and nZVI/sepiolite

of the dielectric loss (C) and magnetic loss (D).
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peaks of Fe (III) in nZVI/sepiolite while 716 and 726 eV in
nZVI/kaolinite, indicating that a small part of Fe0 on the surface
of the composite was oxidized to Fe (III).

The ability of a substance to absorb microwaves is mainly
determined by its dielectric loss factor. A substance with
a large dielectric loss factor usually has a strong ability to
absorb microwaves. On the contrary, a material with a small
dielectric loss factor has a weak ability to absorb microwaves.
The dielectric loss (tan δe = ε′′/ε′) of nZVI/kaolinite and
nZVI/sepiolite was analyzed by a microwave network analyzer
(Figure 5C). The dielectric loss of nZVI/sepiolite was higher
than that of nZVI/kaolinite from 2 to 10 GHz. In addition,
good microwave absorption performance also relate to magnetic
loss. The greater the magnetic loss, the better the microwave
absorption performance. The magnetic loss (tan δμ = μ′′/μ′)
of nZVI/sepiolite was higher than that of nZVI/kaolinite from
2 to 10 GHz (Figure 5D). Therefore, nZVI/sepiolite had higher
microwave absorption properties than those of nZVI/kaolinite.

Table 1 presented the chemical compositions of different
materials. Kaolinite and sepiolite showed a slight difference in
iron content. However, there was a significant difference in iron
content between nZVI/kaolinite and nZVI/sepiolite, indicating
different loadings of iron.

DEGRADATION OF RH 6G USING

NZVI/KAOLINITE AND NZVI/SEPIOLITE

nZVI can effectively degrade organic dyes through the following
Fenton-like reactions. Fe0 was gradually oxidized to Fe3+ and
generated hydroxyl radicals (HO•) and superoxide radicals
(O·−

2 ), which were themain active ingredients for the degradation
of Rh 6G.

O2 + Fe0 + 2H+ → Fe2+ +H2O2 (1)

Fe2+ +H2O2 → Fe3+ +HO · + OH− (2)

Fe2+ + O2 → O·−
2 + Fe3+ (3)

The degradation ability of Rh 6G was reflected by the removal
amount of Rh 6G under microwave irradiation by nZVI/kaolinite
and nZVI/sepiolite. The effect of pH on the degradation rate
of Rh 6G was shown in Figure 6A. Both nZVI/kaolinite and
nZVI/sepiolite showed higher degradation ability under acidic
conditions, indicating that acidic conditions are more suitable.
It was because that, under alkaline conditions, the generation
of HO• and O·−

2 would be inhibited and Fe0 would react
with OH− to form iron hydroxide. Meanwhile, H2O2 would

TABLE 1 | Chemical composition of kaolinite, nZVI/kaolinite, sepiolite, and

nZVI/sepiolite.

Si Al Fe K Ti Na Ca Mg

Kaolinite 21.65 18.93 0.347 0.637 0.323

nZVI/Kaolinite 18.60 16.87 9.02 0.518 0.268

Sepiolite 31.70 3.65 0.676 3.87 6.56 0.669 0.175

nZVI/Sepiolite 27.58 3.03 11.18 0.06 1.00 0.76 2.43

decompose rapidly when pH > 7. The effect of microwave
power on the degradation of Rh 6G by nZVI/kaolinite and
nZVI/sepiolite was also investigated (Figure 6B). The removal
amount of Rh 6G by nZVI/kaolinite and nZVI/sepiolite increases
with the increase of microwave power, since the generation
rate of HO• and O·−

2 are proportional to the microwave
power.

Figure 6C showed the degradation abilities of kaolinite,
sepiolite, nZVI/kaolinite, nZVI/sepiolite and nZVI (same
amount with nZVI/kaolinite or nZVI/sepiolite). The removal
amounts of Rh 6G by nZVI/sepiolite, nZVI/kaolinite, sepiolite
and kaolinite in 15min were 300, 110, 52, and 22 mg/g,
respectively. The removal amount of Rh 6G by nZVI/sepiolite
was better than that of sepiolite and kaolinite adsorption and
nZVI/kaolinite degradation. It was possibly caused by the iron
content of the materials. We prepared the same amount of nZVI
as nZVI/sepiolite and nZVI/kaolinite, whose removal amount of
Rh 6G are 243 and 84 mg/g, respectively, indicating that loading
nZVI on clay can increase the removal amount of Rh 6G. The
higher the negative charge of the layer, the more favorable to
adsorb cations. The zeta potentials of sepiolite and kaolinite are
−17.4mV and −11.2mV, respectively. Therefore, more Fe3+

could be adsorbed onto sepiolite and be reduced to Fe0, which
could generate more free radicals to degrade Rh 6G. In addition,
the specific surface area of nZVI/sepiolite is higher than that
of nZVI/kaolinite, which could provide more reactive sites
for the reaction. What’s more, compared with nZVI/kaolinite,
the microwave absorption properties of nZVI/sepiolite were
also stronger. Without microwave irradiation, the removal
amounts of Rh 6G by nZVI/sepiolite and nZVI/kaolinite were
288 and 81 mg/g (Figure 6D), respectively. Although the
removal amount of Rh 6G was not significantly improved in the
presence of microwave, the equilibrium time decreased from 2 h
(Figure 6D) to 15min (Figure 6C) with the irradiation of the
microwave, indicating the presence of microwave could greatly
accelerate the reaction. Therefore, microwave is necessary in the
process.

NaBH4 was used to reduce the Fe3+ loaded on the used
material to Fe0 for the recycle of the composites to investigate the
recycling performance of the materials (Figure 6E). There was
no significant change in the removal of Rh 6G after three cycles,
suggesting that the composites could be reused for several times.
We performed an inductively coupled plasma spectroscopy test
to check iron leaching to the solution after each reaction, no iron
leaching was found, indicating iron has good load stability on
clay.

In order to prove the main active ingredient that degrades
Rh 6G are HO• and O·−

2 , the same molar concentrations
of indolepropionic acid (IPA), p-benzoquinone (PBQ),
triethanolamine (TEOA) and silver nitrate (AgNO3) were
added to solutions during the reaction (Figure 6F). It is well-
known that IPA is a typical hydroxyl radical inhibitor and PBQ
is a typical superoxide radical inhibitor. The removal amount
of Rh 6G dramatically dropped with the addition of these two
inhibitors, which indicated that HO• and O·−

2 were the main
active ingredients for the degradation of Rh 6G by nZVI/clay
composites.
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FIGURE 6 | Removal amount Rh 6G with different solution pH (A), microwave power (B), in the presence of different materials under microwave irradiation (C),

nZVI/sepiolite, and nZVI/kaolinite without microwave irradiation (D). Cycle stability test for nZVI/kaolinite and nZVI/sepiolite (E). Degradation percentages of Rh 6G with

different additives using nZVI/kaolinite, and nZVI/sepiolite under microwave irradiation (F).

CONCLUSION

In summary, the aggregation and oxidation of nZVI can be
effectively inhibited by loading nZVI on clay minerals. When
the composites were used to degrade Rh 6G under microwave
irradiation, nZVI/sepiolite exhibited better removal performance
than nZVI/kaolinite, due to the difference in iron loading
amount, which was caused by the difference in specific surface
area and zeta potential. In addition, composites could be reused
for several times after regeneration.With the addition of different
types of scavengers, it was demonstrated that HO• and O·−

2 were
the main active ingredients in the degradation of Rh 6G. It will be
a very promising method for future use of nZVI by loading nZVI
on clay minerals.
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A series of biopolymer-based nanocomposite films were prepared by incorporating

natural one-dimensional (1D) palygorskite (PAL) nanorods, and two-dimensional (2D)

montmorillonite (MMT) nanoplatelets into sodium alginate (SA) film by a simple solution

casting method. The effect of different dimensions of nanoclays on the mechanical, water

resistance, and light transmission properties of the SA/PAL or MMT nanocomposite films

were studied. The field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) result showed

that PAL can disperse better than MMT in the SA matrix in the case of the same addition

amount. The incorporation of both PAL and MMT into the SA film can enhance the

tensile strength (TS) and water resistance capability of the film. At a high content of

nanoclays, the SA/PAL nanocomposite film shows relatively higher TS, and better water

resistance than the SA/MMT nanocomposite film. The SA/MMT nanocomposite films

have better light transmission than SA/PAL nanocomposite film at the same loading

amount of nanoclays. These results demonstrated that 1D PAL nanorods are more

suitable candidate of inorganic filler to improve the mechanical and water resistance

properties of biopolymers/nanoclays nanocomposites.

Keywords: palygorskite, montmorillonite, bionanocomposite films, sodium alginate, mechanical strength, water

resistance

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, the commodity plastics (i.e., polyethylene, polypropylene, and polyethylene
terephthalate) as commonly used food packaging materials have plaid very important roles in
human daily production. However, these plastic packaging materials are totally non-biodegradable,
so their widespread use caused serious environmental pollution problems (Souza et al., 2017;
Costa et al., 2018; Salama et al., 2018). Therefore, the development of biodegradable films using
natural, non-toxic, and environment benign polymers such as polysaccharides, proteins, and lipids
has drawn much more attention in both of academic and industrial areas (Mushi and Berglund,
2014; Wang and Jing, 2017; Youssef and El-Sayed, 2018). Among numerous biodegradable natural
polymers, sodium alginate (SA) was especially concerned owing to its excellent biocompatibility,
film-forming ability, and active functional groups (Shankar et al., 2016; Fabra et al., 2018). SA is
an anionic natural biomacromolecule, which is composed of poly-b-1, 4-D-mannuronic acid (M
units), and a 1, 4-L-glucuronic acid (G units) in different proportions by 1–4 linkages. It is extracted
from marine algae or produced by bacteria, and so it has the advantages including abundance,
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renewability, non-toxicity, water-solubility, biodegradability, and
biocompatibility (Wang andWang, 2010). However, the inherent
hydrophilicity and brittleness of neat SA films limited their
applications in film materials (Rhim, 2004; Zhang et al., 2017).

In order to overcome the drawbacks of neat SA films, a
variety of nanoscale particles such as montmorillonite (MMT)
(Tunç and Duman, 2010; Zlopasa et al., 2015), graphene
oxide (Liu et al., 2017), and cellulose nanocrystals (Sirvio
et al., 2014) have been incorporated into the SA matrix to
fabricate a nanocomposite. Abdollahi et al. (2013) developed
an alginate/MMT nanocomposite by a solvent casting method,
and found that the mechanical properties of the alginate/MMT
composites were enhanced significantly after the addition of
MMT. However, MMT forms an agglomeration in the polymer
matrix when its addition amount exceeds a certain value, which
leads to the decrease of the mechanical properties of the film.
It has been shown that MMT is a 2:1-type layered clay mineral
with a sandwiched structure composed of two 2D platelets and
interlayer cations (i.e., Na+, Ca2+, Mg2+). The strong hydrogen-
binding and electrostatic interaction, and van der Waals forces
between two platelets make MMT difficult to be exfoliated and
tend to be present in a form of agglomeration (Zhang et al., 2014;
Block et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016). In comparison, natural 1D
rod-like nanoclays are easy to be dispersed as nanoscale size, and
showed great potential to be used to develop polymer/nanoclays
composites (Nikolic et al., 2017; Ajmal et al., 2018; Shankar
et al., 2018; Zhang P. et al., 2018). It has been demonstrated
that the dispersion of nanoclays in polymer matrix, and the
comprehensive performance of the resultant polymer composites
exhibited interesting dependence on the shape of fillers. Usually,
rod-like nanoclays have a relatively smaller contact surface and
weaker interaction amount rods, so that they could probably
be dispersed in the polymer matrix well with less aggregation
(Bilotti et al., 2009). Palygorskite (PAL) is a naturally available
1D nanorod-like silicate clay mineral (Deng et al., 2012; Zhang
et al., 2018b). It consists of two double chains of the pyroxene-
type (SiO3)

2− like amphibole (Si4O11)
6− running parallel to

the fiber axis (Gard and Follett, 1968; Zhu et al., 2016; Zhang
et al., 2018a). PAL is a potential filler to fabricate polymer
composite due to its unique advantages, such as high aspect
ratio, large specific surface area, good thermal stability, and high
modulus (Huang et al., 2012; Ruiz-Hitzky et al., 2013; Ding
et al., 2019). It has been confirmed that the incorporation of
silylated PAL into the polyurethanematrix improved significantly
the thermal stability and mechanical properties of polyurethane
(Peng et al., 2011). In addition, 1D fibrous nanoclay has
relatively higher density of silanol groups on its surface than
2D layered silicates, making it able to form more hydrogen
bonds with hydrophilic biopolymers (Alcantara et al., 2014). So
far, the studies on the comparison of 1D and 2D nanoclays
in fabricating SA/nanoclays nanocomposites still received less
attention.

In this paper, we have prepared a series of SA/nanoclays
nanocomposite film using 1D PAL and 2D MMT as the
inorganic ingredients, and studied the effect of different
dimensions of nanoclays on the structure, organic/inorganic
interface interaction and the mechanical, water resistance, light

transmission properties of the films. The potential of 1D PAL
nanorods and 2DMMT for fabricating SA-based nanocomposite
film was also assessed by a systematic comparative study.

EXPERIMENT SECTION

Materials
SA [characteristic viscosity of 1% aqueous solution at 20 ◦C
≥0.02 Pa•s, mannuronic (M) acid/guluronic (G) acid ratio
= 65/35, molecular weight ≈120,000 g/mol] was purchased
from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China).
Glycerol was obtained from Guangdong Guanghua Chemical
Factory Co., Ltd. (Guangdong, China). MMT was purchased
from Zhejiang Fenghong New Material Co., Ltd. (Zhengjiang,
China). PAL was purchased fromChangzhouDingbang Clay Co.,
Ltd (Jiangsu, China).

Preparation of SA/PAL and SA/MMT

Nanocomposite Films
The SA, SA/PAL, and SA/MMT films were prepared by a solution
casting method. The aqueous solution containing 2 wt.% of SA
were prepared by dissolving SA powder into distilled water under

FIGURE 1 | XRD patterns of (A) PAL, SA film, and SA/PAL nanocomposite

films; and of (B) MMT and SA/MMT nanocomposite films.
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mechanical stirring for 24 h. Then, glycerol (40 w/w% of the
mass of SA) as a plasticizer was added into the SA solution,
and the mixture was stirred continuously at 600 rpm to obtain
a homogeneous solution. PAL or MMT dispersions (2 wt.%)
were prepared by dispersing given amounts of clays in distilled
water under mechanical agitation at 600 rpm for 1 h at room
temperature. Afterward, the obtainedmixture was dispersed with
the aid of ultrasound equipment operating at 40 kHz for 10min.
The obtained dispersion of PAL or MMT was added to the SA
solutions (the amount of clays is 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 wt.% of the
mass of SA) to form a precursor solution for film-forming. Then,
the resultant mixture solutions were poured into the PS dishes
(9 cm diameter) and evaporated at atmosphere for 72 h. After
drying, the films were peeled off from the plate surface and then
kept in a conditioning cabinet with the relative humidity (RH)
of 53% for further treatments. The neat SA film was prepared
according to a similar procedure without the addition of PAL or
MMT.

FIGURE 2 | ATR-FTIR spectra of (A) neat SA film, (B) SA/PAL2, (C) SA/PAL6,

(D) SA/PAL10, (E) SA/MMT2, (F) SA/MMT6, and (G) SA/MMT10.

Test of Mechanical Properties
The tensile performance of the film with length of 80mm and
width of 10mm was studied using an AG-IS material testing
machine (Shimadzu Co., Ltd., Japan). A 200N load cell was used,
and the strain rate was 10 mm/min. Samples were studied in each
test and all tests occurred at room temperature. The averages of
tensile strength and elongation at break of five specimens of each
film were taken and presented.

Test of Moisture Uptake
The moisture uptake (MU) was measured by cutting the film
samples into small pieces (2 × 2 cm). The samples were dried
at 70◦C for 24 h. After the samples were weighed (W0), they
were conditioned for 72 h at 76% RH (saturated NaCl solution)
to ensure equilibrium of the moisture before reweighing (W1).

MU of the samples was calculated as follows:

MU = [W1 −W0]/W0×100% (1)

An average value of five replicates for each sample was taken.

Characterizations
The crystalline structure of samples was characterized with an
X-ray diffractometer (Philips, X’pert PRO, The Netherland),
with the Cu Ka radiation at 40 kV and 30mA. The diffraction
patterns were collected in reflection mode by scanning the
2θ range from 5◦ to 30◦, with a scan speed of 6◦/min. A
FTIR Spectrophotometer (Thermo Nicolet, NEXUS 670, USA)
was employed to record the Infrared spectra of films with the
attenuated total reflectance (ATR) model in the range of 4,000–
500 cm−1. The surface morphology of samples was observed with
a JEOL JSM-6701F microscope after the samples were coated
with gold. The films for test were immersed in liquid nitrogen
and cryo-fractured manually. TEM images of samples were taken
with a TECNAIG2-F30 Transmission electron microscope (FEI,
USA). Light transmission of films was measured with a UV–
vis spectrophotometer [N4, INESA (Group) Co., Ltd, China] at
selected wavelengths between 200 and 600 nm.

FIGURE 3 | SEM and TEM micrographs of PAL and SEM micrograph of MMT.
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FIGURE 4 | SEM micrographs of the cross-sections of SA/PAL nanocomposite films: neat SA films (A,B), SA/PAL (4 wt.%) (C,D), SA/PAL (6 wt.%) (E,F), and SA/PAL

(10 wt.%) (G,H).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

XRD Analysis
As shown in Figure 1, no sharp diffraction peaks were observed

in the XRD patterns of SA/glycerol films (Figure 1A), indicating

that neat SA film shows no crystalline state and the polymer
chains are arranged randomly. The neat PAL showed the

diffraction peak at 2θ = 8.4◦, ascribed to the characteristic

reflection of (110) crystallographic plane (Figure 1A) (Xu et al.,
2017). The diffraction peak of (110) plane of PAL (2θ = 8.4) was
observed in the XRD pattern of SA/PAL nanocomposite films.

The position of (110) diffraction peak has not been changed, but

the peak intensity increased with increasing the loading amount
of PAL in the SA/PAL film. This result indicated that SA polymer

chains cannot enter the tunnel to cause the change of the crystal
structure of PAL, which is in good agreement with previous

reports (Peng et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012). Different from
smectite, PAL has a layer-chain structure in which the structure
unit composed of continuous tetrahedrons and discontinuous
octahedrons are very stabile and cannot be intercalated or
exfoliated, so the crystal structure, and morphology of PAL can
remain well after forming nanocomposite.

The XRD patterns of MMT and the SA/MMT nanocomposite
films with different loading amount of MMT are presented in
Figure 1B. An intense diffraction peak at 2θ = 7.06◦ (basal
spacing is 1.25 nm), ascribed to the characteristic reflection of
(001) crystalline plane of MMT, was observed in the XRD pattern
of MMT. The characteristic reflection of MMT has not been
observed in the XRD pattern of SA/MMT when the content
of MMT is 2 wt.%, indicating MMT was exfoliated after its
composite with SA polymer chains at a relatively lower MMT
loading amounts. When the loading amount of MMT increased

FIGURE 5 | SEM images of the surface of SA/MMT nanocomposite films: SA/MMT (2 wt.%) (A,B), SA/MMT (6 wt.%) (C,D), and SA/MMT (10 wt.%) (E,F).
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FIGURE 6 | (A) MU of the SA/PAL and SA/MMT nanocomposite films with different loadings of nanoclays and (B) Schematic illustration of the presence of PAL or

MMT in the SA matrix.

to 6 and 10 wt.%, the diffraction peak of MMT shifted from
7.06◦ to 5.28◦ and 5.02◦, respectively. These results indicated that
some SA polymer chains were intercalated into the interlayer
space of MMT (Majdzadeh-Ardakani and Nazari, 2010), forming
an intercalated-exfoliated nanocomposite structure at relatively
higher contents of MMT (Nagarajan et al., 2015).

FTIR Analysis
The incorporation of PAL or MMT into SA matrix was evaluated
by ATR-FTIR analysis of films, because the vibrations and
shifts of the FTIR absorption bands may reflect the interactions
between SA and nanoclays. The ATR-FTIR spectra of the SA and
SA/PAL or SA/MMTnanocomposite films are shown in Figure 2.
As shown in Figure 2A, the absorption bands of neat SA film
at 3,256, 1,600 and 1,410, 1,020 cm−1 can be attributed to the
O-H stretching vibration, the COO symmetric, and asymmetric
stretching vibration of carboxylate groups, and the C-O-C
stretching vibration (Tezcan et al., 2012). After introducing PAL
or MMT into the SA matrix, the absorption band at 3,256
cm−1 shifted to low wavenumber region (Figures 2B–G), which
confirmed there are strong interaction between SA and PAL or
MMT, and the incorporation of PAL or MMT partially break the
the hydrogen bonding between SA and glycerol, and formed new
hydrogen bonding between SA chains and PAL or MMT (Huang
et al., 2004; Liu M. et al., 2012). A similar tendency has also been
observed in the CS/PVA/PAL composite film (Huang et al., 2012).

Micrographs of PAL, MMT, and

Corresponding Composites
Figure 3 showed the SEM and TEMmicrographs of PAL and the
FESEM image of MMT used in this study. It can be seen from
the SEM and TEM images of PAL that the PAL shows good rod-
like shape with a diameter of 30–70 nm, and a length of about
0.3–1.5μm. The rods are slightly aggregated together to form a
loose bundle. TheMMT exhibits a platelet-like shape, but most of

the lamellae of MMT stacked together without presence of single
MMT layers.

The dispersion of the PAL or MMT in the SA matrix
was also studied by SEM observation. The SEM images
(magnifications ×5,000 and ×20,000) of the cross-section of
SA/PAL nanocomposites with the PAL loading of 0, 2, 6, and 10
wt.% are shown in Figure 4, respectively. The fracture surface
of neat SA film showed a glossy and ordered morphology,
indicating the neat SA film has homogeneous microstructure,
and the SA and glycerol are compatible very well. All the SA/PAL
nanocomposites showed much rougher fractured surfaces in
comparison with SA film. The bright dots observed in the
SEM image of the nanocomposites indicated that the PAL rods
embedded within the SA matrix very well. The number of the
bright dots reflecting a well-dispersion of inorganic components
increased with increasing the loading amount of PAL. The
PAL has a well-dispersion in the SA matrix without obvious
agglomeration, indicating a good compatibility between SA
matrix and PAL. The well-dispersion of PAL in the SA matrix
can be ascribed to the following reasons. First, the 1D nanorod-
like feature of PAL and the relatively weaker interaction among
rods allowed them easy to be dispersed in polymer matrix under
the action of shear forces. Secondly, PAL can interact with SA
via hydrogen bonding interactions, which is also helpful to strip
effectively the crystal bundles as individually dispersed nanorods.
In addition, the good compatibility between PAL and SA matrix
also indicated a strong matrix-filler interfacial adhesion, which
facilitates to enhance the mechanical properties of the resulting
SA/PAL composite films.

Figure 5 showed the SEMmicrographs of the cross-section of
SA/MMT nanocomposite films with the MMT loading amounts
of 2, 6, and 10 wt.% at different magnifications (×5,000 and
×20,000). Compared with the neat SA film, the cross-section
of SA/MMT nanocomposite films is more rough and uneven
in varying degrees. The roughness degree of cross-section of
SA/MMT films increased with increasing the loading amount of
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MMT, owing to the platelet-shaped structure of MMT. It can
be seen that the MMT platelets were directionally stacked and
densely packed with SA matrix, forming a laminated structure
(Figure 5D). When the loading amount of MMT increased to
10%, the cross-section of SA/MMT nanocomposite film becomes
looser owing to the agglomeration of MMT in the SA matrix,
which may have a negative impact on the performance of the
composites. From Figures 4, 5 it can be seen that PAL has
relatively better dispersion than MMT in the SA matrix at high
loading amounts (6 and 10 wt.%). This behavior may be because
that the interactions among PAL rods are relatively weaker than
the interaction between the nanoplatelets of MMT (Lu et al.,
2005; Liu M. X. et al., 2012).

Moisture Uptake (MU)
MU capability of the SA/PAL and SA/MMT was measured to
study the effect of the nanoclays on the water-resistant properties
of the SA films. As shown in Figure 6A, The MU of neat SA film
was higher than that of SA/PAL and SA/MMT nanocomposites,
indicating that the introduction of PAL or MMT can inhibit
the penetration of water molecules into the film, and decrease
the MU of the nanocomposite films (Almasi et al., 2010). This
reduction of MU is because that PAL and MMT are able to
form hydrogen bonding networks with SA matrix, increase the
surface roughness of film, and block the diffusion pathway of
water molecules, which decreased the water sensitivity of the
nanocomposites (Wu et al., 2009; Almasi et al., 2010; Bidsorkhi
et al., 2014). In addition, the hydrophilicity of PAL or MMT is
weaker than that of neat SA matrix, so the incorporation of PAL
or MMT is favorable to reduce the MU.

In comparison, the PAL has a relatively better effect than
MMT on reducing the MU of SA film. The total MU of SA film
reduced about 12.9% after the incorporation of 10 wt.% PAL,
which was higher than that of SA/MMT10 (MU only reduced
8.1%). This can be attributed to the fact that PAL has a better
dispersion than MMT in the SA matrix at high loadings of
nanoclays (see Figure 6B). The good dispersion of PAL nanorod
in SA matrix enable it to form more stable and dense hydrogen
bond networks with the hydroxyl groups of SA than MMT
(little agglomeration in SA matrix) at the same loading amounts.
In addition, SA/MMT nanocomposites had a relatively looser
surface structure than SA/PAL nanocomposites at the sample
loading amount of 10 wt.%, which enable them to absorb easily
more water molecules.

Mechanical Performance of SA/PAL and

SA/MMT Nanocomposites
The effect of PAL and MMT addition on mechanical properties
of SA film was studied by a tensile testing experiment. As shown
in Figure 7A, the addition of PAL or MMT has great influence
on the tensile strength of nanocomposites. The tensile strength
(TS) of SA/PAL nanocomposites increased by 84.56% (from
13.67 to 25.23 MPa) with an increase of PAL loading amount
from 0 to 10 wt.%. This obvious improvement of TS of SA/PAL
can be ascribed to the homogenous dispersion of PAL in SA
matrix and the strong hydrogen bonding interaction between the
silanol groups of PAL and the –OH or –COOH groups of SA.

FIGURE 7 | TS (A) and EB (B) of SA/PAL and SA/MMT nanocomposites with

different contents of nanoclays.

In addition, the high aspect ratio of PAL was also favorable to
the stress transfer when the film was subject to be stretched. The
similar results were observed in other PAL nanorod-reinforced
polymers (Chen et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2014).

The TS of SA/MMT increased initially, reached the optimal
value at the MMT content of 6 wt.%, and then decreased with the
increase of addition amounts of MMT. The TS of nanocomposite
films increased by 82.96% in contrast to the SA films. The TS
of nanocomposites decreased when the MMT loading amount is
larger than 6 wt.%. This tendency is ascribed to the aggregation of
MMT in the SA matrix, as confirmed by SEM and XRD analysis
results. The similar behavior was also observed by previous
research result that the tensile strength of gelatin/MMT films
decreased after adding 5% of MMT due to a loss in the quality
of MMT dispersion in the gelatin matrix (Flaker et al., 2015).

Figure 7B showed the elongation at breakage (EB) of SA
film, SA/PAL, and SA/MMT nanocomposite films. The EB of
nanocomposites showed a decreasing trend with the increase of
the loading amounts of PAL or MMT. This reduction of EB of
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FIGURE 8 | Light transmission properties of SA film, SA/PAL, and SA/MMT nanocomposite films with different contents of nanoclays.

SA/PAL and SA/MMT nanocomposite films can be attributed to
the fact that the inclusion of rigid clay restricted the motion of
SA molecular chains in the matrix. Peng et al. (2011) confirmed
that the EB of the waterborne polyurethane/PAL nanocomposite
decreased with the increase of PAL loading amount. Slavutsky
et al. (2014) also proved the EB of brea gum/MMT composites
decreased with increasing the MMT content.

Light Transmission and Transparency
The light transmission of neat SA film, SA/PAL, and SA/MMT
nanocomposite films as a function of wavelength is shown in
Figure 8. The transmittance of SA film is about 87% at 600 nm
(visible region), but it decreased slightly with the increase of
PAL or MMT contents. This decrease was possibly related to the
presence of PAL or MMT nanoparticles, because light would be
absorbed partly by clay nanoparticles, leading to the decrease of
energy of transmitted light. This result is similar to the previous
findings that the light transmittance of pure polyimide film at
800 nm sharply decreased by incorporating 7 wt.% of PAL (An
et al., 2008). Slavutsky et al. (2014) also found that the light
transmission of brea gum/MMT composite films decreased after
incorporation of MMT.

In addition, the light transmittance of SA/PAL
nanocomposites is slightly lower than that of SA/MMT
nanocomposites at the same addition amount. The light
transmittance of the nanocomposites with addition of 10 wt.%
PAL and 10 wt.% MMT at 600 nm was about 67 and 75%,
respectively. This result may be due to the diameter of PAL
nanorods (50–100 nm) is higher than the thickness of MMT
nanoplatelets (about 1 nm) (Ge et al., 2015). Thus, the PAL
obstructed the transmission of light more significantly than
MMT.

CONCLUSIONS

The effects of 1D PAL nanorods and 2D MMT nanoplatelets
on the mechanical, water resistance, and light transmission
properties of the SA/PAL and SA/MMT nanocomposites were
studied by a comparative study. It was revealed that PAL can
enhance the mechanical and water resistance properties of
SA/PAL nanocomposites better than MMT, because the 1D PAL
has better dispersion than 2D MMT in the SA matrix at the
same loading amounts. As a result of it, the TS of SA film
increased sharply by 84.56% (from 13.67 to 25.23 MPa) after
incorporation of 10 wt.% PAL, which is better than the TS
of SA/MMT nanocomposite. In addition, the effect of PAL on
the reduction of MU was more significant than that of MMT.
Therefore, the 1D PAL nanorods are more suitable candidate of
nanofillers to fabricate biopolymer-based nanocomposite films
than MMT, and this study would lay a foundation to the design
and preparation of new types of environment-friendly packing
film materials.
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Recently, sustainable development has become a significant concern globally, and the

energy crisis is one of the top priorities. From the perspective of the industrial application

of polymeric materials, rubber tires are critically important in our daily lives. However,

the energy consumption of tires can reach 6% of the world’s total energy consumption

per annum. Meanwhile, it is calculated that around 5% of carbon dioxide comes from

the emission of tire rolling due to energy consumption. To overcome these severe

energy and environmental challenges, designing and developing a high-performance

fuel-saving tire is of paramount significance. Herein, a next-generation, eco-friendly super

elastomer material based on macromolecular assembly technology has been fabricated.

Hydroxyl-terminated solution-polymerized styrene-butadiene rubber (HTSSBR) with high

vinyl contents prepared by anionic polymerization is used as flexible soft segments to

obtain excellent wet skid resistance. Furthermore, highly symmetrical 1,5-naphthalene

diisocyanate (NDI), different proportions of chain extender, and the cross-linking agent

with moderate molecular length are selected as rigid hard segments to achieve

simultaneous high heat resistance. Through this approach, a homogeneous network

supported by uniformly distributed hard segment nanoparticles is formed because soft

segments with equal length are chemically end-linked by the hard segments. This

super elastomer material exhibits excellent wear resistance and low rolling resistance.

More importantly, the wear resistance, rolling resistance, and wet-skid resistance are

reduced by 85.4, 42.3, and 20.8%, respectively, compared to the elastomeric material

conventionally used for tire. By taking advantage of this excellent comprehensive service

performance, the long-standing challenge of the “magic triangle” plaguing the rubber

tire industry for almost 100 years is resolved. It is anticipated that this newly designed

and fabricated elastomeric material tailored for tires will become the next generation

product, which could exhibit high potential for significantly cutting the fuel consumption

and reducing the emission of carbon dioxide.

Keywords: super elastomer, eco-friendly material, green tire, magic triangle, chain extender, cross-linking agent
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INTRODUCTION

Wheels are one of the greatest inventions in the history of
human civilization and have led to significant improvements in
work efficiency and liberation of productive force. The entire
world mounts on wheels and advances at full speed. Tires are
the only vital functional components of vehicles with direct
contact with the ground, and play the crucial roles of supporting
vehicle load, transferring power, braking, shock absorption,
and maintaining and changing driving direction. Since rubber
tires were invented, they have undergone several technical
and theoretical advances; meanwhile, the rapid development
of the automotive industry and highways requires tires to be
one of the polymer products with maximum yield and at the
highest technological level. Nevertheless, social development
and environmental problems such as the increasing energy
consumption, increase in safety accidents, and a vast quantity
of tire waste due to the short service life give rise to a higher
requirement for the development of the tire industry.

In 1980, the concept of sustainable development was explicitly
proposed by “The World Conservation Strategy” (U-Nations,
1980), which has attracted extensive worldwide concern and
attention in recent years. “Fossil fuel depletion” and “pollutant
emissions and global warming” are the two issues that should
be considered by the “sustainable energy development system”
(Hammond, 2004). Owing to the rapid development of the global
economy, the large use of fossil energy results in the increase of
greenhouse gas emissions, sea level rise, extreme weather change,
a sharp decline of biological species, and a serious threat to the
environment for human survival. Therefore, the improvement in
the utilization efficiency of fossil energy has become the problem
that is faced and needs to be solved by the whole world. Data
from the European Union indicates that transportation energy
consumption accounts for more than 20% of the world’s total
energy consumption in the past 5 years and the fuel consumption
of tires is 20–30% of that of the automobiles. Eighteen percent
of the global carbon dioxide emissions are related to traffic
and 24% of the carbon dioxide emissions of road vehicles are
related to tires. To comply with the development trend of fuel-
efficiency and safe tires with high performance, the European
Union released the world-noted legislation of “Tire Labelling
Regulation” in 2009 (EU, 2009). This leads to the classification
of the rolling resistance and wet-skid resistance of tires. It is
estimated that decreasing rolling resistance of tires by 20% leads
to a 5% reduction in fuel consumption and using B-level green
tires can save 20 billion liters of gasoline and reduce 50 million
tons of carbon dioxide emissions every year.

At present, the rubber composites used for manufacturing

pneumatic tires are prepared via vulcanization by mixing
more than 10 kinds of raw materials. Therefore, the energy

consumption of rubber processing is very high. Large amounts of

carbon disulfide, non-methane hydrocarbons, and other organic
waste are produced during the production process, and the
addition of strong carcinogens (e.g., aromatic hydrocarbon oil)
is required. Moreover, the constant discharge of heavy metals
and dusts due to surface abrasion of rubber tires causes an
adverse impact on the environment. Eighty percent of PM10

of the cities in the UK comes from traffic, and more than
10,000 death cases can be attributed to cardiopulmonary disease
caused by PM10 (Karl, 2012). Furthermore, waste rubber tires
cannot be recycled effectively. About 40 million tires are
discarded in the UK annually (Mavroulidou et al., 2006), and
the accumulation of waste tires provides a breeding place for
mosquitoes and increases the risk of infectious disease outbreaks
(Jang et al., 1998). Regarding the structure of tires, pneumatic
tires still control the tire market. However, they suffer from the
shortcomings of poor impact and puncture resistance. There is a
risk of leakage or even blow-out during use, which may even lead
to major accidents with loss and death. The data shows that there
were 921 traffic accidents caused by tire fault in the UK in 2015,
including 17 deaths and 147 serious injuries (UNECE, 2012).

The energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions of
the tire are related to the rolling resistance, whereas safety
is correlated with the wet-skid resistance and solid particle
pollution is affected by their wear resistance (Heinz and Grosch,
2007). These three properties are called the “magic triangle.”
Traditional rubber composites are approaching a bottleneck to
overcome the problem of the “magic triangle,” which restricts the
development of high-performance tires.

As we reported elsewhere (Qin et al., 2018), polyurethane
elastomer materials, with nano-particles chemically end-linked,
have remarkably low dynamic hysteresis loss. The polyurethane

features the presence of the urethane group

(
N

H

C

O

O

)
on

the macromolecular chain with a more or less frequency
(Cooper and Tobolsky, 1967), which is a versatile copolymer
consisting of alternating flexible soft segments and rigid hard
segments (Liff et al., 2007; Jiang et al., 2015). Compared to
traditional rubber composite materials, polyurethane has better
wear resistance, relatively high tear strength and elongation,
wide hardness range, low rolling resistance, large carrying
capacity, and excellent oil and chemical resistance (Fu et al.,
2016). The manufacturing process of polyurethane is simple,
which leads to less consumption of environmental pollutants
and the emission of waste water and gas. Besides, modified
polyurethane can be made biodegradable, and hence, the
recovery would be easier than that of rubber. Moreover, airless
tires made from polyurethane have better safety performance
and their service life is four times than that of ordinary
rubber tires. The application of polyurethane in retread tires
can not only reduce energy consumption but also achieve
the goal of recycling development (Chiou and Schoen, 2002),
which has a tremendous strategic significance of popularization.
However, the undesirable wet traction, which has bearing on
the glass transition temperature of the material, and poor heat
resistance (Yoshida et al., 2017), which goes hand in hand
with the structure of the material itself, of the preexisting
polyurethane materials, bring up the inconvenience in driving
security and preclude the possibility for its practical usage in
the situation of high-speed and heavy-loading tires as well.
Once these disadvantages are overcome, polyurethane elastomer
is not only the ideal material to manufacture “green tires,”
but also the best choice for realizing “green manufacturing” of
tires.
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To address this challenge, we put forward a new thought (Qin
et al., 2018): we replace polyester polyols and polyether polyols
of the soft segments of existing polyurethane materials with
hydroxyl-terminated solution-polymerized styrene-butadiene
rubber (HTSSBR) of designed and optimized molecule structure.
HTSSBR exhibits a glass transition temperature that can be
easily adjusted in a wide temperature range, and HTSSBR
with relatively high levels of 1,2-butadiene and low levels of
styrene possessed glass transition temperature of–25∼–15◦C
measured by DSC. The polyurethane elastomer material with
this structural designed HTSSBR acting as soft segments reveals
a higher tan δ at 0◦C than those of traditional materials, which
means a better wet-skid resistance. Hard segments chemically
link the end of equal length HTSSBR molecular chains to
form a network of uniform and tunable distribution of nano-
reinforcing units in the polymer matrix, which minimizes the
nano-scale frictions, and the tan δ at 60◦C is unusually low
which means a lower rolling resistance. Meanwhile, in order
to ensure the stability at very high temperature, high heat-
resistant 1,5-naphthalene diisocyanate (NDI) is programmed
to synthesize the innovative polyurethane elastomer material,
because the low thermal conductivity of polymer may cause heat
accumulation. The birth of eco-friendly next generation super
elastomer material with a concurrent excellent performance
of wet-skid resistance, wear resistance, rolling resistance,
and dynamic mechanical properties, is indeed something to
celebrate.

The properties of the super elastomer material are intensively
influenced by the micro-structures. The chain extender and
cross-linking agent are essential parts of the elastomer, which
will determine the perfect degree of their network. Therefore,
we regulated the hard segment micro-structure, principally
about the ratio of chain extender and cross-linking agent of
the elastomers. The effects of micro-structure change on its
macroscopic properties were systematically studied by FT-IR,
1H-NMR, XRD, TEM, DSC, TGA, TMA, DMA, and other
characterization methods. The sketch of the molecular structure
of this super elastomer was shown in Figure 1.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents and Materials
Butadiene (polymerization grade) was produced by Beijing
Yanshan Petrochemical Co., China; styrene was purchased from
Beijing Chemical reagents, China; THF (AR), cyclohexane (AR),
and ethanol (AR) were supplied by Beijing Chemical Works,
China; butyl lithium (CP) and lithium (AR) were provided by
Baling Petrochemical Corp, China. NDI (AR) was supported by
TCI; BDO and TMP (AR) were produced by Adamas.

Preparation of HTSSBR
Through anionic polymerization, the hydroxyl-terminated
solution-polymerized styrene butadiene rubber (HTSSBR)
was synthesized using self-made dilithium anionic initiator.
Considering that the anionic polymerization is highly sensitive
to impurities, it is necessary to purify all the instruments and
reagents. To guarantee that the polymerization was suitable,

FIGURE 1 | The diagram of molecular structure of our prepared elastomer

material.

the entire reaction system was cleaned with reactive-polymer
and high-purity nitrogen several times. The dilithium anionic
initiator was synthesized as follows. A 1:1 (volume ratio)
mixture of isoprene and cyclohexane was introduced by
dripping slowly into a tetrahydrofuran solution of lithium
flack protected by argon gas; the reaction was carried out at
the temperature of 0◦C for 6 h. After settling for 24 h, the
brownish red transparent initiator solution was obtained
by filtering. Next, butadiene, styrene, cyclohexane, and
tetrahydrofuran were successively added into a 2 L reactor
which had been thoroughly washed and purified by butyl
lithium, followed by adding self-made dilithium anionic
initiator. The polymerization progress lasted for 8 h at the
temperature of 50◦C. Then, the polymer was end-capped with
ethylene oxide under stirring. After 24 h, the reaction was
terminated by ethanol.

Preparation of HTSSBR-PU
The synthesis of HTSSBR-PU was achieved by a two-step
method. In the first step, the prepolymer was prepared by reacting
NDI and HTSSBR at 80◦C under the nitrogen atmosphere. In the
second step, extender 1,4-butanediol (BDO), cross-linking agent
trimethylolpropane (TMP) and the prepolymer were mixed up
under high-speed stirring at 65◦C for 6–8min. At last, the sample
was cast into a specific metal mold and then cured at 105◦C for
24 h.

Materials Characterization
The molecular weight of HTSSBR was characterized by GPC
(Waters 1525). The molecular structure was measured using 1H
NMR (Bruker AV600) and FT-IR (Nicolet 8700). The micro-
structure of the elastomer was measured by TEM (Hitachi
JEM-3010). X-ray diffraction (XRD) with Cu-Kα radiation (λ
= 0.154 nm) was performed on a Bruker D8 ADVANCE. The
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FIGURE 2 | (A) FT-IR spectra and (B) XRD spectra of HTSSBR-PU with different ratios of chain extender to cross-linking agent.

FIGURE 3 | (A) DSC curves and (B) TGA curves of HTSSBR-PU with different ratios of chain extender to cross-linking agent.

FIGURE 4 | (A) TMA curves and (B) DMA curves of HTSSBR-PU with different ratios of chain extender to cross-linking agent.

thermal properties were tested by TGA (Mettler-Toeledo), DSC
(Mettler-Toeledo STARe), TMA (TA Q800), and DMA (TA
Q800). The mechanical performances of the elastomer were
conducted by the universal testing machine (LRX Plus/LLOYD
LRX/MTS CMT4104), Akron abrasion tester (MINGZHU MZ-
4061) and a friction coefficient tester (LEIYUN BM-III). The
detailed information of material characterizations is offered in
the Supplementary Materials.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

HTSSBRwas successfully synthesized via anionic polymerization.
By analyzing 1H NMR and FT-IR spectroscopy, the content
of 1,2-butadiene, 1,4-butadiene and styrene were 61.56%, 14.69
and 23.75%, respectively. The glass transition temperature is
−22.47◦C as expected. The molecular weight is ∼3,000 and with
a narrow distribution.
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TABLE 1 | The comparison between SSBR composites and our prepared super

elastomer material on mechanical properties.

SSBR compositesa) HTSSBR-PU

Tensile strength /MPa 16.1 22.3 (+38.5%)

Elongation at break/% 365 481 (+31.8%)

Tensile stress at 300%/MPa 12.9 15.1 (+17.1%)

Tear strength /kN·m−1 40.6 45.8 (+12.8%)

Compression heat build-up/◦C 20.9 16.2 (−22.5%)

Akron abrasion loss /mm3 74.0 10.8 (−85.4%)

60◦C tan δ(strain 7%, frequency 10 Hz) 0.130 0.075 (−42.3%)

Pendulum-type friction coefficient 24 29 (+20.8%)

a) Formulas of contrast sample SSBR composites are shown as follows: SSBR 96.3, BR

30.0, Silica 70.0, Bis [3-(triethoxysilyl)propyl] tetrasulfide (TESPT) 6.3, Stearic acid (SA) 2.0,

ZnO 3.5, N-tert-Butyl-2-benzothiazolesulfenamide (TBBS) 2.0, diphenyl guanidine(DPG)

2.0, N-1,3-dimethylbutyl-N′-phenyl-p-phenylenediamine (Antioxidant 4020) 1.0, S 1.7.

To demonstrate our thought, we emphasized polyurethane

materials using HTSSBR as soft segments with different ratio of

cross-linking agent and chain extender. The chemical content
of the elastomer is a critical factor for the performance of
the material. FT-IR spectroscopy (Figure 2A) was used to
support that the synthesis progress was successful. The sample is
designated as A:B, where A and B denote the mass percentages of
chain extender and cross-linking agent, respectively. Taking the
sample 50:50 as an example, the broad absorption at 3,290 cm1

corresponds to the N-H bonding. The absorptions from 1,740 to
1,700 cm−1 correspond to the stretching vibration of C=O. The
absorption at 2,280–2,255 cm−1, the witness of –NCO, indicates
the complete reaction of NDI. There is redshift of the absorption
peaks of N-H and C=O, attributed to the hydrogen bonded
amino group and the carbonyl group. By using peak-fitting
software and imitating procedure by the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm, hydrogen bonding degree calculated by peak areas
is summarized. Degrees of ordered and disordered hydrogen
bonding, and the total degree of hydrogen bonding decrease
with the increasing content of the cross-linking agent (And
and Painter, 2007). In this system of polyurethane, the soft
segment made up of styrene and butadiene does not include
strong electronegativity elements, making the hydrogen bonding
only form between the hard segments (Harthcock, 1989; Król,
2007). The decrease of microtacticity of hard segments, which
is lowered by the trifunctional trimethylolpropane, is the main
reason for the reduction of hydrogen bonding. Compared with
the difunctional 1,4-butanediol, the structure formed by TMP
is more rigid and irregular, making the hydrogen bonding
harder to form. The degree of ordered and disordered hydrogen
bonding both decreases from 52.39 to 45.41% and from 22.64
to 18.30% respectively, resulting in the total degree of hydrogen
bonding decreasing from 74.03 to 63.71%. The crystallization
property of hard segments in the material, which is also
associated with the molecular structure, is also influenced by the
reduction of hydrogen bonding degree. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
was performed to explore the crystallization of the elastomer
(Figure 2B). There are dispersing diffraction peaks and a sharp
diffraction peak (2θ≈20◦). The dispersing diffraction peak is
formed due to the long-range disorder of the elastomer, and

FIGURE 5 | The schematic diagram of the rolling resistance test machine

(RSS II model).

the sharp diffraction peak is formed by the short-range ordered
crystal area. The shape of the dispersing diffraction peaks is
almost identical, whereas the strength of sharp hard segment
diffraction peak decreases and the degree of crystallization
decreases from 7.27 to 1.22% with the ratio of chain extender
to cross-linking agent reduces. As the main content of hard
segment, NDI is a kind of isocyanate with good symmetry, which
benefits from the regular structure of molecular chains and allows
the hard phase to have crystallization. Crystallization formed by
hard segment units is short range order, and the whole elastomer
remains long range disorder. As a tri-functionality cross-link
agent, TMP is not as symmetrical as BDO. This influences
the formation of short-range order and partly long-range order
structure, so the degree of crystallization will decrease with the
accretion of TMP (Seefried and Critchfield, 2010).

Due to the difference in polarity between the soft and
the hard segments, the micro-phase separation and chemically
end-linked nanoparticles are generated uniformly through the
self-assembly progress. The thermal and mechanical properties
are mainly supported by the hard segment nanoparticles;
therefore, it is of vital importance to study the effect of
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the structure of hard segment. The thermal properties were
acquired through thermogravimetric analysis and differential
scanning calorimetry. Glass transition temperature (Figure 3A)
of HTSSBR is−22.45◦C, and glass transition temperature
increases as the ratio of chain extender to cross-linking agent
reduces. As described in the theoretical formula of glass glass
transition temperature:

Tgx = Tg + Kxρ

where Tgx is the glass transition temperature of the cross-
linked polymer, Tg is the glass transition temperature of the
origin polymer, Kx is the characteristic constant, and ρ is the
cross-linking density. As the cross-linking density increases,
the glass transition temperature of the cross-linked polymer
will rise correspondingly. Adding more crossing-linking agent
into the system increases the chemical cross-linking density,
and the mobility of molecular chains is restricted by the
three-dimensional network restricts, which will raise the glass
transition temperature. The thermal decomposition progress
(Figure 3B) of PU is composed of two-stages, including hard
segment and soft segment dissociation (Petrović et al., 2010),
successively. The amount of final residual carbon is almost
equal. The weight loss rate of two stages is the same as the
weight ratio of the hard and soft segment, which indicates the
complete reaction as well. The initial thermal decomposition
temperature is about 300◦C. The changing ratios of chain
extender to cross-linking agent have little effect on the two-stage
weight loss. The decomposition is mainly caused by chemical
bond rupture, while the network structures formed by TMP and
BDO have a slight influence on chemical bonds, so the thermal
destruction temperature increases slightly. Thermomechanical
analysis (TMA) was applied to further investigate the thermal
properties of the elastomer. The softening temperature is defined
as the critical temperature when the elastomer having a reduction
in thickness which leads to a sudden decline in modulus (Lee
and Ko, 1993). The softening temperature and expansivity were
measured (Figure 4A). The disentanglement of hard segment is
relieved by cross-linking structure at high temperature, which
raises the softening temperature. At the same time, with the
content of cross-link agent increasing, the deformation is more
restricted by the network structure with temperature increases.
By comparing with our previous work, the increase of the hard
segment content has more effect on softening temperature than
that of the ratio of the cross-linking agents to the chain extender.
The explanation is as follows: these two factors both contribute
to the cross-linking points of the structure. The difference is that
hard segment, as physical cross-linking points, mainly forms the
well-defined micro-phase separation due to hydrogen bonding
and polarity of hard and soft segment, however cross-linking
agents havemainly impacted the hard segment phase and have no
direct correlation with micro-phase separation. Additionally, the
hardness of the elastomer is slightly influenced by the changing
the ratio of the chain extender to the cross-linking agent, which
varies from 70 to 73. In a micro structure, the hardness of
the partial area is increased by the network structure formed
by tri-functional cross-linking agent. As analyzed earlier, the

FIGURE 6 | The hysteresis loss and terminal temperature of SSBR

composites and our prepared super elastomer material.

macro properties are mildly affected by the cross-link in hard
segment phase, so there is a slight increase in hardness. Dynamic
mechanical analyzer (Figure 4B) was used to test the mechanical
properties of the elastomer (Dong and Cooper, 1971). The area
of loss peaks is reduced as the ratio of chain extender to cross-
linking agent decreases. The tan δ 0◦C, which is also known as
the wet-skid resistance, is influenced by change of cross-linking
density. The increase in cross-linking density limits the mobility
of molecular chain between cross-link points, which will reduce
the loss of energy, resulting in the decrease of peak area. The
temperature of the loss peak moves to high temperature, as
evidenced in DSC.

The above performances of HTSSBR with different ratios of
chain extender and cross-linking agents completely match the
requirement of a tire material (Prisacariu, 2011). Comparison
between the sample with relatively better performances and
SSBR composites are made to highlight the excellent mechanical
properties. The general mechanical properties comparison are
given in Table 1. The tensile strength is 22.3 MPa, compared
with SSBR composites (16.1 MPa), an increase of 38.5%. The
elongation at break is 481%, while the elongation of SSBR
composites is 365%. Moreover, the wear resistance of HTSSBR
is much better, with Akron abrasion loss at 10.8 mm−3, while
the Akron abrasion loss of SSBR composites is 74 mm−3,
which is much larger than Akron abrasion loss of HTSSBR.
Tires with better wear resistance means less weight loss at
work and longer service life, which can not only save the
cost but also protect the environment. The exceptional wear
resistance of the elastomer makes it an environmental-friendly
material. In comparison with HTSSBR and SSBR composites,
our PU elastomer shows apparent improvement in mechanical
properties. However, before this elastomer comes to practical
application, there are still several properties to be discussed.
Hysteresis loss, which is also called dynamic energy loss, is one of
the most important properties of dynamic elastomers products.
As usual, the hysteresis loss dissipates in the form of heat, so
it is known as rolling resistance. The dynamic energy loss of
tires (Futamura, 1991), turning into heat accumulation, will raise
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FIGURE 7 | TEM images of SSBR composites and HTSSBR-PU.

the working temperature of the tires, which could affect the
mechanical properties of the tire and have a potential safety
hazard. At the same time, rolling resistance determines the
fuel assumption of tires. Therefore, it is of great importance to
develop tires with low dynamic energy loss. In order to reflect
the property of theHTSSBR-PU, a comparison betweenHTSSBR-
PU and conventionally SBBR composites used for tire used was
invested to discuss the mechanical performance of the HTSSBR-
PU. Based on the theory of the viscoelasticity of elastomer, a
machine (RSS-II model, Figure 5) was designed to measure the
rolling resistance. The dynamic energy loss can be measured
by the viscoelasticity response of the elastomer in the rotating
progress of thematerial sampler on the roller. The dynamic strain
and stress (Willett, 1973) given as ε (t) = εa sin ( ωt − δ) and
σ (t) = σa sin ωt, respectively. The energy loss under a specific
controlled energy cycle is give as follows

H =

∫ 2π/ω

0
σ (t)

dε (t)

dt
dt = πεaσasinδ ≈ πεaσatanδ

where ω is the frequency, εa is the amplitude of strain, σa is
the amplitude of stress, δ is the phase difference between stress
and strain, and tanδ is the loss factor. After the test cycling
(Figure 6), the hysteresis loss of HTSSBR-PU is measured to be
0.85 J/r, which is significantly lower than the hysteresis loss of the
SSBR composites (4.89 J/r). Due to the heat accumulation caused
by the dynamic energy loss, the temperature rise of HTSSBR-
PU is 30.2◦C, but the temperature rise of SSBR composites
incredibly reached 88.3◦C. To simulate the reality viscoelastic
response relation with alternating stress of the materials under
the working conditions, DMA with the strain ε at 7% and
the frequency at 10Hz was performed. The 60◦C tan δ of
the SSBR composites (0.130) is larger than the 60◦C tan δ of
HTSSBR-PU, which could further prove that the latter have

FIGURE 8 | The “Magic triangle” performance comparisons between SSBR

composites and our prepared super elastomer material.

lower rolling resistance. In addition, the pendulum-type friction
coefficient reflects that the HTSSBR-PU lost less energy during
the friction process, illustrating the low rolling resistance of
HTSSBR-PU. As Figure 7 shows, the microstructure of SSBR
composites is uneven due to the severe conglomerating of
silica nanoparticles, while homogeneous phase separation in
HTSSBR-PU is generated by the self-assembly progress of soft
and hard segments. At the molecular level, the viscoelasticity
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of the SSBR composites is mainly based on the polymer
blend of SSBR/BR, the size, and distribution of nano-particles.
The vulcanization and the nano-particles provide the essential
chemical cross-linking points, but there will be the problem of
combination between the particles and the polymer and uneven
distribution of polymer and filler. The system of HTSSBR-PU
is totally different in these aspects; the synergy of the network
is supported by the soft segment with uniformly dispersed
molecular weight and the even distribution of physical cross-link
points provided by the micro-phase separation (Chen and Hsu,
1990; Cho et al., 2013), which leads to noticeable diminution
of hysteresis loss and decrease of heat accumulation. The well-
performed rolling resistance can also obviously reduce fuel
consumption, which effectively reduces the carbon emission.
Additionally, the molding process of HTSSBR-PU, which does
without mixing and vulcanization, is much more straightforward
and more efficient than the preparation technology of SSBR
composites. To highlight our super elastomer material more
intuitively, “Magic triangle” performance comparisons with SSBR
composites are expressed in Figure 8. The markedly enlarged
“Magic triangle” area elucidated that our super elastomer
has the highest comprehensive performance. It is now well-
established that our super elastomer is a kind of advanced
material with fantastic performance and inestimable application
prospects.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we designed and synthesized a super elastomer
material by combing the HTSSBR and NDI, and the properties
influenced by the ratio of chain extender and cross-link agent
are discussed in particular detail. The excellent mechanical
properties of the elastomer are provided by the micro-phase
separation structure and hard segment nanoparticles, and
the structure of hard segments are influenced by the chain

extender and cross-link agent. As the content of cross-link
agent increases, the short-range order structures are affected
and the degree of crystallization decreases. The tri-functional
TMP raises the cross-link density of the hard segment, which
increases the softening temperature and reduces the expansivity.
The network structure in the hard segment has a light
impact on the micro-phase separation and heat resistance of
the material. Compared with commercial SSBR composites,
the super elastomer material has advantages in most aspects,
especially the excellent rolling resistance and wear resistance,

which help to decrease the carbon dioxide emission. Our
prepared elastomer material perfectly matches the requirement

of “green tire,” and it provides a new idea for further

development excellent energy-saving and eco-friendly advanced
elastomers.
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The Rietveld analysis of X-ray powder diffraction patterns is used widely for obtaining the

structural information of clay minerals. However, the complex hydration behavior and the

variability of interlayer contents are often considered difficult to be described correctly

by a simple structure model. In the present work, the use of Cu-triethylenetetramine

(Cu-trien)-exchanged nontronites has been proposed to simplify the interlayer structure.

This method provides a potential to obtain the structural information of nontronites, for

example, the layer charge density, occupancies of cis-octahedral sites, and the iron

content by the Rietveld analysis from the X-ray powder diffraction patterns. The approach

was demonstrated on three Cu-trien-exchanged nontronite samples. The Rietveld

refinements were carried out first on the purified samples and the results showed a good

peak fitting between measured and calculated patterns. The refined iron content and the

occupancies of cis-octahedral sites are in general agreement with the reference data,

which have been obtained from chemical and thermal analyses. The refinement of layer

charge density showed lower values compared with the reference. It may be due to

the assumption of temperature factor of Cu-trien in the interlayer. A raw sample with

natural impurities was chosen to test the applicability of this method. The refinement

pattern of the raw sample led to good agreement with the observed data. The results

of the iron content and the occupancies of cis-octahedral sites showed the same

tendency as purified samples. This study showed that this approach allows for obtaining

some structural details of nontronites directly from X-ray powder diffraction patterns of

Cu-trien-exchanged samples.

Keywords: nontronites, Rietveld refinement, Cu-triethylenetetramine, crystal structure, X-ray powder diffraction

INTRODUCTION

Nontronite is the iron-rich dioctahedral smectite. The dominant cation in the tetrahedral sheet is
Si4+, which can be substituted by Al3+ commonly (Manceau et al., 2000a). The octahedral sheet
contains predominantly Fe3+, partially Al3+, and a minor amount of Mg2+. Only two-thirds of the
octahedral positions are occupied by cations in dioctahedral smectites. In general, octahedral sheet
shows two different configurations, that is, cis- and trans-octahedron that relate to the disposition
of hydroxyl groups. In the cis-octahedron, the OH groups are on the same side, whereas in the
trans-octahedron, the OH groups are on the opposite side. Tsipursky and Drits (1984) found
that natural dioctahedral smectites may cover a wide range of cis-vacant (cv) and trans-vacant
(tv) proportions. Based on the oblique-texture electron diffraction and X-ray diffraction analyses,
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Besson et al. (1983) and Tsipursky and Drits (1984) demonstrated
that for Fe-rich dioctahedral smectites, cis-octahedral positions
were occupied and trans-octahedral sites were vacant. In general,
nontronites show turbostratic stacking disorder (Biscoe and
Warren, 1942) due to the weak bonds between the 2:1 layers
(Moore and Reynolds, 1997). This kind of disorder can be
described when the layers rotate or translate randomly to each
other along the c∗ direction (Moore and Reynolds, 1997).
This kind of structural defect leads to non-Bragg diffraction
effects and restricts the applicability of the conventional
Rietveld method (Bish, 1993) to smectite. Several attempts of
the Rietveld refinement have been done on turbostratically
disordered structure (Taylor and Matulis, 1994; Viani et al.,
2002; Gournis et al., 2008). However, these authors assumed
more or less the ordered structure models, but not a real
turbostratically disordered structure. The BGMN software can
describe turbostratic disorder features of the diffraction patterns
successfully by using the structure model containing a single-
layer approach (Ufer et al., 2004). This method allowed an
acceptable quantification of the smectite content in bentonites
(Ufer et al., 2008). Later, it was applied for the Rietveld
refinement of illite-smectite mixed-layer minerals (Ufer et al.,
2012). However, this approach cannot handle the complex
hydration behavior in the interlayer (Sato et al., 1992, 1996;
Ferrage et al., 2005b).

Sposito et al. (1999) concluded the hydration shells of
the cations like Na+ and K+ and the results indicated a
tendency of inhomogeneous distribution in the interlayer of
montmorillonite. Ferrage et al. (2005a,b) showed the hydration
behavior of the smectites and the configuration of the interlayer
to be complex and varying. It seems that the correct description
of the interlayer configuration is another difficulty for the
Rietveld analysis of nontronites, except for the turbostratically
disordered structure. Therefore, a defined and stable occupancy
of the interlayer space, which is independent of humidity, may

FIGURE 1 | The XRD patterns of the sample NWa with different cation exchange states.

provide a potential for the modeling of such modified interlayer
structures. In general, the intercalation of ethylene glycol (EG)
in smectites is used for the characterization of smectites and
vermiculites (MacEwan and Wilson, 1984). However, EG is
not sufficiently stable for long-time measurements. The Cu-
triethylenetetramine (Cu-trien) is a kind of stable complex and
used routinely in the determination of the cation exchange
capacity (CEC) (Meier and Kahr, 1999). The high selectivity
of the index cation [Cu(trien)]2+makes the exchange with the
interlayer content fast and complete (Bergaya et al., 2006).
Kaufhold et al. (2011) investigated the swelling capacity of
Cu-trien-exchanged smectites and concluded that the Cu-
trien-exchanged smectites showed constant d001 spacing and
without significant water uptake. It may offer a chance to
obtain information on the layer charge density by refining the
occupancy of the Cu-trien complex in the interlayer spacing.

The current work applied X-ray diffraction analysis to the
Cu-trien-exchanged nontronites by using the Rietveld method.
The main objectives of this study are given as follows: (I) to
investigate if some structural details of nontronites such as the
layer charge density, iron content, and the occupancies of the
trans- and cis- octahedral sites can be obtained directly from
the X-ray diffraction patterns of purified samples and (II) to test
the applicability of this method to raw nontronite samples with
natural impurities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Preparation
Two of the studied samples are from Uley Mine, South Australia
(NAu-1 and NAu-2, Source Clays Repository) (Keeling et al.,
2000). The other one is Washington nontronite (NWa). Keeling
et al. (2000) found that both NAu-1 and NAu-2 showed high
purity. This was also proved by primary X-ray diffraction
analysis of samples. Thus, no further chemical treatment was
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performed for samples, NAu-1 and NAu-2, to remove impurities
like carbonite, iron oxides, or organic matter. In contrast,
sample NWa contained amounts of quartz and trace amounts
of goethite (Figure 1 and Table 5). Due to the large size,
quartz can be easily removed from samples by the particle size
separation process. The common method for the dissolution
of iron oxides is described by Mehra and Jackson (1960).
However, Manceau et al. (2000a,b) found that more than 99%
octahedral Fe3+ was reduced to Fe2+ after the removal of iron
oxides by using this method. Also, the layer charge may also
change during the reduction processes (Carrado et al., 2006).
Therefore, this procedure was not applied on this sample to
avoid the destruction of the structure. To get the enrichment
of nontronites, the particle-size separation of the <0.2μm
fraction from sodium-saturated samples was necessary. The
excess salts were removed by dialysis and the <0.2μm fraction
was obtained by centrifugation. Then, the purified samples
(<0.2μm) were exchanged with Cu-trien complex: 0.8 g purified
samples (<0.2μm) were suspended in 100ml 0.1M Cu-trien
solution. After shaking for 24 h, the suspension was centrifuged
and washed with deionized water. Then, 100ml of fresh Cu-
trien solution was added into the centrifuge tube and shaken for
3 h again to ensure the exchange reaction was completed. After
washing, the dispersion was dialyzed to remove excess salts and
then dried at room temperature.

The chemical composition of Cu-trien-exchanged nontronite
samples (Table 1) was calculated from the analysis of
XRF (Table 2) using the method described by Köster (1977)
(Table 1). The XRF measurement was performed on a MagiX
PRO XRF-spectrometer (stimulation power: 3.2 KW) in the
Institute of Geosciences, the Johannes Gutenberg University,
Mainz. Sample NAu-2 showed higher iron content and lower
aluminum content compared with sample NAu-1 (Table 1).
The result is in good agreement with the study of Keeling et al.
(2000). The other sample, NWa, showed significantly lower iron
content and higher aluminum than NAu-1 and NAu-2 (Table 1).
The layer charge density was determined by the alkyl ammonium

method (AAM) (Lagaly andWeiss, 1976; Olis et al., 1990; Lagaly,
1991, 1994). The occupancies of cis- and trans-octahedral sites
were calculated by fitting the derivative thermogravimetry (dTG)
curves, which provided the information of the dehydroxylation
temperature (Drits et al., 1995, 1998). The results showed that
almost all cis-octahedral sites were occupied (Table 1) and the
octahedral sheets were dominated by trans-vacant structure. The
occupancy of iron cations in the octahedral sites was obtained
by dividing the octahedral iron content by the octahedral
occupancy (Table 1). The structural information obtained from
the chemical and thermal analyses was used as independent
references to evaluate the Rietveld refinements.

X-ray Powder Diffraction Analysis
The X-ray powder diffraction patterns of nontronites were
collected by using a URD 6 (Seifert, CoKα radiation)
diffractometer with a secondary beam graphite monochromator,
a 0.2-mm detector slit, and an automatic divergence slit (15-mm
irradiated length). The measurements were performed from
5◦ to 80◦ 2θ, with a step width of 0.03◦ 2θ and 3–5 s/step. The
patterns were analyzed by the Analyze RayfleX v.2.352 software.
The dried samples (<0.2μm) were ground in an agate mortar by
hand and filled into the sample holder by using a side-loading
technique. To reduce the influence of the preferred orientation
on X-ray powder diffraction patterns, a specific method for
sample preparation was applied. The powders passed through a
sieve with 100-μm mesh to destroy the aggregates, which had
formed during the previous drying process and formed a rough
surface.

Rietveld Refinements
The program BGMN (Bergmann et al., 1998) was applied for the
Rietveld refinement. The single-layer approach (Ufer et al., 2004)
was used to describe the turbostratically disordered structure
of nontronites. A standard cell was elongated 10 times in
the stacking direction and filled only by one single 2:1 layer
(Ufer et al., 2004). The atomic coordinates of the 2:1 layers of

TABLE 1 | Structural formulae and properties of nontronite samples (<0.2μm fraction).

Samples Chemical composition

/FU

Layer charge density

[eq/FU]

Iron content per

cation position

Occupancy of

cis-octahedral sites

Nau-1 Cu2+
0.18

(
Al0.21Fe

3+
1.83

) [(
Si3.51Al0.49

)
O10

(
OH

)
2

]
0.37* 0.897 1

Nau-2 Cu2+
0.12

(
Al0.04Fe

3+
1.94

) [(
Si3.81Al0.19

)
O10

(
OH

)
2

]
0.25** 0.980 1

NWa Cu2+
0.17

(
Al0.43Fe

3+
1.46

Mg0.21

) [(
Si3.58Al0.42

)
O10

(
OH

)
2

]
0.34* 0.695 0.955

*Layer charge density according to Lagaly (1994).

**Mean layer charge density according to Olis et al. (1990).

TABLE 2 | XRF analysis of the Cu-trien-exchanged nontronites (< 0.2μm).

Oxides/% SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3(t) MnO MgO CaO Na2O TiO2 P2O5 CuO LOI

NAu1 52.04 8.78 36.08 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00 4.56 17.46

NAu2 56.44 2.91 38.14 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00 3.58 15.86

NWa 56.33 10.46 27.86 0.02 2.00 0.03 0.00 0.72 0.03 3.60 19.4
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nontronites were taken from theManceau et al. (2000a) study and
recalculated for an orthogonal unit cell (Table 3). The positions
of the atoms were kept constant during the refinement. The start
value for the lattice constant b was set at 0.906 nm and refined
with the limits ranging from 0.90 to 0.93 nm, and the lattice
constant a was connected to b setting as a = b /

√
3 due

to the assumption of the hexagonal layer symmetry (Manceau
et al., 2000a). The start value of lattice constant c of Cu-trien-
exchanged nontronites was set at 1.31 nm and refined with the
limitation between 1.29 and 1.36 nm (Kaufhold et al., 2011). The
atomic structure of the Cu-trien complex was derived from the
Keramidas and Rentzeperis (1992) study. The Cu-trien molecule
was placed in the middle of the interlayer and rotated parallel
to the TOT layer. During the refinement, the atomic positions
were kept fixed. The lattice constants were set as a = 0.7362 nm,
b = 1.4708 nm, and c = 1.5551 nm (Keramidas and Rentzeperis,
1992). According to the study of Szczerba and Ufer (2018), the
temperature factor of Cu-trien cation in the interlayer was set at
0.3 nm2, which should be significantly higher than the atoms in
other positions.

The occupancy of the Cu-trien complex in the interlayer P
(Cutrien) and the iron occupation in the octahedral position P
(Fe) were refined. The layer charge density was presented by the
parameter P (Cutrien). Despite the nontronites being known to
prefer the trans-vacant octahedral configuration, both cis- and
trans-vacant sites are considered. The cis-site occupation P (cis-
sites) was tried to be refined for checking this precondition.
The scaling factor and the peak-broadening parameters were
refined. The correction function for the preferred orientation was
introduced and refined during the refinement. The zero-point
shift correction and the sample displacement error were refined
as nonstructural parameters.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Rietveld Refinement on Purified

Cu-Trien-Exchanged Samples
The X-ray diffraction patterns of sample NWa with different
treatments are shown in Figure 1. The patterns of the raw and
purified Na-saturated sample displayed asymmetric and broad
001 reflection (Figure 1), which indicated complex hydration
states and inhomogeneous layer charge distribution in the
interlayer (Ferrage et al., 2005b, 2007). Thus, such a peak
profile is difficult to be simulated by a simple structure model.
After exchanging the interlayer contents with the Cu-trien, the
intensity of the 001 reflection was enhanced and well-defined
(Figure 1). This method makes the description of the interlayer
structure much easier and provides a probability to obtain the
layer charge density by refining the occupancy of the Cu-trien
complex in the interlayer.

The refinement of the sample NAu-1 showed a good
agreement between the measured and calculated patterns and
gave reasonable results for the iron content and the cis-
octahedral sites occupancies (Table 4). The value of Rwp was
6.79% (Figure 2). The refined value of P (Fe) = 0.86(8) agreed
with the chemical data within the estimated confidence interval

TABLE 3 | Atomic coordinates of the orthogonalized unit cell for nontronite

recalculated from Manceau et al. (2000a).

x y z

T1 0.63 0.329 0.78

T2 0 0.329 0.22

M1 0.316 0.333 0.5

M2 0.316 0 0.5

O1 0.63 0.688 0.613

O2 0.64 0.5 0.822

O3 0.375 0.736 0.845

O4 0.003 0.313 0.387

O5 0.97 0.5 0.179

O6 0.26 0.74 0.156

O7 0.683 0 0.611

O8 0.944 0 0.389

Na1 0.646 0 0.892

Na2 0 0 0.108

T1 0.63 0.671 0.78

T2 0 0.671 0.22

M1 0.316 0.667 0.5

O1 0.63 0.312 0.613

O3 0.375 0.264 0.845

O4 0.003 0.687 0.387

O6 0.26 0.26 0.156

T1 0.13 0.829 0.78

T2 0.5 0.829 0.22

M1 0.816 0.833 0.5

M2 0.816 0.5 0.5

O1 0.13 0.188 0.613

O2 0.14 0 0.822

O3 0.875 0.236 0.845

O4 0.503 0.813 0.387

O5 0.47 0 0.179

O6 0.76 0.24 0.156

O7 0.183 0.5 0.611

O8 0.444 0.5 0.389

Na1 0.146 0.5 0.892

Na2 0.5 0.5 0.108

T1 0.13 0.171 0.78

T2 0.5 0.171 0.22

M1 0.816 0.167 0.5

O1 0.13 0.812 0.613

O3 0.875 0.764 0.845

O4 0.503 0.187 0.387

O6 0.76 0.76 0.156

Space group = C1/m1, a = 0.523 nm; b = 0.906 nm; c = 0.967 nm.

“M” indicates the cations Al3+, Mg2+, and Fe3+ in the octahedral sites.

“T” indicates the cations Si4+ and Al3+ in the tetrahedral sites.

(Table 4). The cis-octahedral site occupancy P (cis-sites) =

0.97(2) was close to the expected value of 1. On the contrary,
the occupancy of Cu-trien in the interlayer P (Cutrien)= 0.312(5)
was underestimated compared with the value 0.37 obtained by
the AAMmethod (Table 4).

The refinement of NAu-2 resulted in satisfactory results. The
Rwp value was 6.09%. The iron content P (Fe)= 0.91(7) was near
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TABLE 4 | The refinement results of the purified nontronite samples (<0.2μm).

Nau-1 Nau-2 Nwa

Start

value

Refinement

limits

Reference

values

Refinement result

Rwp = 6.79%

Rexp = 2.63%

Reference

values

Refinement result

Rwp = 6.09%

Rexp = 2.63%

Reference

values

Refinement result

Rwp = 9.95%

Rexp = 2.68%

Contents/wt.%

Nontronite/[3σ] 100 100 99.4(2)

Quartz/[3σ] 0.1(2)

Goethite/[3σ] 0.5(6)

Lattice parameter

b(nm)/[3σ] 0.906 0.90-0.93 0.914(1) 0.9101(2) 0.9072(2)

Structure parameters

P(Fe)/[3σ] 0.4 0-1 0.897 0.86(8) 0.980 0.91(7) 0.695 0.65(9)

P(cis-sites)/[3σ] 0.5 0-1 1 0.97(2) 1 1 0.995 1

Layer charge density

P(Cutrien)/[3σ]

0.2 0-0.4 0.37 0.312(5) 0.25 0.238(4) 0.34 0.310(6)

Preferred orientation/(correction

factor in <00l>, deviation from

random orientation)

0 1.37(2) 1.23(2) 1.81(3)

Reference values: P (Fe) from chemical analysis, P(cis-sites) from thermal analysis, P(Cu-trien) from layer charge density determined by the AAM method.

TABLE 5 | Comparison of the refinement results for purified and raw Washington nontronite.

Start

value

Refinement limits

Reference values Purified

sample

(<0.2μm)

Raw

sample

(<0.4mm)

Rwp = 9.95% Rwp = 8.72%

Rexp = 2.68% Rexp = 3.51%

Contents [mass %]

Smectite/[3σ] 99.4(2) 79.3(4)

Quartz/[3σ] 0.1(2) 17.0(3)

Goethite/[3σ] 0.5(6) 3.7(3)

Structure parameters

P(Fe)/[3σ] 0.4 0-1 0.695 0.65(9) 0.63(9)

P(cis-sites)/[3σ] 0.5 0-1 0.995 1 1

Layer charge density P(Cutrien)/[3σ] 0.2 0-0.4 0.34 0.310(6) 0.355(4)

Preferred orientation /(correction factor in

<00l>, deviation from random orientation)

0 1.81(3) 1.23(4)

Reference values: P(Fe) from chemical analysis, P(cis-sites) from thermal analysis, P(Cu-trien) from layer charge density determined by the AAM method.

the value 0.980 as calculated from the structural formula. The
refined values of P (Cutrien)= 0.238(4) and P (cis-sites)= 1 were
in good agreement with the reference data (Table 4).

The refinement of the sample NWa got the Rwp value of
9.95% (Figure 2). Mismatches of two main profiles were present
at the 21–26◦2θ 02; 11 band and 30–33◦ 2θ 003 reflection.
The high-measured intensities may be related to the high-
preferred orientation (Table 4), which could not be compensated
completely by the correction model. Alternatively, it may be
considered that this sample has comparably low iron and high
aluminum content in the octahedral sites. The coordinates
derived from the Manceau et al. (2000a) study may not fit

perfectly for such Al-rich varieties. The refined iron content
P(Fe) = 0.65(9) was in agreement with the value of 0.695 (in
the estimated confidence interval). The refined parameter P (cis-
sites)= 1 was as expected from the results of the thermal analysis.
The refined P (Cutrien) = 0.310(6) was lower compared with the
value of 0.34 as determined by the AAMmethod (Table 4).

The obtained results showed that the refined cis-site
occupancies and the iron content for purified samples were
found to be comparatively consistent with the references.
A tendency for underestimation of the layer charge density
was observed. It may relate to the assumed values of the
temperature factor. Despite the temperature factor of Cu-trien
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FIGURE 2 | Rietveld refinements of purified nontronite samples.

in the interlayer already having been enhanced according to
Szczerba and Ufer (2018), there is still room for improvement
if the temperature factor could be estimated independently,
which, however, is hard to substantiate. The misfit of 001
reflection may be caused by the sample roughness, which can
make deviation of peak profiles and intensities at a very low
angle.

Rietveld Refinement of Raw Sample
The feasibility of the structural model was tested in a raw
nontronite sample with natural impurities. As the Washington
bulk nontronite (sample NWa) was the only one containing
significant impurities, it was chosen as a representative example
in this study. This raw sample was exchanged with the Cu-trien
complex directly without purification and particle size-separation
process.

The calculated pattern was fitted satisfactorily with the
observed data (Figure 3). The intensity of 02; 11 band was
enhanced and matched much better than the purified sample.
This might be related to the low preferred orientation (Table 5).
Generally, the bulk sample had bigger particle size and less

aggregation than the purified sample, which may lead to lower
preferred orientation (Table 5).

The measured pattern was covered with a large number of
quartz reflections and small broadened peaks of goethite. The
contents of the quartz and goethite were estimated as 17.0(3) and
3.7(3)% (Table 5). The Rwp value of raw NWa sample decreased
to 8.72%, while the refinement result of the purified sample
was 9.95% (Table 5). The refined value of cis-octahedral site
occupancy P(cis-sites)= 1 was in good agreement with the value
of 0.995, which came from the thermal analysis (Table 1). The
refined iron content P (Fe) = 0.63(9) was lower than the value
of 0.695 calculated from the structural formula. However, it
displayed the same tendency for the purified sample (Table 5).
The refinement result of P (Cu-trien) = 0.355 (4) was slightly
higher than the reference; by contrast, the refined value for the
purified sample was lower than the reference (Table 5).

The refinement result of raw nontronite samples showed that
the refined cis-octahedral site occupancies and iron content led
to the same trends as the purified sample. However, the refined
value of the layer charge density resulted in a reverse tendency to
that of the purified sample (Table 5). This may further confirm
the previous discussion: the selected coordinates may not work
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FIGURE 3 | Refinement on raw Washington nontronite.

satisfactorily for this specific sample with lower iron-content
and higher aluminum-content nontronites (Tables 4, 5). The
atomic coordinates applied to all samples were chosen identically
(derived by Manceau et al., 2000a); however, such a choice might
be a kind of simplification or compromise.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Rietveld refinements of purified Cu-trien-exchanged
nontronites led to comparatively reasonable results. The refined
values of the iron content and the cis-octahedral sites were highly
consistent with the references obtained from the chemical and
thermal analyses. However, the refined layer charge density
showed a tendency for underestimation. It may be attributed
to the uncertainty of the temperature factor of Cu-trien in
the interlayer. The test of the structural model on the raw
Washington nontronite showed good agreement between
calculated and measured patterns. The refinement results
showed similar tendency for the iron content and occupancies of
cis-octahedral sites, but an uncertain difference of layer charge
densities between the raw and purified samples. It may be a
consequence of the simplification of the atomic coordinates.
However, the models should be applied to more nontronite
samples with different iron contents in further research so as
provide evidence for this presumption.

The results of this work show that the current structure model
works better for nontronites with high iron content than those
with low iron content. The structure information such as the layer
charge density, iron content, and occupancies of cis-octahedral
sites can be obtained directly from X-ray diffraction patterns by

the Rietveld method. This study may offer a potential for refining
more structural parameters of nontronites by using this novel
approach. The temperature factor of the interlayer species should
be considered seriously since the occupancy of the atoms in the
interlayer is related to this parameter. On the other hand, further
developments should also focus on the optimization of the atomic
positions, which may cover nontronite variabilities.
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